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Preface

Tennessee State University Center of Excellence- -

Basic Skills for the Disadvantaged was awarded a Grant

to Plan for a Regional (Appalachian) Educational

Laboratory. The National Institute of Education has

designated Tennessee, Kentucky, Virginia and West

Virginia as the States which comprise the Appalachian

Region. During the planning phase, numerous documents

were perused and/or utilized to ascertain information

which would enhance the acquisition of information which

reflects the mission, functions and governance

structures of laboratories as well as the socioeconomic

and educational data pertaining to the region. In

addition, the work scope of the project entailed

conducting a Think Tank and a Needs Assessment Interview

via extensive consultations with knowledgeable

organizations and individuals. The results of the

aforementioned endeavors contained herewith reflect the

range and depth of documents utilized for the

accomplishment of this project.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.0 Grant to Plan for an Educational Laboratory in
the Appalachian Region

Tennessee State University was awarded a "Grant to

Plan for an Educational Laboratory" for the Appalachian Region.

The National Institute of Education has recently redefined the

Appalachian Region. The Appalachian Region currently consists of

four States: Kentucky, Tennessee, Virginia and West Virginia.

The work scope of the grant entailed conducting (1) a needs

assessment interview via extensive consultations with

knowledgeable organizations and individuals, (2) Think Tank, (3)

indepth reviews of relevant research and literature, (4)

secondary analyses of existing data, and (5) organization design

activities.

Implementation of the aforementioned activities

1 resulted in the accomplishment of the five major objectives of

the grant. They are delineated as follows:

1. To determine the major social, economic and educational
characteristics of the Appalachian Region;

2. To identify the most persistent educational problems for
which laboratory services are most needed;

3. To determine the adequacy of existing research and
development in the region;

4. To identify promising strategies for the organization focus,
operation and services of the laboratory, and

5. To explore the potential for relationships with other
appropriate organizations in the Appalachia. Highlights of
information and data gathered are contained within these
three final reports (i.e. Part One of Three, Part Two of
Three and Part Three of Three).

1
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1.1 Needs Assessment Survey

One of the primary objectives of the planning

activities of the planning grant entailed conducting a needs

assessment interview via extensive consultations with

knowledgeable organizations and individuals. These interviews

were conducted throughout each of the four states (Kentucky,

Tennessee, Virginia and West Virginia) within the Appalachian

Region. The consultations were conducted through the combined

use of site visits and personal interviews, group discussions and

telephone conversations.

A judgmental sample of organizations were selected for

inclusion in this study. Knowledgeable representatives of the

following organizations were identified and consulted within each

state. The follol, ng subsections delineates a partial listing of

organizations which were visited or contacted via telephone. A

total of 70 organizations participated in the needs assessment.

(Refer to Appendix D for a complete listing of organization

and/or participants by state of the study).

1. Parents

a. Parent-Teacher Associations
b. Associationof Children with Learning Disabilities

2. Students

a. Student Governments of various Institutions of higher
education

b. Area High School Student Council

3. Legislators

a. House Education Committee
b. Senate Education Committee
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4. Research Centers

a. Memphis State University- -
Bureau of Educational Research and Service

b. University of Virginia--
Evaluation Research Center

5. State Department of Education

a. Virginia State Department of Education
S. West Virginia State Department of Education

6. State Teacher Associations

a. Kentucky Education Association
b. Tennessee Education Association

7. Multicultural Organizations

a. Bureau of Jewish Education
b. NAACP
c. Effective Advocacy for the Handicapped
d. Tennesbee Indian Council

A needs assessment instrument entitled "Interview

Protocol" was designed and utilized to ascertain pertinent data.

Four primary categories emerged. Questions 1.0 - 2.0 inquired

about the educational strengths and sense of value placed on the

State's Schools. Questions 3.0 - 4.0 ascertained the major

problems, weaknesses and barriers encountered in the state's

educational system. Question 5.0 pursues information relative to

programs that the participants would propose to improve

education. Questions 6.0 - 12.0 assesses research options which

are available to educators and to propose new and/or innovative

programs and research topics. (Refer to Appendix A: Interview

Protocol for additional information.)

An analysis of the data is presented in Chapter 2:

Critical Analysis of Key Strengths and Problems of Education in

the Appalachian Region and the Most Important Trends Influencing

3 10



Education. Data is presented from a statewide, regional and

national perspective.

1.2 Think Tank

A "Think Tank" session was held at the Maxwell House

Hotel in Nashville, Tennessee during the timeframe of Sunday,

February 17, 1985 through Monday, February 18, 1985. On Sunday,

from 6:00 - 7:00 p.m., an Introductory Meeting was held. Two

brainstorming and discussion sessions were held on Monday

commencing at 8:00 a.m. and concluded at 4:30 p.m.

The participants in the Think Tank represented

individuals from predominantly Black and White institutions as

well as institutions located in rural and urban settings. In

addition, the participants were almost evenly distributed between

males and females. As a result the participants represented a

cross section of the population. Refer to Appendix E: Listing

of Universities Participating in the Think Tank Meeting. The

discussion and brainstorming session focused on the

identification of Appalachia's most persistent educational

problems and needs, the exploration of potential relationships

between various organizations within the region and the

development of innovative and promising strategies to organize,

focus and operate an educational laboratory in the Appalachian

Region. The sessions elicited responses which represented

various perspectives. They included (1) urban, (2) rural, (3)

multicultural, (4) higher education and K-12. During the final

session of the "Think Tank," all of the needs identified were

grouped within the twelve major recurring themes. The recurring

themes and some of their respective subgrouping of needs are

4
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listed below.

Recurring Themes

1. Teacher Preparation - inservice, preservice curriculum

a. Programs to assist in application of research nd
exemplary programs in the classroom

b. Classroom management

2. Community Support 4 Involvement

a. Need for parental and community involvement

b. High tech cooperation (schools and industry)

3. Equal educational opportunities, resources, quality of
programs minority issues

a. Programs dealing with techniques of working with
different kinds of groups

b. Generate more data relative to minority groups. (across
all components)

4. Evaluation Issues - application of testing, use of testing
impact on minorities

a. After school program to help students pass
proficiency tests

b. Evaluation process for all teachers

5. Public School Curriculum Issues
Effective Schools Research
Vocational Education -vs- Traditional
Early Childhood Education

a. Programs to help districts implement master plan

b. Self-auditing and review board for community (not
with local system) to audit curriculum programs

c. More resources for Special Education - learning
disabilities, vision training

d. System to give bet'dr start in early years

e. Magnet schools - gifted education

f. School reorganization

g122



6. Funding

a. Foundation for soliciting funding to help solve the
problems of women entering job market

b. Force local districts to comply with minimum
standards to receive funding

7. Basic skills/achievement issues
Skills, how to learn,
Education/employment relationship

a. Remedial programs for low achievers

b. Technical assistance in basic skill areas

c. Tutorial programs to improve student achievement

8. Leadership issues - prinripals
Central office staff - staff ievelopment

a. Inservice developztemt for administrators and school
board

b. Student discipline (policies)

9. Drop out - adult literacy issues

10. Teaching as a profession -
teachers

a. Accountability measures
performance

condition of employment for

- tying more money to better

b. Help public relations for teaching profession

c. Provide a place for teachers, future and experienced
meet, handle burnout

11. Cultural Diversity

a. Improved teacher education programs -
mu'iticultural training program - inservice,
preservice, administrators

b. Program for disadvantaged rid socio-economic racial
groups - tutorial, basic sk.sils

12. Politics of elucation - involved in all issues
government control, centralization - erosion of local
control

a. Special Education network to aline connections
between politics and programs for Special Education.



b. Have on-going oversight by state legislators - to
assess progress of implementing educational reform

A complete listing of all of the identified needs is included in

Appendix L: Think Tank--Recurring Themes.

Further analyses of the data collected during the

Think Tank in conjunction with the data from the Needs Assessment

Survey is presented in Chapter 2 of this document. Data is

presented from a statewide, regional and national perspective.

Chapter 2

Critical Analysis of Key Strengths and Problems of
Education in the Appalachian Region and the Most
Important Trends Influencing Education in Appalachia
Over the Next Five to Ten Years

2.0 Overview

National, regional and State education reform
initiatives are, of course, directed to problems in education
that need to be resolved. Education reform initiatives also
reflect educational strengths tha support the development of the
solutions the reforme are designed to achieve.

During 1983, deep-seated dissatisfaction and
controversy over the quality of public education, widespread and
sincere public concern about complex domestic problems, afforts
of professicnal educators, and in-depth media coverage of
education and other pressing domestic issues culminated in an
unprecedented education roform movement. Individuals and groups
historically divided by differences in educational orientations
and philosophies, and members of the public, private and business
communities joined together across the nation to achieve the goal
of excellence in education. Characterized by negotiation,
cooperation, commitment to sustain change and innovation, the
reform movement that has ensued promises to leave no State, no
community, no organization and no individual engaged
euucational endeavors untouched by its effort to anl- _eve
excellence.

The reports of the National Commission on Excellence
in Education, "A Nation at Risk", and Governor James B. Hunt's
Task Force on Education for Economic Growth, Action for
Excellence, tapped deep public concern about the nation's public
schools. A tidal wave of school reform promises to once again
renew American education. Local school boards, State school
boards and State legislative bodies are demanding comprehensive
reform initiatives including increased academic course
requirements for secondary schools, teacher education reforms,
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and performance-based pay. Evidence of the depth of the reform
efforts is the extent of the response of the public, the press
and broadcasting media, and the broad range of educational
professionals:

o A Fall 1983 poll by the Public Policy Analysis
Service indicates concern among all population
groups that the future of the Nation is threatened
by declining education.

o The National Conference of State Legislators
reported in October, 1983, that education, along
with crime and unemployment ranks at the top of the
nation's domestic agenda.

o The media response has extended beyond simply
citing the existence of the reports, and the
reaction to then.

o A Department of Education review of 45 different
newspapers indentified over 700 articles related
to A nation at Risk. Major periodicals devoted
extensive space to the issues. Network television
coverage has been extensive, particularly in the
spring and summer of 1983. Local stations
continued to feature educational issues.

o The education profession has responded in the
public interest. A review of 100 articles in
professional education journals between
April, 1983 and the fall revealed that
nearly half of these were on teaching.
Many dealt with curriculum, expectations, time,
leadership and fiscal support.

State leadership in the Appalachian region has been in the
forefront of the education reform movement. Governors' messages
delivered to 1984 legislatures were dominated by themes of
excellence in eduction. Each of the four States in the region
has responded to the challenge. The comprehensive approaches,
the commitment of all sectors to excellence in education -- State
and local governments, the education community, parents and
private sector industry and business -- are key strengths in the
region that havbe been rallied to address and resolve the
region's persistent educational problems.

2.1 State Educational Profiles

A State-by-State Analysis of key strengths and
problems and reform initiatives in the Appalachian region is
presented below.

2.1.1 Kentucky

Kentucky has many different kinds of school districts,

8
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ranging from urban Louisville to the surburban areas south of
Cincinnati to the isolated rural communities of historical
Appalachia. Lexington and Frankfort offer examples of school
districts in small cities with a relatively affluent tax base and
a sizeable professional class. Eastern and Southern Kentucky and
the area along the Mississippi River suffer from the opposite
syndrome - a very poor rural property base and a largely
unschooled citizency that assigns little value to education.

The state contains a large segment of Appalachian
countries, and these areas are in distress economically and
educationally. Their schools cannot afford to provide the
instructional supplies and facilities with which to offer a basic
- much less quality - schooling. More importantly, children in
these districts often do not get enough to eat and sometimes are
not adequately clothed, conditions which make the task of
learning difficult if not impossible. Sometimes in the rural
districts, the problems of poverty, educational deficiencies, and
restrictive political control over the schools dovetail to create
a near inpenetrable morass of obstacles to improvement.

Kentucky, however is taking steps to upgrade its
educational offerings.

follows:
Some of the educational strengths of Kentucky are as

o A consensus on the need for educational revision
and the cooperation of citizen groups and
politicians to achieve progress.

o Commitment of the governor and the State
Superintendent to raising the leve. of public
school expectations.

o A strong public higher education system, based at
the University of Louisville and the University of
Kentucky.

o The work of the Pritchard Commission in submitting
education proposals, encouraging state action, and
involving cancerned citizens through its program
of "town forums."

o Influence of the "pockets of quality" in the
Kentucky school system is starting to spread
through lt the state; partly, this is the result
of demographic diffusion as new business and
population move to the countryside.

The Kentucky Education Association (KEA), representing
nearly 30,000 public school teachers and educators, has prepared
a Mandate for Educational Excellence: KEA's Call to Action,
dated October, 1:143. KEA believes that creative solutions to
public schools of Kentucky requires broad based p'iblic support,



state leadership, time, money and effort. Two immediate
objectives of the mandate are:

o Teacher and Professional Standards including
salaries and teaching conditions, recruitment and
incentives and a beginningteacher program.

o Student Competency Expectations/Testing. The KEA
proposal includes instituting student competency
requirements at each grade level; establishing
maximum class sizes; updating instructional
materials and supplies; and implementing an
approach to Kentucky's severe dropout problem
which allows young persons to explore their
reasons and options.

Longer-ranges objectives proposed are a state-wide study of
curriculum for Kentucky schools; an examination of the issues
involved in lengthening the school year; and correction of
buildings contaminated with asbestos and formalehyde,
particularly in poorer districts where new construction has been
minimal.

In October, 1983, the State Board of Education adopted
minimum basic skills by grade as a condition for State
accredidation. Gm_uation requirements were increased, as were
college admissions requirements. Academic bankruptcy legislation
enacted in 1984 mandated publication of achievement results by
school and district. Class size has been stipulated and more
time is available for basics. A Governor's Commission is
developing a Career Ladder plan for teachers to be presented to
the 1986 General Assembly. Kentucky has a tuition loan program
to encourage more education students to become certified or
recertified in Mathematics and Science. For each year they
teach, a year of the loan is forgiven. The State has initiated
a special assistance program for ten (10) low achievement school
districts. Special tax raising options give local school
districts fund-raising capability.

Kentucky's educational problems are deeply - rooted
and tend to be concentrated ir. the economically - stagnant areas
of the state. Kentucky has one of the most poorly - educated
citizenries in the country. Some 56% of its adults do not have a
high school diploma. The state rules for college admission
actually encourage a prospective student to obtain a G.E.D.
rather than a high school dipl.rma. The state ranks last in the
number of pupils going on to college. It follows, therefor- an
educationally impoverished populace hither that has been content
with a minimal performance by their schools.

This public neglect of the schools has been reinforced
in the past by an outdated system of political control by local
school board superintendents. Superintendents are often
prominent local businessmen or/and owners who possess little or
no background in education. Kentucky ranks 42nd in per pupil
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expenditures. This is, in part, an outcome of the reluctance of
landowners in local districts to finance better schools through
higher property taxes. Outdated policies, nepotism, and severely
underfunded schools have been the chief legacies of local
politics in education.

A similar problem exists in high school management,
where most administrators come from a coaching background and the
preponderance are men. Vocational education seems to be in good
shape statewide, since the vast majority of teachers are women,
this fact suggests that many administrators say not nave much
classroom experience. This "gender gap" between teachers e d
administrators is especially pronounced in rural districts, where
it can lead to a lack of understanding and attention on the part
of administrators toward teacher needs.

Kentucky has begun to take action to improve Basic
Skills learning in the schools. However, it has yet to provide
advanced training programs for gifted or talented students. High
schools need to increase efforts to reach the college bound
students with better career and academic guidance.

Adult education programs are lacking in a state where
the adult illiteracy rate is the highest in the nation. There is
a special need for vocational rehabilitation in communities where
traditional livelihoods such as mining or mill work have been
decimated by layoffs and shutdowns.

While the state legislature has mandated new Basic
Skills requirements and teacher training standards, thess
standards may, or may not, have much impact without continued
action. State officials are working on a teacher evaluation and
merit pay plan, however, as yet, the legisltature has not
provided any new funds for education. The present governor is
supportive of education but has not yet offered a complete
program for changing the educational priorities of the state.
Governors and State School Superintendents may only serve one
term in Kentucky, so there is not always continuity on
educational policy from one administration to the next.

Even with favorable leadership at the state level,
school reform may be difficult to enact in Kentucky. Local
fina-cial support is low, almost non-existent, in some rural
counties. An archaic tax structure that won't allow local
districts to raise their support for education is one of the
biggest hurdles to improvement. There are over forty general
taxes in Kentucky, and it would seem that some measure of tax
reform will be necessary before school finance in the state can
be put on sound footing.

2.12 Tennessee

Tennessee is a socially and e:onomically diverse state
whose public schools display a wider range of quality. Local
school districts vary in character from inner city to affluent

11
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suburban to consolidated rural districts. Support levels also
vary tremendously. At one end of the spectrum is Oak Ridge,
whose city school system benefits from being in a wealthy high-
tech community. At the lower end are the economicallystrapped
county systems of West Tennessee, the Cumberland Plateau, and the
Highland Rim, where school facilities are often in a state of
disrepair, and basic learning supplies are often unavailable.
There are great differences even within single counties. In
Shelby County, the Memphis inner city schools experience a
variety of problems unknown in the outlying suburban schools.
Since 40-50% of the school funding comes from local property
taxes, the level of material prosperity in a given district often
determines the quality of local education.

Historically, the state has ranked in the lowest
national percentiles in terms of its support for public schools.
Teacher salaries and per pupil expenditures, two key indices of
state support, rank from 45th to 48th among the states. The
pockets of well-funded, quality schools are unable to offset the
general level of medicority that prevails over much of the State
school system.

Key educational problems and barriers to school
improvement in Tennessee include the following:

o entrenched political control of local
superintendents in some rural districts, leading
to patronage, corruption, and an unwillingness to
innovate;

o administrators and superintendents, from coaching
or business backgrounds, who have little or no
experience in the classroom;

o low level of local school funding particularly in
some rural districts;

o inadequate salaries and an overload of non-
instructional duties for teachers; teacher
"burnout" and a high attrition rate out of
profession;

o archaic and regressive tax structure which causes
increase in state school support to come from
unpopular hikes in sales tax; lack of an income
tax;

o low achievement test scores, especially in reading
math and science and the serious shortage of
qualified teachers in these areas;

o low proportion of graduating high school students
or students going on to higher education;

o problems specific to urban school districts, such



as overcrowded classrooms, student crime and drug
abuse, and the time and expense involved with
busing;

o the "culture of violence" that exists in some
metropolitan high schools, making teacher's
control and student's attention to learning nearly
impossible at times; and

o waste of resources, as, for example, with the
overbuilding of large, "comprehensive high
schools" when adequate facilities already exist.

With educational quality so uneven across the state,
it is somewhat difficult to rate the entire educational system.
The State's educational strengths are mainly in the nature of the
potential for improvement as a result of heightened public
interest and support as follows:

o high level of political interest and media attention
for education, though this has subsided somewhat
since the passage of the governor's Education Act; -
second term governor and General Assembly
leadership committed to upgrading school quality;

o recent enactment of a legislative package -
including a career ladder for teachers, Basic Skills
requirements, Centers of Excellence, and
alternative schools - that may provide a framework
for educational progress;

o funding for these new programs through an increase
in the state sales tax; and

o economic growth occurring in parts of Tennessee;
affluent urban professionals moving to the state in
the wake of business growth will demand a higher
level of quality in the public schools.

In 1981 the Tennessee legislature commissioned an
eighteen month study of education. This effort was implemented
nearly a year prior to "A Nation at Risk" and other reports that
clamored for educational reform. The resulting Tennessee
Comprehensive Education Study (1983), provided the germinal
thoughts for what would become the Better Schools Program that
was announced in January, 1983. A select Committee on Education
of the Tennessee General Assembly recommended a major education
reform bill, stronger than the program proposed by Governor Lamar
Alexander in January, 1984, that was based on the eighteen month
study of the state's educational structure. By the spring of
1984, the Tennessee legislature, with bipartisan support,
approved and funded the Comprehensive Education Reform Act of
1984 (CERA) -- the legislative mandate for educational excellence
in the State of Tennessee.



The Better Szhools Program in Tennessee is based on
and includes the following provisions:

o Basic Skills First: The teacher-designed curriculum
establishes 1300 skills in Reading and Math, 680 of
which must be acquired. By 1990, every child must
ptst a competency test prior to entering the ninth
grade.

o Computer Skills: Before ninth grade every
child will be computer literate.

o More Math and Science on the Secondary School Level:
Required credits in Math and Science have been
doubled momentarily. Incentives for Math and
Science teachers are available.

o Redefinition of Vocational Education Curriculum:
Vocational education programs are being revised to
provide training for jobs of the 80's. Funds have
been allocated for new equipment.

o Classroma discipline: Creative alternative schools
for disruptive students. State-paid liability
insurance is in place.

o The Career Teacher Program: This program, the heart
of the plan, is designed to attract and keep the
beet teachers in the Tennessee public school system.
A Career Ladder with commensurate pay has been
instructed. More vigorous evaluations of teachers
is being implemented, including a "probationary"
entry year for new teachers. The program is being
funded in part through a state sales tax.

2.1.3. Virginia

Virginia ranks low on the national scale in
traditional measuremeAlts of school quality such as teacher
salaries, achievement best scores, retention rates, and peerpupil expenditures. Of the four states in the Appalachian
region, Virginia shows the greatest intro -state differences in
its public schools. There arn really three district areas in the
state--North, Central Urban (Richmond and Norfolk), and the rural
mountainous west. Those in the high growth, affluent area of
Northern Virginia are rated among the finest in the country,
while those isn the western part of the state rank in the bottom20% of the nation. Thi poorer historically Appalachian districts
bring down the level of the entire state school system.

Educational problems tend to be divided along
geographical and economic lines. In the cities, for instance,
student discipline, drug and alcohol abuse, and the persistence
of segregation are prominent problems.



Norfolk contains the largest naval installation in the
country and providing educational services to meet the needs of
military personnel and families is a special problem. Suburban
districts experience a shortage of qualified teacher' In special
education and advanced science and math programs. Unmerdeveloped
rural areas, on the other hand, have more sereious problems with
student underachievement, inability to hire new teachers, lack of
sufficient remedial programs, and community apathy toward
education. Rural districts find it especially difficu2.t to
retain quality faculty, because of low salaries and poor working
conditions. Virginia's key educational problems and barriers to
school improvement:
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o lack of money;

o not enough quality teachers;

o not enough community support, involvement, and
commitment;

o lack of resources and expertise to implement many
of the legislative mandates and research findings;
and

o inequities in curriculum, instructional supplies,
and equipment between rural and urban schools.

The strong and the weak school systems are spread
throughout the State. The strongest system are principally in
the suburban Washington, D.c. /Fairfax County area, while the
problem areas are concentrated in rural Appalachian areas. The
tremendous range of quality from one area to another make it very
difficult to assign an overall rating of Virginia's educational
system.

Northern Virginia is an area whose schools benefit
enormously from nearby high-tech business, Federal government
resources, and a large urban professional population. Schooldistricts in this area have taken the lead in educational
innovation in Virginia. Largely as the result of their
influence, the State has already put into effect many of the
reforms now being considered in other states.

Virginia, like other states in the region, has
undergone a major revival of interest in public education. TheGovernor has made education a focus of legislative attention in
the past four years, and the media has helped to arouse new
public concerns for better schools. To its advantage, Virginia
possess a populace with a generally high level of education, an
extensive community college system, and two nationally ranked
universities. Although educational quality is still uneven overmuch of the State, a corps of good teachers and effective
government leaders are taking steps toward general improvement ofthe overall system. Moreover, Virginia had taken significantsteps to improve education long before publication of national
reports on deficiencies in the public schools. For example,
Standards of Learning program was initiated in 1979-1980, and
revised standards for teacher preparation and certification
became effective July 1, 1982.

Virginia's Governor who has been very supportive of
elementary and secondary education though less supportive of
higher education, and the General Assembly have been very active
in promoting school reform and directing policy initiatives.
State leaders, in close cooperation with legislators in the State
House and Senate, have fashioned some bold initiatives in
planning for the enacted minimum "standards of quality," which
serve as academic and organizational guidelines for every
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district. The criteria are well-defined and carry the force of
law. Using these r'.nimum standards, the State periodically
audits each local district to see if it is improving the quality
of its schools.

During 1984 and 1985, Virginia reform initiatives have
included more vigorous graduation requirements; more demanding
instructional programs notably in mathematics and science; and
greater involvement of parents, business leaders and other
citizens in education. Virginia, like Tennessee, has initiated
reformer in Vocational/Technical Education Programs. Competency-
based education (CBE) is the vocational counterpart of the
Standards of Leta-ming Program. CBE establishes an instructional
framework for vocational education which is based on skills
required for successful employment. A task force compossed
equally of representatikves from business and industry, and
representatives from education (excluding members of the
Department of Education), has examined Virginia's vocational
program in light of changing technology. The State has
initiated a Rural School Effectiveness Project, and a School-
Industry Partnership program. Highly trained employees provide
service to the schools, and make part-time work and research
opportunities available to students and teachers. In turn,
school facilities are available to business and industry for in-
service training and physical fitness program.

Virginia has in operation pilot dropout intervention
projects. These "second chance projects" are innovative programs
directed to dropouts who are neither eligible for, nor inclined
to re-enter the public schools. School districts with the
highest dropout rates will receive special assistance.

In the Spring of 1983, planning began for a model high
school, to be known as the Governor's Center for Educational
Innovation and Technology. Varina High School near Richmond was
selected because its demographic composition is representative of
the State. The Center will demonstrate the latest research
findings on offective methods of instruction; the value of
cooperative involvement with business/industry; and institutions
of higher learning; the use of technology; and the value of
teacher professional development efforts.

The Commonwealth's active government intervention in
public education can have drawbacks as with the legislatively
imposed "standards of quality." The General Assembly maAdated
these minimum requirements for local school districts in the
early eighties, but it only recently began to supply the funds
necessary to implement them. Underfunded rural districts have
found it particularly difficult to afford compliance with some of
these new statutes.

In other areas, however, the State is moving more
deliberately. The State Board of Education has tested pilot
programs in advanced curriculum, career ladders for teachers, and
high school counselling. These pilot programs that have been
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undertaken as an initial step before the State Board seeks
general funding and enactment by the legislature.

2.1.4 West Virginia

West Virginia constitutes the heart of rural
Appalachia. The entire state is mountainous, though the southern
part is the most rugged and isolated. There are no areas of real
urban density. Racial diversity and crowded inter-city schools
are not part of the state's educational picture.

West Virginia's economy is labor intensive and centers
around heavy industries such as coal, steel, and chemicals. In
the northern part of the state, the residents are influenced by
and oriented towards Pittsburgh. Most residents are "blue
collar" workers who see education as a way for their children to
better themselves. They have fairly high educational
expectations. The people support education and are inclined to
be involved with the schools.

In Southern West Virginia, the attitude is different.
There is a low expectation for education. It m ay even be seen
as negative, since students who do well in school often move away
from the area. Coal mining is the mainstay occupation in this
area, and completing one's schooling bears little relation - may
even be a liability - to getting a good job in the mines. As a
result, there is less support here for the school. Because of
this value system and the precarious fiscal base in these areas,it is hard to obtain support for increased funding of the
schools.

Layoffs in the steel industry coupled with high
emplolyment in the coal field have severely depressed the local
economy in many districts and undercut school funding. The
dismal economic situation in some areas has caused a drain of
educated young people who leave to seek job opportunities
elsewhere. Consequently, the State is top-heavy with an older
population that is less willing to support educational
improvement.

The following are among West Virginia's key
educational problems and barriers to improvement:

o poor economic climate; a declining population and tax
base in areas effected by industrial shutdown;

o low school attendance and retention rates, especially
in coals fields (dropout rate of 21% statewide);

o functional adult illiteracy as high as 50% in some
areas; this reinforces the rampant public apathy about
education;

o low teacher salaries (43 in nation);
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o entrenched local leadership unwilling to finance
quality schools; some underfunded districts have multi-
grade classrooms and only one principal for two or more
schools;

o Meager economic rewards for people who stay in the
community for high school or college; high out-of-state
attrition of students with degrees;

o pressing need for adult education; the steel and coal
industries are floundering and most residents have few
vocational options;

o better facilities and school pl ts;

o shortage of qualified teachers in special education;

o low achievement among a high percentage of students;
there are very few remediation programs in the state,
and, as a result, the low achievers are often assigned
to special education classes (the fact that special
education students are counted three times in the
funding process reinforces this tendency); and

o extraordinary fiscal burdens imposed on many districts
by the court order to equalize the schools by
implementing the "master plan".

Considering the low property and income base in manyof its districts, West Virginia makes a good effort of supportingher schools. The state ranks 6th in the nation in the ratio ofpupil expenditures toper capita income and rates well (16th
nationally) in terms of teacher-to-pupil ratio.

The West Virginia Education Fund, a unique
organization funded entirely by the private sector, assists thepublic education community with many programs. Since so much of
the state's wealth is generated by out-of-state corporations,
business may in the future, take a more active role in supporting
public education.

West Virginia has a strong state university systemwhich can provide direction for educational reform. It also
enjoys a natural advantage in having only 55 school districts, asopposed to the welter of overlapping administrative units inother states.

The chief factor working in favor of West Virginia
education is the growing recognition by public leaders that theschool system must be upgraded for the state to remain
economically viable. A commitment to improving the schools isevident in the General Assembly, at least in the educational
leadership of the House. The statewide effort to equalize theschools has expanded into a multi-faceted attack on undeer-
achievement and the traditional method of conducting education.
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The initiative for educational reform in West Virginia
has come, not from the governor's office, or citizen's group, butfrom a landmark court care. (Pauley vs. Bailey, 1975). A
Circuit Court ruling in the late 1970's found that the elsting
mechanism for financing state schools was discriminatory, and
resulted in the denial of a "thorough and efficient" education in
some districts. In 198:., a higher-court ordered the State to
correct this disparity in educational opportunity and outlined,
in considerable detail, the core elements of an adequate
schooling in West Virginia.

As a result of the lawsuit, the State and the courts
have developed a comprehensive "maste plan" for upgrading and
equalizing public education in West Virginia. The plan provides
a policy and program context for long-range educational reforms:

o Under the plan learning outcomes for a nr.mber of
general program areas and vocational educa ion were
recommended to the State Board.

o The State Board adopted new educational goals including
emphasis on science, mathematics, and technology. A
state-wide computer-assisted education network operates
in 50 vocational centers, and will be operating in all
schools within three years.

o West Virginia became the first state in the nation to
require a "C" average before students can participate
in athletics and other extracurricular activities.

o A model for improving schools through the application
of school effectiveness research findings will be used
to establish criteria. The plan also includes training
for teachers and principals in educational strategies
that will enhance student learning and the school
environme:st.

o Twenty-four have dealt with master teacher or career
ladder proposals; six (6) have implemented statewide
or pilot programs.

oa minimum of eight jurisdictions have approved
lengthening the school day, a minimum of seven have
lengthening the school year, and a of eighteen have
enacted mandates affecting the amount of time for
instruction.

o At least thirteen are considering changes in Aciitiemic
requirements for extracurricular and athletic programs,
and five have already adopted more rigorous standards.

o At least twenty-two states have enacted increased
college admissiuns requirements, twelve (12) have
proposals under consideration.



o At least twenty-nine states have approved academic
enrichment programs, eleven (ii) jurdisdictions have
this improvement under consideration.

2.2 Most Important Trends and Programs for Education in
the Appalachian Region

Attracting new jobs and economic growth the region
seem to be the main hope for improving educatin in the future.
School reforms in states like Tennessee and Virginia rest on the
promise that upgrading public education is one element in
bringing new business to their states. Tennessee, for example,
new has about 1/3 of the total Japanese investment in this
country. In general states are moving toward closer ties between
schools and local businesses, particularly in areas of high-tech
growth such as Fairfax County, Virginia and Oak Ridge, Tennessee.

The Appalachian region has many educational
deficiencies and much ground to make up with respect to the rest
of the country. Uneven economic development makes for uneven
educational quality, and many of the region's rural areas are
characterized by stagnant economics and a lack of opportunity.
In the past, concentration on farming, coal mining, and
industrial work make education a low priority here, since
schooling bore little relation to one's job. Many rural school
district today are in deep trouble due to long decades of neglect
and dismal prospects for the future.

As traditional livelihoods decline in importance, the
educational demands of the citizenry conform to new realities.
Affluent urban professionals are moving to tie outlying rural
counties and displaced rural people are moving to the cities to
look for jobs. This demographic trend will raise the de...and for
quality education in the rural districts and, in all likelihood,
increase the burdens on already crowded schools in the urban
centers.

This raises the questions of exactly what the schools
will be training children for? With the disappearance of many
types of "blue-collar" employment, work in the 80's and beyond is
increasingly polarized between amass of low-paid service jobs
and a much smaller stratum of high-paid, technically-skilled
professions. What will the role of schools be when most kinds of
work will not require skills beyond the eighth grade level?
States, may concentrate their efforts on equipping a minority of
students with the advanced training necessary for technical and
professional jobs.

Demographics have also changed the teaching
profession. No longer can schools draw from the best and
brightest women simply because of the lack of professional
opportunities elsewhere. Teaching must become more renumerative,



and education must cease drawing its personnel from the lower
academic ranks, as it has in the past decade. Low status and thelack of competitive pay for teachers are among the most acute
educational deficiencies in the Appalachian region. Regionalpoliticians are finally waking up to the fact that, in order toattract and hold better qualified individuals, their school
systems need to offer higher salaries and more professional
opportunities.

Administrators will have to become more professionaland competent at evaluating instruction in the classroom. Thegender gap between teachers and administrators will have todiminish. High school principa...ship, in particular, can nolonger be an almost exclusively male preserve for ex-coaches.

In terms of higher education, there is a definite
trend toward the consolidation of the university system. The
general perception is that there are too many institutions
offering the same program of study. Colleges may begin to
specialize along functional roles - one school specializing inliberal arts curriculum, one in engineering, one in medicine,
etc. State universities may continue to consolidate, as with theproposed merger between the University of Kentucky and theUniversity of Louisville. As higher education competes withsmaller budgets for a declining enrollment pool, colleges anduniversities are likely to have to streamline their services.

On the state level, there is a definite trend towardcentralizing school policy and governance. State legislaturesand administrators are taking a much more active role ineducational affairs. State Superintendents and Departments ofEducation are now initiating school policy, whereas in the pastthey were merely service bureaus responding to local concerns.They are using unprecedented coercive measures ("academic
receivership", impoundment of funds, superintendent dismissal) to
ensure compliance with state guidelines by the local districts.
By mandating minimum standards of performance and specific
learning objectives for each grade, the state is saying to school
boards-"You may do the job in your way, so long as you do it."

2.2.1 Effectiveness of Organizations Providing Research,
Dissemination, Training and Assistance to Local
Educators and State-Level Decisionmakers in the
Appalacnian Region

A major objective of Tennessee State University's NIEsponsored project *1 plan for an educational laboratory for theAppalachian region was to conduct a comprehensive assessment ofthe educational research, development, dissemination andassistance capabilities in the region. Tennessee StateUniversity has determined that there are a vast number of
organizations both within and outside of the region that possessa broad range of capabilities to provide research,
dissemination, training and assistance to local educators and
state-level decisd.onmakers in the region. These organizations
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function at the national, regional, state and local levels and
are far too numerous to inventory here. They include appreciable
numbers of independent private nonprofit and private for profit
organizations, colleges and universities, research arms of State
and local government agencies, big business and industries, and
NIE laboratories, centers and dissemination networks. Tennessee
State Univec.sity has also determined that their capabilities are
largely untapped. Considering the vast array of organizations
that have these capabilities, few are providing direct assistance
to the Appalachian States either individually or collectively.
Conversely, Tennessee State University has also determined that
State-level decisionmakers and local educators are not taking
full advantage of the capabilities of organization') that do
provide services on their behalf. Moreover, inter-4ency and
inter-organizational communication, networking and collaboration
on research, dissemination, training and assistance has been
minimal in the Appalachian region.

2.2.2 Organizations that PrIvide Services in the Region

Organizations that are providing research,
dissemination, training and assistance to state-level
decisionmakers and local educators are briefly include the
following:

o the Appalachian Educational Laboratory;

o the Southern Regional Council for Educational
Improvement;

o the Southcrn Regional Education Board;

o Research Triangle Institute, Center for Educational
Studies;

o Tennessee State University, Center of Excellence:
Basic Skills for the Disadvantaged;

o Last Tennessee State University, Center of
Excellence: Appalachian Studies and Services;

o Kentucky Department of Education, Research
Coordinating Unit;

o U-iversity of Kentucky, Office of Education,
Research and Development; Interdisciplinary Human
Development Program; and Center for Professional
Development;

o Eastern Kentucky University, Interdisciplinary
Human Development Program;

o University of Virginia, Evaluation Research Center,
and McGufey Reading Center;
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o Vanderbilt University, Peabody Center for Economic
and Social Studies Education;

o Memphis State University, Bureau of Educational
Research Service; and

o University of Tennessee at Knoxville, Bureau of
Educational Research and Service.

This selection of organizations is not intended to be
all inclusive but is designed to illustrate the various types of
organizations that are providing services in the region.

2.2.3 Assessment of Effectiveness

Tennessee State University's assessment of the
effectiveness of the organizations that provide research,
dissemination, assistance and training in the region is
principally based on data that were obtained from a broad range
of organizations and individuals that were interviewed during
planning grant activities as well is the University's experience
in providing these services in the four-state Appalachian region.
Following are some major observations regarding the effectiveness
of these organizations:

o Mixed qualities of services are provided, ranging
from very good go outstanding, however services are
limited in scope.

o Principal barriers that limit effectiveness of the
services include:

- limited and ineffective dissemination strategies
and vehicles;

- lack of credibility with local populations

- lack of sustained, long-term efforts instead of
"in and out" activities;

- limited resources to implement strategies to
conduct research as well as to attract external
resources;

- limited knowledge of or receipt of services from
existing NIE funded regional laboratory, centers
and dissemination organizations;

difficulty in translating reset-oh results in
forms that practitioners and the public can
understand and use;

- resistance to change among some educational
professionals; and



- political constraints.

o Lack of network and collaboration among organizations
providing services and organizations that have the
capability to provide services in the region; inter-
organizational linkages are virtually non-existant;

o Organizational strengths include staff credentials,
experience and demonstrated expertise; quality of
services provided despite their limited nature and
scope; and the high level of interest among the
organizations to establish linkages to strengthen
regional, state and local services and breakthrough
the existing barriers.

A major focus of the mission and institutional
strategy of LISC will be to connect, cultivate collaborative
relationships and strengthen capabilities among organizations
that either provide or have the capability to provide research,
dissemination, training and assistance to local educators and
State level administrators in the Appalachian region. An
extensive and successful networking effort was undertaken during
the proposal development effort, as evidenced by the letters of
support that have been included in the appendix to this proposal

2.2.4 Key Lessons of Research and Experience Relevant to
Educational Laboratories

Much has been learned through research and experience
during the past two decades of regional educational laboratory
institutional operations. NIE has devoted considerable time to
the identification of such key lessons and has relied on them
heavily to develop revised frameworks for laboratory operations.
In its final report to the Director of NIE, the NIE Laboratory
Study Group presented conclusions that included the following:

o The laboratory experience had demonstrated the
educational research is a vital tool for improving
the quality of American education, and support of
such research is an appropriate and essential
federal role.

o NIE's laboratories and R & D Centers are critical
components of the total R & D and education
improvement system in the United States. Their
impact is more than commensurate with the resources
invested.

o The public generally favors increases in
educational research. To reach the levels of
research required for major advances in
education, the educational research community and
NIE must develop higher levels of public confidence
and support than they have achieved in the past
(Laboratory Study Group, 11983).



NIE's six statements about the mission, functions and
governance structure of laboratories reflect the key lessons of
research and experience that have been learned:

1. Labore.ories focus on school and classroom
improvement.

2. Laboratories feature dissemination and assistance
strategies.

3. Laboratories engage in applied research and
development that support improvement.

4. Laboratories sere, designated regions.

5. Laboratories have independent governing boards.

6. Laboratories are part of a nationwide system.

These six statements reflect both the strengths and weaknesses
that have been inherent in laboratories and their work during the
nineteen years they have been in operation.

2.3 Key Problems in the Region Which Are National in Scope.

The opportunity certainly exists for collaboration
between the LISC and other NIE laboratories and research
_enters on key problems in the region and nation. Many of the
educational problems that effect the Appalachian Region have a
national dimension.

In a bevy of recent national reports and commissions
investigating the state of American Education, different analysts
have tried to discern what is wrong with our nation's schools and
to point the direction for future improvement. Polls have
registered the public's commitment to a quality public school
system and its willingness to support reforms to achieve
"excellence in education." Although the crises in education is
seen to be national in scope, educational decision making and
political action is being concentrated at the state level.

All the attention and interest around educational
reform found prompt and widespread expression in the states of
the Appalachian Region. When public scrutiny focused on the
educational shortcomings of the nation's scho^ls, the need for
improvement in Kentucky, Tennessee, Virginia and West Virginia
was clear and unequivocal. The awareness of educational
problems, through the media, and the determination to do
something to correct them, by political leaders, is at an all-
time high in these four states. State officiala, educators, and
researchers have been very responsive to the demand for a new
direction in education. They have devised innovative approaches
for upgrading school quality that are models for the rest of the
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During our needs assessment and constituent interview
activities, we identified many key problems in the Appalachian
Region that were also national in scope. Traditionally, schools
in the Region mirrored the educational difficulties of the entire
country, though often in a magnified form. The legacy of this
uneven economic development within the four states is probably
the single most important problem for public education in the
Appalachian Region.

School dropout and adult illiteracy are serious
regional problems that are cited by recent educational reports as
major national problems. Dropout rates are very high in all four
states, and state level decision makers are enacting prevention
and remediation programs in Kentucky and West virginia to address
the problem. Along with adult illiteracy, with which it has a
high functional correlation, the dropout rate represents a
significant degree of non-participation and non-support for the
schools. Profiling potential dropouts, improving career
counseling, and upgrading vocational education to incorporate new
job skills training are among the measures being taken in these
states to lower early school leaving rates. Since the problem is
so severe and endemic in parts of the Appalachian Region, there
are numerous research and development organizations and state
and local education agencies working to alleviate it. These
organizations and agencies, using the intermediary services ofLISC, would be available to network with the other regional
educational laboratories that have identified dropout and
illiteracy as major problems.

Lower student achievement is one of the persistent
educational problems cited by the recent national reports. Thedecline in the basic skills of reading, writing, math andscience, as measured by test scores, has been especially
troubling to educators, since these capabilities are central tothe primary mission of the schools. All four states in the
region have taken steps to strengthen their requirements for
basic skills proficiency and to place these skills at the core of
classroom instruction. They have instituted periodic proficiencytesting as a yardstick of student achievement, established morerigorous skills requirements for graduation, set learning
objectives for each grade and subject area, raised college
admission standards, and offered incentives for outstanding
academic achievement. Chief school officers in the Region
generally have followed the lead of the "Nation at Risk" Report,
which urged the adoption of higher, measurable standards for theschools and an incentive structure for student achievement. The
public schools, says the report, have been satisfied with a lowlevel of performance for too long, and the time has come to
raise our academic expectations and requirements.

The need for improved math and science inrtruction in
the Appalachian region is acute, as is the shortage of trained
teaching personnel in these fields. There are fewer etudents
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taking advanced science and math courses, and many current
instructors are not certified to teach in these disciplines.
Regionally, some states are raising math and science requirements
and using pay incentives to hire more qualified teachers.
Tennessee and Virginia are also establishing "magLet schools" to
provide advanced technical and scientific training for their top
students. This renewed emphasis on math, science, and
engineering skills is especially critical to the Appalachian
Region, since these states are anxious to attract new
business growth and high-tech firms to their boundaries.

The fast pace of technological and scientific advances
is one reason why these states are providing accelerated
educational settings for students intending to go to college.
Tennessee has mandated extensive new programs and equipment for
raising computer literacy in the schools. Virginia is taking
advantage of the new educational technologies to beam
instructional broadcasts across the state. Several states are
utilizing progressive business firms and their professional
expertise to foster school - business partnerships. These
activities are aimed at meeting the national priority of
expanding the private sector resources for public schools and
gearing education to meet the future-oriented needs of business
and the research sector.

A whole series of recommendations have been submitted
by investigative groups that are designed to improve the
preparation of teachers and to make teaching a more rewarding and
respected profession. The underlying national problem is that
the status, remuneration, and working conditions of teachers have
steadily declined while the demands and responsibilities put on
teachers are greater than ever. Twenty years ago almost 23% of
all entering college freshmen were training to be teachers;
today, less than 4% of entering college students are doing so.There is a serious crisis in the teaching profession and an
impending shortage of qualified instructors in several fields.

To meet and, hopefully, resolve this crisis has been
one of the consistent aims of recent state education policy in
the Appalachian Region. Salaries have been raised in some states
and career ladder plans for teachers have been enacted or are
being considered in all of the states. Competency based teacher
certification and periodic testing to determine assessment are
new realities. More importantly for the purpose of educational
research, all tour of the states are engaged in developing
systematic evaluations which will assess teacher performance.
These new evaluative tools and procedures will be utilized by
state-level decisionmakers as a basis for promotion, rewards, and
additional responsibilities for teachers. Outstanding teachers
will be given new policy-making and curricular design roles
within the school systems, in addition to higher pay and better
professional opportunities.

Tennessee has already enacted a Career Ladder Plan for
its teachers and currently is implementing the evaluation system
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on which it will be based. Virginia is experimenting with pilot
programs in "master teacher" and pay-for-performance systems.
Kentucy's legislature has passed a career ladder program for
teachers, but it has yet to provide the necessary funds. WestVirginia has provided free student loans to high academicachievers who remain in the state to teach. All these measuresare designed to arrest the deterioration of the teaching
profession by keeping talented individuals in the classrooms and
attracting top-notch graduates to careers in education.

One related key problem is the inadequacy of teacher
preparation programs. Pre - service training for teachers tends tobe "soft" on subject matter, weighted as it is toward
" educational methods" curricula. Following a national trend,
colleges and universities in the Appalachian Region are beginning
to require students preparing to teach to meet high educational
standard, to demonstrate an aptitude for teaching, and to show
competence in an academic discipline. School districts are alsoworking with researchers to improve in-service and professional
development training for teachers who have been in the system fora long time.

Many of the new initiatives and programs for teachersand school administrators are intended to "shake up" the
education system and introduce some measure of accountability.
The public perception that public education tolerates mediocrityand does not sufficiently reward quality is quite strong.Political decision makers feel that they must convince thetaxpayers that they are getting more in terms of quality and
performance for their educational dollar. This trend towards
cost-effectiveness and accountability is most pronounced in thosestates where educational reforms require increased funding.

Many of the foregoing educational problems are notlimited to any one state but are regional and national, in theirscope. School reforms often involve levels of decisionmaking
that go beyond the state level or require new programs that havenot even been tried in the region. The approach of the LISC isthat problems of this magnitude can most fruitfully be approached
through collaboration with other laboratories and researchcenters.

CHAPTER 3

Organization Design for the Educational
Laboratory in the Appalachian Region

3.0 Overview

A series of discussion groups were conducted to
develop promising strategies to organize, focus ana operate an
educational laboratory in the Appalachian Region. Informationgathered from these discussion groups (including Think Tank) wreutilized to develop ideas for the major aspects of the



laboratory. The ensuing subsections presents the organization
design of the proposed regional education laboratory which isentitled The Laboratory for the Improvement of Sdchools andClassrooms (LISC).

3.1 Tennessee State University Appalachian Region

Tennessee State University as the land grant
institution of higher education based in the state capital, isuniquely situated to meet the demands of hosting a regional
educational laboratory. Tennessee has been in the forefront ofeducational reform and many of the school improvement issuesthat have been considered throughout the Appalachi.an Region arecurrently being tested in this state. Educators at theUniversity have been very active in facilitating and contributingto this process of educational change. In addition to the School
of Education, which provides extensive gradua a and undergraduate
training for teachers and administrators, the University recently
became the site for one of the statewide Centers of Excellence.These centers were mandated by the Comprehensive Education Act of1984 to serve as research, service and/or instructional centers.They are based at various institutions of higher education withinthe Board of Regents System or the University of TennesseeSystem. The Center of Excellence at Tennessee State Universityhas demonstrated its commitment to foster improvement ineducation through the application of research in the areas ofSpecial Education School and Rehabilitation Services andCommunity Leadership, Math and Computer Literacy, Reading andWriting, and Class Size. Thus Tennessee State brings to the NIEcompetition a cadre of professional staff and model facilitiesthat are already poised to assume the added responsibilities of aregional educational laboratory.

3.2 Capabilities of Tennessee State University and ItsSatellites to Establish an Education Laboratory for
the Appalachian Region

Tennessee State University Center of Excellence is
entitled The Center for the Study of the Components that ImpactBasic Skills Instruction for the Economically and EducationallyDisadvantaged" Better Known as Basic Skills for theDisadvantaged. It is one of the original 14 Centers ofExcellence that have been funded at Universities throughout theState of Tennessee. $10 million has been allocated orappropriated by the State Legislature to fund various projectsthroughout the State. The process for selection of these Centers
of ExcellenoN was unique. Each institution of higher educationwithin the State submitted one or more proposals for theestablishment of a Center at their respective institution. Afterall of these proposals were received, proposals were thensubmitted to various consultants. Consultants reviewed theproposals utilizing a set of criteria. Their reports were then
submitted to the Board of Regents or Board of Trustees. Eachsystem then evaluated the consultants' remarks or evaluations and
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ranked the proposals for their respective systems. The rankings
were submitted to the Tennessee Higher Education Commission. The
staff of the Tennessee Higher Education Commission reviewed,
evaluated, and made their own ranking. As a result, Tennessee
State University was selected as one of the 14 Centers within the
State to be funded with approximately a $1 million budget
(includes: Base, Match and $409,000 State appropriations). The
Center is under the direct line of supervision of the Vice
President for Academic Affairs. Tennessee State University
Center of Excellence is a new organizational unit drawn from
existing related academic disciplines. The various academic
disciplines related to teacher education, will be involved in this
endeavor. This includes some of the disciplines that come under
the School of Education, the School of Allied Health and the
College of Arts and Sciences. Each Center has submitted
Benchmarks which must receive final approval by their respective
Board, Tennessee Higher Education Commission and the Legislature.
Eight benchmarks were established for the Tennessee State
University Center of Excellence. The highlights of the
Benchmarks propcsed for Tennessee State University include:

A. The number of research articles accepted in
refereed and non-refereed journals

B. The number or invited participants asspeakers,
panel member of discussant on Center related
topics at Regional or National meetings.

3.2.1 Research and Service Functions

In addition to each one of the components having to
accomplish the aforementioned benchmarks relative to research and
service function, each of their major program components
established five-year projections of objectives and goals which
must be met. The three major program components will be
involved in research and demonstration activities as it relates
to Basic Skills Instruction for the Educationally and
Economically Disadvantaged. By Educationally Disadvantaged we
mean youngsters who score at or below the thirteenth percentile
on the Standardized Achievement Test. The criteria for defining
Economically Disadvantaged would be youngsters who qualify based
on amount of income and number of children in a family for free
lunch. Both of the criteria to be utilized are the same as those
utilized by the Metro School System since this is where the
initial thrust of some of the research will begin. The first
component, Basic Skills: Elementary and Secondary Education has
three units. The Reading and Literacy Subcomponent will (1)
develop a set of in-service training packets for grades k-12 that
are intended to increase teaching materials in the classroom.
(2) establish classroom research and methods and materials
utilizing target classrooms, teachers and affiliated personnel,
(3) demonstrate teacher improvement and literacy skills
instruction in grades k-12 to enhance their teaching of basic
mathematical skills for normal and special populations.
Additionally, this unit is designed to:
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1. Demonstrate improved proficiency of teacher of
mathematics,

2. Improve attitudes of teachers toward the ability
to learn and teach mathematics,

3. Demonstrate teacher improvement and mathematical
skills in instruction in grades k-12,

4. Increase pupil improvement of mathematical skills,

5. Establish classroom research of methods and
materials utilizing classroom teachers and
affiliated school personnel.

The major activities for the third subcomponent
under basic skills elementary and secondary
programs is class size. This area will conduct
basic and applied research data on the effects of
small class size on student achievement in order
to improve instruction in grades 1-3. Some of the
research questions to be answered include:

1. Does class size (15 or less) per se make a
difference instudent achievement and development
of self-esteem in the early grades?

2. Does class size (15 or less) with 2 or 4
interventions make a difference in student
achievement and development of self- esteem it the
early grades?

3. Does it appear that the additional cost in the
early grades may lead to reduced cost later?

The second major component of this project is basic
skills: Special Education and Rehabilitative Services. Thisproject will conduct research on public and private agencies. Itwill be a cooperative multi-disciplinary venture. Some of the
disciplines that will be included in this component will includeSpecial Education, Psychology, Speech and Hearing, Communication,Curriculum and Instruction, Multi-Cultural Education, Nursing
Education, Vocational Rehabilitation, Genetics, Children Youth
Services, Mental Health, Physical Medicine, Rehabilitation and
Occupational Therapy. Some of the research activities include:

1. Development of various Needs Assessment
Instruments which Incorporated numerous topics
such as:

a. Infant /toddler /child /adolescent development,
b. Counseling for family problems,
c. Behavior management techniques,
d. Home activities,
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e. Recreational activities
f. Available community services
g. Interpretation of test results
h. Training in classroom activities and teaching

methods, and
i. Other activities as identified by needs of

parents.

2. Investigate the effect of infant stimulation
programs upon the development of economically
disadvantaged infants,

3. Specifications of developmental patterns and
corresponding teaching strategies, and

4. Investigate the impact of integration of the usage
of modern technology in the Special Education and
Rehabilitation process.

The third major component of this project is the
school/community leadership component. The primary focus will be
to increase the quality and quantity of public school communitypartnerships throughout Tennessee. A network of educators fromeach of the nine state regional universities will receive
intensive training in school-community partnership programs.
Once trained, these educators will teach the school-community
partnership program to their pre-service teachers andadministrators. These same educators would also consult and
present in-service workshops to public school district personnelin their service area.

The fourth component is the administrative unit. Theadministrative unit will oversee the establishment andimplementation of the objectives and benchmarks which have beenestablished for the Center. Additionally, aClearinghouse/Resource Center on Basic Skills for the
Disadvantaged will be established and implemented. It willdesign a network and linkage system with research anddemonstration centers across the region and nation which havebeen funded through such agencies as NIE, NIHR, NIH, NIMH and
State Department of Education. Additionally, this component willserve as a research assemblage and dissemination unit for thefollowing:

1. Results, conclusions and recommendations relatedto each area,

2. Publication and distribution of training packets
and technical reports,

3. Implications for further basic and applied
research, and

4. Other pertinent information and materials
developed by the Center.
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3.2.2 Research and Service Function Within The Region

Some of the objectives of the ResourceCenter/Clearinghouse are delineated as follows:

1. Continue to develop and implement a clearinghouse
for the Center of Excellence and to promote a new
pursuit of 'academic excellence."

2. Continue to collect and organize educational
materials to help the faculty and students with
evaluations, selection, and utilization of
resources which meet the needs of the Center of
Excellence.

3. Continue to provide leadership and materials in
the areas of Elementary and Secondary Education,
Special Education and School and Community
Leadership; and other subject areas related to the
aforementioned areas.

4. Continue to provide the most effective allocation,
justification, and use of limited resources in
relationship to the objectives of the Center of
Excellence.

5. Continue to provide better ways for students tobecome more effective learners in the classroom
and in independent study.

6. Establish a relationship between the University
Library, to facilitate access to dialogue, to
retrieve literature concerning education and other
related areas which meet the needs of the Center.

7. Provide micro-computers, indexes, and catalogs asthe key to the identification of materals.

8. Establish a netwc king and linkage system t.various NIE funded agencies throughout the nationnot only to provide services, but to receive
services and to work cooperatively on joint
ventures.

9. Establish state networks for the Center of
Excellence consisting of the state education
agency, teacher education institution, and local
school districts to provide services and to work
cooperatively on joint ventures.

10. Visit Reseal.% and Development centers to observe
operation and services provided.

11. Serve as a support service to the Center of
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Excellence and to ezovide effective dissemination
of materials and knowledge developed by each
component area.

12. Provide audio and visual materiaA.J as
instructional techniques for the Center of
Excellence's three components.

13. Continue evaluation of the Clearinghouse and
Resource Center in support of the Center of
Excellence philosophy and pv-pose of the
University and the needs and interests of the
faculty and students served.

There are twenty-five staff positions (clerical and
support, administrative, faculty and research assistants) in the
Center of Excellence--Basic Skills for the Disadvantaged. Every
non-clerical person has had pub)4c school teaching experience and
has been involved i various basic and/or applied researchendeavors. The following section delineates the doctoral level
staff, their degrees and areas of specialization:

DEGREES

Dr. Merriel Bullock
19/i - Ph.D.: Special Education American University

Family Therapy and Washington, D.C.
Clinical Child Psychology

1973 - M.Ed.: Special Education Howard University
Washington, D.C.

Dr. Arthur L. Neal
1985 - Ph.D.: Higher Education

Administration

1978 - Ed.S.: Education Admin.
and Supervision

Dr. Helen Bain
1974 - Ed.D.: Education Admin.

and Supervision

1950 - M.A.: Speech
(English Cognate)

Dr. Raymond Richardson
1979 - Ph.D.: Mathematics

1963 - M.S.: Mathematics

Dr. Roberta Dabney
1977 - Ph.D.: Educational Admin.

Vanderbilt Univ.
Nashville, TN

TN State University
Nashville, TN

University of TN
Knoxville, TN

University of Mich.
Ann Arbor, MI

Vanderbilt Univ.
Nashville, TN

Atlanta University
Atlanta, GA

Peabody College for



1972 - Ed.S.: Mathematics

Dr. Kofi Semenya
1980 - Ph.D.: Bio-Statistics

1974 - M.S.: Mathematical
Statistics

Dr. Marino Alvarez
1980 - Ed.D.: Reading &

Special Education

1976 - M.A.: Reading

Dr. Carole Stice
1974 - Ph.D.: Instructional

Design & Personnel
Development - Reading
& Language Arts

1968 - M.S.: Reading & Study
Skills Instr. Sec. Ed.

Dr. Till Copeland
1978 - Ph.D: Special Education

1967 - M.S.: Special Education

Dr. Chrystal Partridge
1977 - Ph.D.: Education Curriculum

& Instruction

1973 - M.Ed.: Curriculum & Instruc.

Dr. Dorothy Stewart-Granberry
1972- Ph.D.: Social Psycl....logy

Dr. Donald Page
1977 - Ph.D.: Speech (Radio -

Television - File)

Teachers
Nashville, TN

Peabody College for
Teachers
NasL:ille, TN

University of NC
Chapel Hill, NC

University of Ghana
Legon, Ghana

W. VA University
Morgantown, W. VA

W. VA University
Morgantown, W. VA

FL State University
Tallahassee, FL

Murray State Univ.
Murray, KY

George Peabody
College for
Teachers
Nashville, TN

Pittsburg State
University
Pittsburg, KS

Univ. of Michigan
Ann Arbor, MI

University of Mich.
Ann Arbor, MI

University of Conn.
Storro, CT

University of Mich.
Ann Arbor, MI



1973 - M.A.: Communication Arts western Mich. Univ.
and Sciences

Dr. Alberta Herron
1978 - Ph.D.: Psychology

1973 - M.A.: Psychology

Dr. Edward Gerhardt Mantel
1979- Ph.D.: Program and Staff

Development Admin.
and Supervision

1972 - Ed.S.: Curriculum Develop.

Dr. Donald Lueder
1973 - Ph.D.: Educational Admin.

and Teacher Ed.

1967 - M.S.: Educational Admin.

Kalamazoo, MI

George Peabody Col-
lege for Teachers
Nashville, TN

George Peabody Col-
lege for Teachers
Nashville, TN

Vanderbilt Univ.
Nashville, TN

Ohio University
Athens, OH

Syracuse Univ.
Syracuse, NY

Cornell University
Ithaca, NY

3.2.3 Pursuit of Excellence In Education

Tennessee State University Center o Fxcellence -Basic Skills for the Disadvantaged sponsored its First Annual
Visiting Scholars Program Sunday, March 17, 1)85 thr% Wednesday,March 20, 1985 at the Radisson Plaza Hotel in Nashville',Tennessee. The theme of our Conference was "PURSUIT OFEXCELLENCE IN EDUCATION."

The four (4) day Visiting Scholars Program wasattended by educators, practitioners, parents, legislators,administrators, academicians, community leaders and othersthroughout the nation. National consultants in variousdisciplines served as presenters. The following subsections
delineates the Visiting Scholars Program:

1st Annual Visiting Scholars Program

March 17-20, 1985

Sponsored by Tennessee State University Center of Excellence
Basic Skills for the Disadvantaged

Sunday, March 17, 1935- Radisson Plaza Hotel

Registration--6:00-8:00 p.m.

Keynote Address--7:00-9:00 p.m.



"Excellence"
Keynote Speaker-Dr. Mario D. Fantini
Dean, School of Education
University of Massachusetts

Monday, March 18, 1985-Radisson Plaza Hotel

Registration-8:00

9:00-11:15 a.m.

Session A

Session B

Session C

Session D

Session E

Session F

Session G
ti

a.m.-4:00 p.m.

Morning Sessions

"Education for the Disadvantaged"
Mario D. Fantini, Ph.D.
Dean, School of Education
University of Massachusetts

"Implementing School/Community Partner-
ship:
A Process For Community Analysis"
Daniel Merenda, Ph.D.
Executive Director
National School Volunteer Program

"Special Education & Rehabilitation
Services for the Economically Disadvan-

taged"
Reginald Jones, Ph.D.
Chairperson & Professor of Afro-American

Studies
Professor of Education
University of California at Berkeley

"Psychological Perception that Impede the
Learning Process"
Rita Smith, Ph.D.
Professor of Psychology
Millersville State College

"Diagnostic & Perscriptive Instruction in
Mathematics"
Lloyd Richardson, Ph.D.
Professor of Mathematics Education
Head, Developmental Mathematics Program
University of Missouri at St. Louis

"A Curriculum for the Disadvantaged: An
Emphasis on Language, Natural Learning
and Teacher College"
Gary Xilarr, Ph.D.
Visiting Professor in Reading
Indiana, University

"Implementing School/Community Partner-
ships:
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Session H

Power and Politics"
Everette Nance, Director
Midwest Community Education Center

and
Vivian Kidd, Executive Director
West Virginia Education Fund

"Aggression In The Schools"
William Morse, Ph.D.
Professor of Education and Psychology
University of Michigan

11:30-1:15 p.m. LUNCHEON

"Past, Present and Future Education
Opportunities for the Economically
Disadvantaged"
Keynote Speaker-Dr. Mary Frances Berry
Commissioner
U.S. Commission on Civil Rights
Professor of History & Law
Howard University, Washington, D.C.

Tuesday, March 19, 1985--Radisson Plaza Hotel

Registration--8:00 a.m.-12 Noon

8:00-8:30 a.m. Continental Breakfast

8:30-9:30 a.m. General Session

Welcome-Dr. Merriel Bullock
Introduction of Head Ta:ole-
Dr. Raymond Richardson
Introduction of Speaker-Dr. Mary Burger
"Education Reform and Its Simplications
for the Economically and Educationally
Disadvantaged"
The Honorable Ned Ray McWherter,
Speaker of the House
The State of Tennessee
Introduction of Consultants-
Dr. Marino Alvarez
Closing Remarks-Dr. Frederick Humphries

Acknowledgements-Dr. Helen Bain

9:30-11:45 a.m. Morning Sessions

Sessiom A "Effective Classroom Management Strate-
gies"
Nicholas Long, Ph.D.
Professor of Special Education, American
University
Director, Rose Demonstration School



Session B

Session C

Session D

Session E

Session F

Session G

Session H

12 Noon-1:30 p.m.

1:45-4:00 p.m.

Session D

*Not Provided by COE

Clinical Professor, School of Medicine
Department of Psychiatry
Georgetown University

"Partnership As a New Approach to Educa-
ting the Disadvantaged"
David S. Seeley, Ed.D.
Educational Consultant/Adjunct Professor
City University of New York

"Implementing School/Community Partner-
ships: Leadership Strategies"
Vasil "Bill" Kerensky, Ph.D.
Professor of Community Education
Florida Atlantic University

"Breaking Through Learned Helplessness:
Part I"
Martin Seligman, Ph.D.
Director of the Clinical Program
Department of Psychology
University of Pennsylvania

"Problem Solving in the Basic Skills"
Ray Robicheaux, Ph.D.
Professor of Mathematics
Louisiana State University at Eunice

"Developing Strategic Readers in Subject
Matter Classrooms"
Charles W. Peters, Ph.D.
Secondary Reading Consultant
Oakland Schools, Pontiac, Michigan

"Small Class Size"
Charles Achilles, Ed.D.
Professor of Educational Leadership
University of Tennessee at Knoxville

"In Pursuit of Excellence: Experiences
In Language, Teaching and Learning:
Alma Vineyard, Ph.D.
Governor State University

Lunch*

Afternoon Sessions
(Repeat of Morning Sessions)

"Breaking Through Learned Helplessness:
Part II"
Martin Seligman, Ph.D.
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Wednesday, March 20, 1985

--Roundtable Discussions**--
Tennessee State University--Main Campus

9:00-11:30 a.m.

Roundtable 1 Nicholas Long, Ph.D.
Roundtable 2 David S. Seeley, Ph.D.
Roundtable 3 Ray Robicheaux, Ph.D.
Roundtable 4 Charles Peters, Ph.D.
Roundtable 5 Alma Vineyard, Ph.D.

School of Business-Suite 123
Library Suite 316A

Women's Building Auditorium
School of Music-Auditorium

School of Education-Suite 111

**Roundtables feature discussions where you can meet and conversewith outstanding leaders in various disciplines in education(i.e. Elementary Education, Secondary Education, SpecialEducation and Rehabilitation Services, Psychology, EducationAdministration and School/Community Leadership.)

3.2.4 Other Research and Development Activities

Tennessee State University has received funding fromnumerous organizations to establish and implement research,demonstration, development, instructional and/or serviceprojects. Sponsoring agencies have included both private andpublic sources. The following listing delineates a sampling ofagencies under both of the aforementioned categories:

Public
Private

1. U.S.Department of Agriculture 1. Am. Society of Engi-
neering Ed.2. Tennessee Valley Authority 2. Monsanto'. National Inst. of Mental Health 3. Chrysler Corp.4. Pennsylvania Power & Light Co. 4. Hoover Foundation5. Department of Transportation 5. Union Carbide6. Econ. Development Dept. of Comm. 6. General Electric7. National Park Service 7. Alcoa8. CETA

8. Southern Educ. Found.9. Tennessee Energy Authority 9. Air Products and
Chemical10. National Institute of Health 10. Bell Laboratories11. National Science Foundation 11. Exxon12. Dept. of Health & Human Services 12. Arco Pipe Line Co.13. Minority Bio-Medical Research Sup. 13. 3m Company14. Department of Education 14. Rehab. Corp. of
America15. Tennessee Department of Mental

Health 15. Am. Soc. of Engineer-
ing Education



3.2.5 Adequacy of Resources

Tennessee State University is a Land Grant Institution
which focuses on research, instruction and service. It iscomprised of seven schools: School of Agriculture and HomeEconomics, School of Allied Health Professions, School of Artsand Sciences, School of Business, School of Education, School ofEngineering and Technology and the School of Nursing. It hasnumerous research and demonstration projects which are freestanding (not under the auspices of the aforementioned schoolssuch as Center of Excellence--Basic Skills for theDisadvantaged). Libraries/Learning Resource Center, AerospaceStudies, Extension and Continuing Education, University CollegeCooperative Agriculture Research Program, Tennessee Learning
Center, Center for Urban and Public Affairs and others.

Tennessee State University is fully accreditated byvarious academic and professional organizations. In addition, itis a member in good standing with numerous associations. Thefollowing delineates the various accreditating institutions andassociations:

Accreditations

Southern Association of Colleges and Schools
National Council for Accreditation of Teacher

Education
Accreditation Board for Engineering and Technology
National Association of Schools of Music
Council on Social Work Education (Undergraduate)
American Home Economics Association
Commission on Dental and Dental Health Auxiliary
Educational Programs of the American Dental Association
National Collegiate Athletic Association
National League of Nursing
National University Extension Association
Federal Atriation Agency
Tennessee Board of Nursing
American Medical Association Committee on Allied Health
Education and Accreditation in Collaboration with the
American Medical Record Association

Memberships

Association of Land Grant Colleges and Universities
American Association of Colleges for Teacher Education
Tennessee Association of Colleges for Teacher Education
American Council on Education
The Teachers College Association of Extension and

Field Services
Association of American Colleges
Tennessee College Association
National Collegiate Athletic Association
Association of Colleges and Schools of Education inState Universities and Land Grant Colleges



3.5.1 Facilities

Tennessee State University has two campuses. The Central
campus is comprised of sixty-five buildings, parking lots,
outdoor facilities and farmlands which occupy four hundred fifty
(450) acres of land. The downtown campus is located
approximately three miles from the central campus. It is housed
in a large modern building with adjacent parking facilities.

3.5.2 Equipment and Supplies

Various scientific medical and educational equipment
and supplies are housed and maintained in their resnective
department projects and/or schools. In addition, specialized
equipment and services are housed and provided through the
various computer centers located throughout campus and the
Learning Resource Center. These include Academic Computing,
Education, Engineering, Physics and Math, Business, Learning
Resource Center and various administrative offices. Tennessee
State University Computer Center contains two centralized
processors (IBM 4341 and DEC VAX 11/780 with VAX/VMS operating
system) with over 200 timesharing interactive and timesharing
terminals. Timesharing services and technical assistance to
faculty and students are also provided. A major expansion of the
Computer System has been funded and will be implemented during
Spring, 1985.

The main campus houses the Brown-Daniel Library. Itis an ultramodern facility which houses approximately 400,000volumes and contains subscriptions to approximately 57,000
periodicals. The library also provides special study and
research facilities for faculty and graduate students. The
downtown campus houses a separate library with a full range of
services. It maintains a book collection of approximately
300,000 volumes and contains subscriptions to approximately 750
periodicals. Both libraries maintain microfilm, and microfiche
reader: ; etc.

The LearningResource Center is located on the main
campus. A branch is located on the downtown campus. It provides
audiovisual and media support to the University. Acquisition,
circulation and rental of audio-visual materials, study canels
with playback equipment, inventory of materials equipment forshort-term loan, reproduction of slides, transparencies,
graphics, video and audio recorded materials, Computer Center
with technical assistance for faculty and students are some of
the services provided by the Learning Resource C=ter.

3.2.5.3 Library Resources

Tennessee State University has an excellent libraryfacility. The library holdings (e.g., books, periodicals,
software, tests, etc.) meet the criteria of various accrediting
organizations. The National Council for the Accreditation of
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Teacher Education, Southern Association for Schools and Collegesand the Tennessee State Department of Education evaluated our
Teacher Education Program and has granted accreditation and/orthe ability to certify teachers. These agencies provide us withthree levels (i.e., National Regional and Local) of approval.The subsequent information delineates a sample of the
University's holdings in designated areas:

Volumes in the Library (January 1, 1985)

Main Downtown Total

Books 222,506 133,354 355,860

Bound Periodicals 37,668 19,426 57,094

Microfilms 7,197 7,025 14,222

Microfiche 66,700 45,034 111,734

3.2.6 Satellite Capabilities

The Laboratory for the Improvement of Schools and
Classrooms (LISC) will have access to resources at each of its
seven satellites. Satellites include Education Testing Service,Memphis State University, Norfolk State University, ERICClearinghouse on Rural Education and Small Schools, ERICClearinghouse on Urban Education, ERIC Clearinghouse on TeacherEducation, and ERIC Clearinghouse on Handicapped and GiftedChildren.

3.2.6.1 Capabilities of Educational Testing Services (ETS)

Founding and Purpose

ETS was founded by the American Council on Education,the Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching, and theCollege Board, and chartered as a nonprofit corporation in
December, 1947 under the education law of the State of New York.the primary aim of ETS is to serve education through measurement,related services, and research.

Governance and Direction

ETS is governed by a 17-member Board of Trustees
representing various levels and areas of interest in educationand related fields and industry. Sixteen trustees serve four-year terms. The president of ETS is also a member of the Boardof Trustees. The board's primary responsibilities involvesetting policies, determining direction for the organization, andoverseeing the leadership provided to ETS by its officers. Thecommittees of the board are: Nominating, Audit, Finance,Research and Development, Public Responsibility, and Executive.
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External Sponsoring Boards

External sponsoring boards are appointed by users of
ETS services who wish to set up testing programs or services to
assist them in monitoring their own professional or occupational
area. These boards set policies and agree to plans and
procedures for their own programs.

Advisory Committees

Advisory committees composed of leading educators,
researchers, test specialists, and expt.rts in other fields help
ETS define its special role in the educational community. Other
advisory committees participate in planning and evaluating major
efforts in research, development, instruction, and assessment.

Many members of these committees are recommended by
the professional organizations that are clients of ETS or by
other asosciations active in a particular committee's area of
work.

Zest Development Committees

In addition to advisory committees, several test
development committees help the ETS staff set specifications,
develop questions, and review both questions and whole tests.For academic tests, most committee members sre teachers who
contribute expertise in their own fields. For tests of
certification or equivalency, committee members are actively
involved in the profession or occupation being assessed.

Service Areas, Scope of Work and Consultants

Research: ETS conducts research on measurement theory
and practice, on teaching and learning, and on educational
policy. Its researchd staff numbers over 150, including some of
the nation's most distinguished scientists in the fields of
psychometrics and statistics.

Develo ment: ETS creates new or improved measures;explores their desCRPtive or predictive properties; develops
system for the use of these aids; and develops mechanisms thatprovide more efficient educational measurement. At any given
time, ETS has more than 200 projects under way in various aspectsof testing and assessment.

Pro rams of Measurement: ETS initiates, conducts, and
improves pract cal programs of measurement and related services
as required by educational and other institutions and agencies.
It annually develops scores of tests for the school, college,
graduate, and employment fields and administers tests to over
four million test takers in the United States and abroad.
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Advisory and Field Services: ETS provides information
and professional counsel to educators on a wide range of problems
in educational measurement; initiates field visits to help solve
problems of measurement and evaluation; promotes its products and
services both nationally and internationally.

Scope of Work

The dollar volume of ETS acitivity for 1982-83 wasabout $133 million. Activities covered a broad spectrum,
including extensive research and development and comprehensive
measurement services.

ETS develops and conducts many testing programs. In
addition to well-known national programs for academic selection
at the high school, college. graduate, and professional levels,
it conducts more than 50 programs in career and occupational
assessment. Some programs are relatively small, entailing few
candidates and limited operational demands. Others involve
millions of candidates, several administrations each year, and
complex processing operations.

Research of ETS has four essential missions. Basic
research, embracing both the technical and the substantive
foundations of educational measurement, is conducted in support
of the goals of ETS and its clients. New product research and
development; currently emphasizes innovative uses 'of technology
in support of education and measurement. Research to enhance and
maintain the technical quality of tests includes methodological,
psychometric, and statistical studies. Public service research
provides program evaluation for a variety of clients as well as
policy research dealing with the implications of judicial and
legislatives actions and issues of access and equity for womenand minorities.

Instructional activities and advisory services
complement the total enterprise of promoting improved use of
measurement products and research results.

Consultants

As warranted, ETS employs consultants to augment its
staff resources. Some consultants serve or a continuing basis,
and others provide supplemental expertise on individual projects
or programs.

Locations

The main office of ETS is on a 400-acre site on the
outskirts of Princeton, New Jersey. Field service offices arelocated in Atlanta, Georgia; Austin, Texas; Berkeley and Los
Angeles, California, Brookline, Massachusetts, Evanston,
Illinois, San Juan, Puerto Rico and Washington, D.C. The
International Field Office is in Princeton.
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Facilities at Princeton include six administration and
office buildings; an operations center and comptuer complex for
large-scale processing; a shipping center; and several service
buildings. In addition, the Henry Chauncey Conference Center on
the Princeton site contains 11 meeting rooms, a dining room, and100 rooms for single or double occupam.4 to accommodate
overnight guests. ETS also maintains two large buildings in
Ewing Township, New Jersey, that house printing, mailing, and
other operational facilities, and two buildings on the Forrestal
campus of Princeton University for the ETS financial aid and
professional licensing and certification units.

The Berkeley and the Evanston Field Service Offices
conduct test programs, research, and advisory services. The
Atlanta, Austin, Northeastern, Los Angeles, and Puerto Rico Field
Officers provide advisory and consulting services for their
regions and participate in nationwide projects. The Washington
Field Office serves as liaison with federal legislation.

Personnel

ETS has approximately 2,200 permanent staff members
including about 650 professionals, more than 175 of whom have the
doctoral degree: an additional 245 have the master's degree.
Professional training is concentrated in education, psychology,statistics, and psychometrics and also in such associated fields
as economics, sociology, the humanities, and the sciences,
Supporting services are provided by specialists in computer
technology, business management and finance, library sciences,
and communication.

ETS is an equal opportunity employer and actively
recruits women and minority staff members.

Mellor Ft: ..t ions

The work of ETS falls into four major categories, each
with its own specified objectives. The two ETS divisions that
will be directly involved in the work of LISA, are briefly
highlighted below.

Division of Education Policy Research and Services

The Division of Education Policy Research (EPRS) isthe ETS Research Division that focuses on education policy
issues. EPRS addresses basic policy issues in educational
finance and governance, such as equity in resource allocation,
intergovernmental aspects of educational programs, and thepolitics of educational institutions. These problems are
approached from an interdisciplinary perspective that is
reflected in the professional training and experience of staff in
education, public administration, economics, political science,
law, psychology, and demography.

EPRS research has addressed and policy ,issues of
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current interest to federal and state education officia-s and
legislators, among them the role of federal, state and localauthorities in education programming, finance and governance;issues of squity and equal opportunity; the sociopolitical
environment in which assessment data are collected and used; therelation of educational assessment to the differing concerns ofpolicymakers, administrtators, and citizens; the minimuncompetency testing movement; the relative merits of legislativeproposals to reform school finance; the information needs offederal and state governments for monitoring funding; the effectof judicial decisions on education; and Congressional proposalsto consolidate categorical grant programs.

EPRS conducts several kinds of work. It providesreports and recommendations to assist public policymakers inpreparing regulations and legislation and improving theirprocedures. Publications are intended to increase public
comprehension of America's complex education system. Work thatEPRS and ETS have completed that relates to the proposed study isdescribed below. Evidence is provided of successful projects inthe areas of teacher certification and licensing, teachereffectiveness, and program implementation.

Atlanta Field Service., Office

The Atlanta (GA) Field Service Office was establishedin 1973 to respond to the needs of southern educational groups,agencies, and institutions for evaluation services, research anddevelopment servi;:es, instructional programa, professional andtechnical consultations, and local testing programs. Assistanceis offered in such diverse areas as project and materials design,development of assessment and information systems, programevaluation, prepeon of proposals and requests for proposals,staff development, and facilitation of interaction betweengroups.

The following are representative of the scope anddiversity of the projects in which AFSO staff have recentlyparticipated: operation of the South Carolina Teacher AssessmentProgram; development of promotion examinations for the DeKalb
County (GA) Department of Public Safety and design of validationand standard setting studies for the. National TeacherExaminations in several southeastern states. In addition, theAtlanta Office acts a- a technical-assistance center for the U.S.Department of Education to assist school districts and statesin the region with evaluation of their Title I programs.

The Atlanta Office responds to requests forinformation about ETS's national programs and s 'ices and canrefer students or educators to appropriate source,. )f additionalhelp. To this end, the staff works cluiely with ETS'sEducational and Reference Service groups and with the ReseLrchand Programs Divisions in Princeton.
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The Atlanta Office provides services for educational
institutions at all levels, as well as government, education, andother agencies in Alabama, Florida, Georgia, Kentucky,Mississippi, North Carolina, South Carolina, Tennessee andVirginia.

3.2.6.2 Capabilities of ERIC/Clearinghouse on Rural Education
and Small Schools

The ERIC Clearinghouse on Rural Education and Small
Schools (CRESS) has been in operation since 1966 and has been
producing a variety of major publications each year since 1968.It has long-term staff who are experienced in the development andproduction of monogrohic literature.

CRESS has access to the major bibliographic vendorsand conducts computer searches of the ERIC data base as well as
other educational data bases

The Clearinghouse is located on the campus of NewMexico State University, one of two major universities in NewMexico. The University library is less than one block away andaffords the r -tal facilities of a major university library.

The skills necessary for developing publications areavailable at the Clearinghouse, the College of Edu'ation, or the
support community (editing and graphic arts).

Facilities and provisions for needed equipment and
supplies

ERIC/CRESS is located on the second floor of the
University Center and has a modified open space floor plan of4,186 scaare fent. The subcontract would be housed in theClearinghouse.

The quick turnaround time required in this subcontractwould necessate rental of a personal computer for wordprocessing. This could be effected through the Educational
Research Center of the Univeristy.

Supplies would be purchased through the New MexicoState University Bookstore.

32.6.3 Capabilities of ERIC/Clearinghouse on Urban Education

The ERIC Clearinghouse on Urban Education is housed at
Teachers College, Columbia University. It gathers information on
programs and practices in public, parochial, and private schoolsin urban areas and the education of particular racial/ethnicminority children and youth in various settings; the theory andpractice of educational equity; urban and minority
experiences; and urban and minoity social institutions andservices. This Clearinghouse is responsible for the developmentand dissemination of six different products. These products are
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described below:

o The Urban Diversity Series consists of state-of-art
papers, reviews, and annotated bibliographies.
Each paper summarizes the existing literature
concerning the educational, socioeconomic or
social/psychological issues involved in the
development of diverse urban populations.

o The Compact Guides consist of ERIC Digests, brief
bibliOgraphies, and directories which capsulize
information on pertinent issues.

o The Urban Schools Bibliography is a set of
com;rehenilve references of the ifterature on urban
schools available through the ERIC system. The
Guidebook to Hispanic Organizations and Information
is a directory.

o The TopicalBibliographiesof ERIC References,
compiled from comptuer searches of the ERIC
database, are references of the literature on
various topics available through the ERIC system.
Like the citations in the Urban Schools
Bibliography, these citations include an abstract
of the document.

o The IRCD Bulletin carries an analytical or review
article devoted to a single subject in the field of
urban education. The aim of the Bulletin is to
synthesize and formulate concepts and practices
which will improve the development and educational
achievement of urban children and youth.

o Equal Opportunity Review (EDR) consists of short
papers on critical educational issues which are
topical aad informative. Several issues of EDR are
exclusively bibliographies on urban and mfRaity
education.

The ERIC Clearinghouse on Urban Education has had
years of experience in developing numerous publications,
collaborating with scholars and providing technical assistance.

3.2.6.4 Capabilities of ERIC/Clearinghouse on Teacher
Education

The ERIC Clearinghouse on Teacher Education (CTE) has
been in operation since 1968. CTE has school personnel at all
levels; teacher selection and training, preservice and inservice
preparation, and retirement; the theory, philosophy, and practice
of teaching; curricula and general education not specifically
covered by other clearinghouses; all aspects of physical
education, health education, and recreation education.



CTE is located at the American Association of Colleges
for Teaci4er Education in Washington, D.C.

3.2.6.5 Capabilities of ERIC/Clearinghouse on Handicapped and
Gifted Children

The ERIC Clearinghouse on Handicapped and Gifted
Children (CHGC) has been operation since 1966. ERIC/CHGC has
acquired advanced literature in all aspects of the education and
development of the handicapped and gifted, including prevention,
identification and assessment, intervention, and enrichment, both
in special settings and within the mainstream, hearing imparied,
visually imparied, mentally retarded, developmer ally disabled,
abused/neglected, autistic, multiple handicapped, severely
handicapped, physically disabled, emotionally disturbed, speech
handicapped and learning disabled.

CHGC is located at the Council for Exceptional
Children in Reston, Virginia.

3.2.6.6 Capabilities of Memphis State University

Memphis State University is the largest institution
within the Tennessee State Board of Regents. The campus consists
of approximately 1,100 acres and has over 100 buildings located
near the center of the City of Memphis. The enrollment of the
institution is approximately 21,000 students. Memphis State
Unviersity is accredited by the Southern Association of Collegesand Schools. A sampling of the academic areas which areaccredited are enumerated as follows: (1) Business, (2)Chemistry, (3) Engineering, (4) Computer Science, (5)Rehabilitation, (6) Counseling, (7) Special Education, (8)
Elementary Education, Secondary Education, School Personnel
Services and numerous other areas.

The computer center supports the instructional and
administrative programs of the university and faculty researchendeav2rs. The central computer system is a Sperry-Univac
1100/62 which has over 8 million characters of main storage. It
supports both time-sharing and remote batch job entices. Remotebatch job entry stations are located at variows locations oncampus.

Memphis State University has outstanding library
facilities. The John Willard Brister Library aht, specialized
collecttons in the Department of Chemistry, the Department of
Mathematical Sciences, the Department of Music, the Herff Collegeof Engineering, the Cecil C. Humpreys School Law, the Speech
and Hearing Center and the Bureau of Business and EconomicResearch. The University libraries contain approximately 876,683
microforms, 11,775 audiovisual materials, and 118 current
periodicals subscriptions.

The University's School of Education is comprised of
numerous programs. In addition of the aforementioned, the School



of Education co-sponsors with various funding agencies and
various research and development projects. A sampling of these
projects include: Center of Instructional Services and Research,
Center for Manpower Studies, Bureau of Business and Economic
Research, Bureau of Educational Research, Center for the Study
of Higher Education, Handicapped Student Services, Speech and
Hearing Center and Regional Economic Development.

3.2.6.7 Capabilities of Norfolk State University

Norfolk State University, a predominantly black
institution of higher education, is located in Virginia's largest
city. It is the youngest of Virginia's five predominantly black
colleges and univesities. The University is the third larget
black institution of higher education in the nation.

The campus consist of approximately 105 acres of land
located east of downtown Norfolk. The enrollment of the
institution is approximately 7,286 students. Norfolk State
University is accredited by the Scuthern Association of Colleges
and Schools.

The Univesity is alsz, accredited as a professional
school for the undergraduate training of teachers by the National
Council for Accreditation of Teacher Education Programs and the
Virginia State Board of Education. The University is a member of
various professional organizations. A listing of the
orgganizations include the American Association of Colleges for
Teacher Education, The American Council on Education, National
Association of School of Music, The Administration Management
Society, Mid-Atlantic Association for School, College and
University staffing, and numerous other organizations.

The Lynan Beecher Brooks Library Collection contains
approximately 200,000 volumes and a current subscription for more
than 2,100 magazines and journals, and 3,000 catalogs on
microfiche. The library maintains numerous other resources.

The computer center supports each of the University's
academic administrative anti program areas.

The computer center provides computer terminals,
programming and advisory services for faculty research and for
the graduate and undergraduate student body. The comptuer center
is equipped with several mainframe computers and numerous
microcomputers. The University has distinctive Educationalprograms. Some of these programs are: Cooperation Education
with Old Dominion, Interdisciplinary Programs in General Studies,
Urban Affair4, Urban rlanning and Music in Media, Cross
Registration with Old Dominion Univesity, Evening Colleges,
Community Education Development Center, Servicemembers
Opportunity College, Social Service Research Center, and
Community Outreach programs that provide academic and supportservices to the educationally disadvantaged and physically
handicapped from day care through college.



3.2.6.8 Summary Capabilities

The Laboratory for the Improvement of Schools andClassrooms (LISC), which will be hosted by Tennessee State
University, recognizes the need for collaborating ahl networkingwith federal, state and private organizations. Recognizing thatthe network or regional laboratories linked with research anddevelopemnt centers represent a power creative resource whosecooperative effort far exceeds the sum of the work of individual
institutions. LISC will engage in collaborative efforts todevelop products of national and regional significance. Theprevious subsections has highlighted their capabilities andresources, all of which will enhance the capabilities of thelaboratory in meeting the needs of the Appalachian Region. Referto appendices for details relative to the research, service anddevelopment of products by key organizations; who will beinvolved in the implementation of LISC mission, goals andobjectives.

3.3 Development of Effective Governance, Management,Planning and Evaluation Systems for the Laboratory

As an organization designed to improve educational
practice through the production. application, and conveying ofknowledge derived from research and development activities, theLaboratory for Improvement of Schools and Classrooms embodies adual responsibility. It must be accountable to the region for aregional research agenda, and developmental support for regionaleducational problems, and to the NIE and other governmentagencies for research and development work on nationaleducational priorities. Consequently, the lak.oratory'sorganizational structure will allow for a "bottom-up" flow ofinformation and services, from local practitioners to Federal andregional researchers, as well as a "top -down" flow from researchand development organizations to education professionals at thelocal level. It is hoped that this two-way flow of research
products and services will provide the balance of regional andnational priorities which then NIE envisions for the educationallaboratories.

The governing board for the Laboratory for Improvementof Schools and Classrooms will be composed of representatives ofall constituent groups that the laboratory serves. Specifically.the board will include chief state school officers, professors ofeducation, school administrators, classroom teachers, schoolboard members, legislators, parents, and private sectorparticipants. Board membership will be apportioned so that eachstate (Tennessee, Kentucky, Virginia and West Virginia) isrepresented equally. Women and members of racial and ethnicminorities will also be assured equitable membership on theboard. The term of board members will be set at variableintervals and staggered in relation to one another. An orderlyprocess for all regional constituents and networking
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organizations to participate in selecting board members will be
established.

The functions of the board will include, but not belimited to:

a. establishement of annual and long-term goals for
the laboratory, policies, and procedures,

b. hiring and reviewing the performance of the
executive director,

c. review of the fiscal management of the laboratory
including annual audits,

d. review and approval of programs submitted by
laboratory managers and

e. oversight of the conduct and progress of programsand activities, and evaluations of the
programmatic effectiveness of the laboratory.

Historically, the large and unwildly membership fo thegoverning boards made effective oversight of the laboratory day-to-day operations very difficult. The boards tended to becomepassive, "rubber stamp" bodies which approved every measuredeemed necessary by the executive directors. To remedy this
flaw, the Laboratory for Improvement of Schools and Classroomswill draw from its governing board a smaller executive orsteering committee which will meet regularly to direct the short-term policies of the Laboratory and to set the agenda for thelarger governing board. In this fashion, the key stakeholderswithin the region will have a greater voice in guiding thelaboratory to meet their needs. Giving the constituent-based
governing board a more active role should increase the
laboratory's responsiveness to regional educational problems.Board members in the past have not been sufficiently involvedlaboratory programs; special attention, therefore, will be paidto keeping board members informed of programmatic details.

The executive director, in conjunction with the Boardof Directors Advisory Councils and with the central staff, willconduct a periodic regional needs assessments to revise and;update the laboratory's R & D agenda. Needs sensing in theregion will be an ongoing staff acticvity in LISC. Threeprogrammatic units - each with its own Task Director and staff -will report directly to the governing board and executivedirector. The first programmatic unit will correspond to Task 2as outlined in RFP No. NIE-%-85-0003, "Work with existingorganizations to improve schools a.id clan rooms." The Task 2Director will oversee a variety of s'hool .. mprovement researchpiojects. Each of which will have its own project manager andunit staff. The TAsk 2 Unit will have its own advisory councilcomposed of representatives from key organizations -universities, state associations of teachers, parent groups,SEA's and local districts - with which the laboratory is expectedto develop relationships. The second programmatic unit,corresponding to Task 3, will work on three major research
projects designed to provide technical assistance to state-level



decion makers on school improvement issues. Its advisory council
will include legislators, chief state school officers, and state
education agencies' staff. The third programmatic unit will
focus on creating research and development based resources for
school improvement (Task 4). The advisory council for this unit
will consist of representatives from Educational testi:1g Services
and other regionally-based research and development organizations
with which the laboratory will be linked.

The Executive Director of the laboratory will be
charged with the task of coordinating the activities and
products generated regionally with similar activities nationwide.

The evaluation process for the laboratory projects
will be conducted by the Executive Directors' staff in
conjunciton with outside consultants. The evaluation procedures
will take the steps necessary to assess the individual projects
from the initial context level, through the planning and
operational stages, to a final accountability evaluation of the
prodac:ts. This internai evaluation will be conducted, at least,
on quarterly intervals.

Since Tennessee State University is not currently
designated as an educational laboratory, it will be necessaryto devote significant resources and time to developing managementand governance systems. The lack of entrenched governance
structures, however, will provide the opportunity to redress
imbalances in representation and to correct the lack of
constitutent participation which have been characteristic in the
past.

3.3.1 Working With and Through Existing Organizations to
Improve Schools and Classrooms

The Laboratory for improvement of Schools and
Classrooms considers this task a major focus of its effort. Thefour states of the Appalachian Region share a number of serious
educational problems that hamper nrogress in school improvement.
A shortage of qualified teachel:s, low pay and status for
teachers, high dropout and 1117.teracy rates, low student
achievement, underfunding (especially in some rural districts),
restrictive political control, and a lack of public support are
some of the difficulties encountered by public education in the
region. Historically, Tennessee, Kentucky, Virginia and West
Virginia have lagged behind the rest of the nation in terms of
the resouxces put into the schools and the educational level of
the students which they produce.

This rather bleak picture has begun to change
recently. As a result of concerted school improvement efforts,
the four states of this region are today among the nation's
leaders in devising innovative solutions to classroom problems.
Recognition ofthe need to remedy past deficiencies has caused
educators to take the lead in school improvements. It is a very
propitioustime for a regional educational laboratory to join
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with existing research and development organizations to become
part of this exciting renovation of the schools.

In the course of conducting our regional needs
assessment, Tennessee State University took the initial steps
toward developing relationships with the networks of
organizations involved in school improvement. We found, first of
all, that there were many different types of research going on,
secondly that there was little coordination among reseach groups
or between research groups and practitioners in theregion. Our
first priority was to survey all local, state, and regional
organizations working in the area of school improvement. This
survey included parent and teacher's organizations, univesity
researchers, State departments of education, colleges of
education, and privately-funded educational research centers in
all of the four states. From this compilation of existing
organizations, we were able to ascertain what types of research
was going on and how and where it was being iisseminated.

Knowledge of existing research efforts, combined with
the information gathered in the needs assessment, helped us to
design an integrated responsive unit plan for Task 2.

The entire Task 2 unit will be under the direction of
a single director. That person will coordinate the efforts of
the four Task 2 functional sub-units - Organization Support,
Local Improvement, Direct Services, and Dissemination.

The Organization Support Division will provide
technical assistance and training to help staff members of
service improvement organizations strengthen their assistance
strategies. It will be the primary responsibility of this
division to create and nourish the network of government agencies
and research organization engaged in improvement initiatives.

The Local Improvement Division will concentrate on
initiatives at the school and district level. One facet of that
effort, for example will be the "School Dropout Project" whichwill use workshops, conferences, training sessions, and
publications to bring together the work of dropout researcherE
and local dropout prevention personnel. This particular project
will entail a direct linkage between the regional and national
research network on dropouts 'nd local praotitioners in the four
states.

The Direct Services Division wi 1. include those Task 2
activities that offer immediate services t d direct forums to
clients. The "Multicultural Training 13-oject", "Low Student
Achievement Project", and "Pre-Schc-a/Flementary School
Partnership Project" will furnish in-service training to provide
clients with an understanding of current research. These three
projects involve the direct, hands-on training and interaction
needed to bring clients into the laboratory's organizational
support system.
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Finally, the Dissemination Divison will serve as thecentral clearinghouse for all research data connected wiht Task2. By linking with Educational Testing Services (ETS) and theERIC Computer Systems, this dissemination unit will be capable ofsupplying national as well as regional data to nezwork
organization. The Dissemination Division will facilitate thediffusion of research knowledge by publishing and spreading allreports, newsletters, training materials, and periodical
publications generated by school fu?rovement activities.

It should be emphasized that, in Task 2, theLaboratory for the Improvement of Schools and Classrooms (LISC)will not be engaged in primary research or data collection.Rather, the Laboratory will monitor and evaluate current researchproducts and survey research-based solutions to organizations andpractitioners that provide improvement assistance directly toschools and classrooms LISC seeks to move away from "laying on"ready -ma(e answers to working collaboratively with schoolprofessio als ln seeking solutions to their problems.

3.3.2 Working With State-Level Decision makerson School
Improvement Issues

Addressing Task 3 is greatly facilitated by theextremely high level of political interest and activitysurrounding school improvement issues in the Appalachian States.In this region, as well as across the nation, the quality ofeducation has been called into question, and education has beenraised to the status of a burning issue. The past two years havewitnessed a feverish pace of commission investigations, reportsand recommendations and school reform legislation.

While the demand for educaitonal improvement is beingmade, Federal Financial support for public schools is clearly onthe decline. This puts state-level decisionmakers on the spot,and they have been extremely active in reformulating educationalpolicies and implementing new programs to upgrade instructionalquality. Since the states are being expected to shoulder agreater responsibility for funding the schools, they are alsocentralizing control over school policies and professionalstandards to an unprecedented degree. State-level policymakershave not received significant attention from labs in the past,but they are increasingly important in determining the resources,standards, and legal mandates for local school districts.

In the fast-paced "search for excellence", a varietyof state-level groups have been pivotal decisionmakera andinterest groups, legislative education committees, particularlyin the lower chambers of the state general assemblies, have beenvery active in reviewing and passing reform niasures and majorfunding bills for schools. Governors, particularly in Tennessee,Kentucky, and Virginia have been among the chief advocates ofschool improvement bills. State department of education havebeen busily engaged in cataloging and analyzing severe andpersistent educational needs in their respective states. State
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level association of teachers and parents have been monitoringand lobbying educational legislation as it comes before thegeneral assemblies, though they have rarely initiated suchlegislation.

The primary clients of Task 3, therefore will be
governors and their education staff, state legislators, stateboard of education members, and state associations of educators.
Since State Department of Education and their officers have beenamong the most active initiators of new educational programs,they will be high-priority recipients of LISC technicalassistance. The "Chief State School Officers Support Group", for
example, will be targeted at this group of organizational actors
wich, in the past, has been neglected by regional educationallaboratories.

The LISC will place a heavy emphasis on research onpolicy alternatives. It will document and monitor the
implementatirn, costs, problems and successes of different stateapproaches to such problems as teacher evaluation systems,minimum quality standards, and instructional leadership trainingprograms. The Laboratory will develop and package resources fordecisionmakers in forms such as directories, audiovisual
materials, research syntheses, and catalogues of exemplaryprograms. These technical assistance products, it is believed,will have the most effective impact on decisionmakers.
Disseminacdon activity in this Task area is most efficiently
handled by working through state agencies.

In addition to linking with policymakers throughproject activities, the LISC will build links between
policymakers within the Appalachian Region through involv(anent
governcmces. This would be one component of the Laboratories
overall goal of "constituency building".

In several states the rate of political discussion andlegislative activity has outstripped the exisitng knowledge ofthe problems rnd what to do about them. State-leveldecisionmakers are swamped with proposals and demands and arereceptive to objective support from research-bases organizations.The politics of school improvement in the four state AppalachianRegion provides a rich opportunity for collaborative work betweenthe regional educational laboratory and state-leveldecisionmakers.

3.3.3 Working to Create Research and Development Based
Resources for School Improvement

Educational laboratories should be critical components
in the total research and development and education improvementsystem in the United States. Pursuant to this aim, the missionof the LISC will be to link the educational institutions of theAppalachian Region to provide research, development, anddissemination support services in a cooperative effortfor the
improvement of educational practice. The lab is uniquely capable
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of providing this linkage mechanism for the networking that needs
to take place around any problem area. As a neutral agency, it
can provide the setting for cooperative action among competing
agencies and across state lines.

The LISC seeks to enhance its research data base and
exteni its dissemination capabilities by linking up with as many
educational reseach organizations as possible. The initial step
in establishing this network will be to identify all researchers
and research organizations in the states of Kentucky, Virginia,
West Virginia, and Tennessee. This compilation will be carried
out with the assistance of Educational Testing Services (ETS) and
the ERIC computer system. LISC will tie directly into four of
the ERIC clearinghouses - Rural Education (New Mexico), Urban
Education (Columbia University), Teacher Education (District of
Columbia), and Handicapped Education (Virginia). Networking with
these national educational research dissemination systems will
expand tremendously theresearch-based information which the
LISC can draw upon and channel to its clients. With the ongoing
needs assessment activity to provide direction, we will be
capable of identifying technical assistance needs for conducting
research and, using our research linkages, to quickly provide
products on services to meet those needs.

The key lesson from past laboratory experiences has
been that the effectiveness of certain REL's suffered from an
excess of "in-house" research activity and a pancity of links
with other regional and national organizations. Too much
valuable data and research material remained inside the main
office and never reached the organizations for whom it was
intended. The LISC hopes to remedy this shortcoming by
decentralizing its data base and extending its research-gathering
capabilities as far as possible. By "satelliting" with ETS and
other eminent research organizations, the Laboratory can offer to
its clients the most extensive and patterned flow of information
available. This is a highly cost-effective approach to resource
and data base exchange, as demonstrated by the widely
acknowledged success of McREL's decentralized approach to
educational research services. The research and development
approach of this laboratory, in short, will be that the
organizational sum is greater than the parts.

3.3.4 Working in Collaboration with Centers and with Other
Laboratories on Regional and National Educational
Problems

The LISC intends to serve as a "bridging
organization", linking horizontally to NIE Centers and other
REL's and vertically to LEA's, SEA's, and the NIE itself. These
collaborative ties will be maintained through on-site monitoring,
institutional publications, quarterly reports, and project
coordination. The ERIC Clearinghouses and the ETS "satellite"
unit will provide substantial means of examining regional
problems in their national scope. The Laboratory will also
monitor nationwide educational developments through the National
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Diffusion Network of the U.S. Department of Education. The NDNFacilitators will provide a principal link between exemplaryprojects that provide training, materials, and technical
assistance and those seeking new programs.

Numerous federal, state, intermediate, local, and
postsecondary agencies, including the NIE Centers and RegionalLaboratories, share responsibility forimproving education thorughnationwide research and dissemination. The LISC intends tosupplement the institutional resources of the Appalachian Region
by defininig a place for itself in relation to these existingstructures and services.

CHAPTER FOUR

Project Ldvaluation

The Tennessee State University planning project for aneducational laboratory in the Appalachian Region was designed toacceomplish five major objectives. They are delineated below:

1. To determine the major social, economic and
educational characteristics of the appalachian
region;

2. To identify the most persistent educational
problem for which laboratory services are most
needed;

3. To determine the adequacy of existing research and
development in the region;

4. To identify promising strategies for the
organization focus, operations and services of the
laboratory and;

5. To explore the potential for rleationships with
other appropriate organizations in Appalachia.

These objectives wex- accomplished through the implementationof the won. scope. The work scope of the grant entailedconducting (1) a needs assessment interview visa extensiveconsultations with knowledgeable organizations and individuals,(2) Think Tank, (3) indepth reviews of relevant research andliterature, (4) secondary analyses of existing data and (5)
organization design activities.

Project evaluation was conducted on a monthly basisthroughout the four ronth (December 4, 1984 thru April 4,1985)span of the planning grant project. These evaluations includedboth groups and individual assessments. Modifications of projectactivities were made when applicable. Refer to Chapters One thruThree of this document for particulars on each of theseactivities.
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Additionally, project timelines were monitored. Thefollowing exhibits depicts the timeline for performing the majorproject activities. (Exhibit 1)

ACTIVITY

Activity 1

Activity 2

Activity 3

Activity 4

Activity 5

Activity 6

EXHIBIT 1

Project Start Up

Data Collection
and Analysis

Preview of Research
and Literature

Consultation

Organization
Design

Evaluation

Legend

---- Preparatory of Work
Period of Performance

X Report
Y Meeting
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All projects activities and objectives ,;ere successfully
accomplished within the timeframe of the grant award period.
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APr:NOIX A: Interview Protocol

Centar of Excellence
Basic Skills for the Oisaevantaged
Tennessee State University
3500 John A. Merritt Blvd.
Nashville. Tennessee 37203

Office of the Director INTERVIEW PROTOCOL

Introduction

We are in tne process of gathering background information which
will assist us in assessilg the educational needs and programs in the
Appalachian Region. The Appalachian Region, as defined by the National
Institute of Education, consists of Kentucky, Tennessee, Virginia and
West Virginia. We woula like to ask your opinion about these issues.
This information will enable us to determine how and in what ways a
regional program could beY: meet the area's educational needs. All
responses will be grouped and individual respcases will not be
identific '.

1.0 What are the educational srengths in your region?

2.0 How would you rate the public school in your region?

3.0 What are the most pressing educational problems in your region?

3.1 Which of these are more pertinent to your urban areas?
3.2 Which of these are more pertinent to your rural areas?

4.0 What are th major barriers to school improvements?

5.0 What kira: of programs would yeu propose to improve education?

6.0 Are there research and development organizations currently serving
"our region? Who are they?

7.0 What is the nat "re of their services?

8.0 How would you rate their services?

9.0 Are there any carriers that limit the R and D's effectiveness?

10.0 What is the nature of the rel_tionship of 'iur organization
with the R and C Centers in your region'

11.0 What changes wol. d you recommend to improv3 the effectiveness
of the R and 0 Centers in your region?

12.0 What are Ale specific programs or approaches, that you
would re, rend R and D Centers to implement in your region?
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13.0 What are some of the strengths and weaknesses of the programs
and services offered by your organization?

14.0 :n what ways could a R and D Center assist your organizationin meeting your educational needs?

15.0 What is the greatest area of need in improving classroominstutution?
15.1 Basic Skills
15.2 Teacher training
15.3 Discipline and student behavior
15.4 Classroom materials
15.5 Higher performance standards



Appendix 8: Support letters/letters of Agreement and/or Intent

TENNESSEE
STATE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

OFFICE OF COMAISSIONER

NASHVILLE 37219.6336

March 20, 1985

Donald C. Lueder, Ph.D.

Associate Professor /Senior

Research Associate
Tennessee State University
3500 John A. Merritt Blvd.
Nashville, Tennessee 37203

Dear Don:

Thank you for your recent lette, regarditg your efforts to draft a
proposal for the educational laboratory for the Appalachian region. I

shall be happy to serve on the Board of Directors for the educational
laboratory for the Appalachian regions. Chief State School Officials
must be involved if the laboratory !s ,o be successful. I would ap-
preciate receiving a copy of your proposal at your earliest convenience.

Again, thank you for the invitation to serve on the Board for the
proposed educational laboratory. Please let me know if I can be of
further help.

RLM:jrs

cc: Beecher Clapp
1 JoLeta Reynolds

Sincerely,

Qt
Robert L. McElrath
Commissioner

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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or. Donald C. Lueder
Associate Professor/Senior

Research Associate
Tennessee State University
3500 John A. Merritt Boulevard
Nashville, Tennessee 37203

Dear Dr. Lueder:

March 12, 1985

Thank you for your letter asking me to serve on the board of
directors in the event that you and your staff are successful in

your proposal for an educational 1, oratory for the Appalachian
region. I think it is essential that each of the Chief State School
Officers personally serve on the board if a regional lab is to be
successful.

Therefore, please be advised that I would be most pleased to
serve on such a board.

RT:eb/1054R

Sincerely,

R Truby

State Superintendent of Schools

56
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COMMONWEALTH of VIRGINIA
DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

PO SOX 00
RICHMOND 2321111-20e0

March 20, 1985

Dr. Donald C. Lueder
Associate Professor/Senior
Research Associate
Center of Excellence
Basic Skills for the Disadvantaged
Tennessee State University
3500 John A. Merritt Blvd.
Nashville, Tennessee 37203

Dear Dr. Lueder:

This will serve to acknowledge your recent letter in which
you requested that I serve on the Board of Directors of an
educational laboratory to serve the Appalachian region provided
that your proposal is funded.

Not having a copy of your proposal or any description
of the project, I feel a little uncomfortable in giving an
unqualified "yes" to your request. I shall say, however, that
favorable consideration will be given to the matter of serving
on the Board of Directors provided I am in agreement with the
goals and objectives of your proposal as well as the governance
structure.

I feel confident that you will be able to address these
concerns of mine as you refine your proposal.

I trust that this letter will be acceptable to you. If

I can help you in any way, please let me know.

Since

SJD:nmd

cc: Dr. William H. Cochran
Dr. Grant Tubbs

Davis
rintendent of Public Instruction

S7 BEST COPY AVAILABLE



Com. OrdwEALIII OF KrailtiCKY

DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
FRANKFORT, KY 40601
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March 25, 1985

Dr. Donald C. Lueder
Associate Professor
Center of Excellence
Tennessee State University
3500 John A. Merritt Boulevard
Nashville, Tennessee 37203

Dear Dr. Lueder:

I appreciate the good work you and your colleagues are doing
in planning the proposed educational laboratory to serve
the Appalachian region.

Kentucky Department of Education staff members have been
pleat-ad to work with you in planning the direction of this
service. As you know, I support the laboratory and the
potential benefits it offers to the Appalachian regions and
intend to see that Kentucky remains involved by maintaining
representation on the board.

Please keep me informed as your plans progress.

Sircerely,

Alice McDon ld

464
Superintendent of Public Instruction

B-4
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EDUCATIONAL TESTING SERvICE

PRINCETON. NET JERSEY
WWI

GREGORY R ANRIG

F REsiDENT

Dr. Frederick S. Humphries
President

Tennessee State University
3500 John Merritt Boulevard
Nashville, TN 37203

March 26, 1985

Dear Humphries:

1 am pleased to convey, on behalf of the Educational Testing
Service (EIS), our proposal to the Tennessee State University
(the University) to serve as a research and development satellite
for the Laboratory for :he Improvement of Schools and Classrooms
in the Appalachian Region under National Institute of Education
Request for Proposal #NIE -R -85 -0003.

The NIE Regional Laboratories are among the most important
resources for facilitating more effective education in the United
States. If the University receives the NIE award to establish
the Laboratory for the Improvement of Schools and Classrooms, ETS
will work with the University to assure the project's success.

The proposed project is one of high priority for ETS. We
intend to make all of the resources of the organization available
to the ETS Project Director, Dr. Michael Nettles, to assure that
our tasks are performed effectively and efficiently. Moreover,
we will provide consultation and suppor'. from personnel in all
parts of the organization, including those in the Atlanta
Regional Office. I have a personal interest in the success of
the project, and have assured the Project Director that I will
help in any way I can to assure that the necessary resources are
available and that all parts of ETS respond to the project's high
priority.

I believe ETS is uniquely qualified to participate in this
Laboratory for four reasons. First, ETS researchers have
recently conducted several important research and development
projects that have identified methods for improving school and
classroom effectiveness. Second, ETS has been a pioneer in the
fields of measurement and evaluation, and has applied this
expertise to research questions concerning relationships among
student characteristics, school and learning conditions, and test
score changes. Third, ETS is experienced in working with local,
state and federal policymakers and in translating educational



Dr. Frederick S. Humphries
March 26, 1985
Page 2

research into a format that is relevant for at:dressing the policy
questions they face. Finally, ETS is experienced in providing
high quality services to HIE through both contracts and grants.

We welcome this opportunity to work with the University.
I wish you and your colleagues success in obtaining a contract
award.

GRA:c

Enclosure

Sinc5sly, ify

44; /(--

Greg R. nrig
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Technical Proposal

Title: Subcontract Proposal for
Appalachian Regional Laboratory

Applicant Organization:

Project Directors:

Cognizant Officer:

Authorized Negotiator:

Educational Testing Service
Rosedale Road
Princeton, New Jersey 08541

-WI. Aiaii 1\12,1AL,
Michael Nettles
Research Scientist
609-734-1153

447
Ruth B. Ekstrom
Senior search Scientist

609-7 -5308

Ernest J. Ana sio

Vice Presiden for Research Management

609-734-1501

Pstvicia R. Curran
Contracts and Grants Administrator

609-734-5044

Submitted to: Tennessee State University
Nashv!lle. Tennessee

Period of Work: October 1, 19'65 - September 30, 1990

Date Submitted: March 29, 1985

Status: New Proposal

91



NOTICE
The information and data furnished ere proprietary and shall not be
duplicated, used, or disclosed other than to evaluate the proposal
for possible funding; provided that, if a contract is awarded to
Educational Testing Service as a result of the submission of this
proposal, the Government shall have the right to duplicate, use or
disclose the information or data to the extent provided in the
contract. This restriction does not limit the Government's right
to use or disclose information and data obtained from another source
without restric' AS. The financial information and staff vitae
contained in tb. proposal are considered proprietary data and not
required to be t .eased under the Freedom of Information Act.

Any release of information or data under a Freedom of Information
Act request will be for the use of the individual requester only,
and will not constitute a license to publish or distribute, or a
transfer of any rights in or Lo the information or data.

ETS
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COLLEGE OF EDUCATION

DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATIONAL MANAGEMENT &
Dt vE L. OPmEna

Beg 3N/Las Crum New Me ilico 88003-0011
Telephone 1505) 646-3825

March 15,1985

To Whom It May Concern:

I will be available to *in work ac a Materials Development Specialist on October 1, 198E

I understand that this oosition involves writing and o3nsulting and intend to *in work
whenever notified

Sincerely,

D. Janette Vaughn
College Assistant Professor

B-6
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WM CLEARINGHOUSE ON RURAL EDUCATION
AND SMALL SCHOOLS

Box 3AP/Las Cruces, New Mexico 88003
Telephone (505) 646-2623

18 March 1985

Dr. Merriel Bullock
Director, Center of Excellence

Tennessee State University
3500 John A. Merritt Blvd.
Nashville, TN 37203

Dear Dr. Bullock:

We are pleased to support your proposal for the Appalachian Regional
Educational Laboratory. The kind of joint venture proposed between
our two organizations should result in better delivery of information
to the classroom teacher--the person in the best position to effect
change and enhance educational effectiveness. This type of linkage
between labs and clearinghouses has been desired for a long time..

We look forward to a most productive relationship. We stand ready to
serve in the implementation of the subcontract as of 1 Oct'ber 1985.

Good luck with the competition.

Sincerely,

ee)Le
Jack Cole, Ph.D.
Director

/cn

Betty R se D. Rios
Associate Director

The proposed Work plan is contingent upon New Mexico State university's
successful re-bid for the ERIC/CRESS Clearinghouse, with the competition
to be held in late fall, 1985.

Clearinghouse Scope Areas Include Rural, Mexican-
American, American Indian, Outdoor, and Migrant
Education, and Education it Smell School Settings

(i

B-7
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TEACNE&S COLLEGE COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY
WT0 YORK, NEW YORK

March 25, 1985

Merriel Bullock, Ph.D.
Director

Center of Excellence /Panic Skills for
the Disadvantaged

3500 John A. Merrill Blvd.
Nashville, TN 37203

Dear Bullock:

I would be happy fol. the ERIC Clearinghouse on Urban Education to cooperate
with the Tennessee State Miversity Center of Excellence/Basic Skills
in carrying out the work of an NIE Regional Educational Laboratory,
should you be awarded the contract.

We would be happy to develop four monographs each year aLl print and
distribute items cooperatively with the prcposed laboratory, under
a subcontracting arrangement with your organization.

I wish good success in your proposal.

ncerely yours,

MAIrrh.
Erwin Fldxman, P .D.
Director

B-8
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reRIC1
DEPARTMENT OF INFORMATION SERVICES
THE COUNCIL FOR EXCEPTIONAL CHILDREN

March 11, 1985

THE ERIC CLEARINGHOUSE ON
HANDICAPPED AND GIFTED CHILDREN

Merriel Bullock, Pn.D.
Director, Center of Excellence
Basic Skills for the Disadvantaged
Tennessee State University
3500 John A. Merritt Boulevard
Nashville, TN 37203

Dear Dr. Bullock:

RECEIVED
MAR 13 1985

CENTER OF EXCELLENCE

Thank you for contacting us in regard to cooperating with you in the prep-
aration of your contract application to NIE for a regional laboratory.
I'm sorry that our schedule was so crowded that we were unable to do the
amount of detailed subcontract development you requested in the required

time frame.

Nevertheless, I would like to assure you that the ERIC Clearinghouse on
N4ddicapped and Gifted Children would be happy to work with you in the
future if you are awarded the opportunity to develop an educational lab-

oratory for the Appalachian Region. We have recently received a new three

year contract with two additional option years. Thus we expect to have

NIE funding for our Clearinghouse activities through August 1989.

You inquired specifically about our capability to develop monographs.
That is an area in which we have considerable successful experience. In

response to your question about cost you should plan of an amount of

$3,000-$7,500 per monograph depeneing upon length and format.

Good luck in your proposal preparation. I am fully aware that you have a

very difficult task on your hands.

Si ely,

Donald . Erick!on, Ph.D.

Di rector
ERIC Clearinghouse on Handicapped ,nd

Gifted Children

bma

THE COUNCIL FOR Daricm. Davis/ OPERATES THE ESC CLEARINGHOUSE ON 04MOICAPPED MD WED CNIUMEN UNDER A CONTRACT
WITH THE NATIONAL MIME Cli EOUGAIION

1920 Association Drive, Reston, Virginia 22091 1703) 620-3660

if-9 6



CLEARINGHOUSE AMMAN OM DUPON1 CIRC11,14W

ON TEACHER Ar100111CIN Of
OXIIGIS

SUITE 610
WA9-4INGTON D C 20036

EDUCATION EDIJOADON (202) 293-2450

RECEIVE/1T
MAR 28 1985

CENTER OF EXCELLENCE

Narch 26, 1985

Dr. Nbriel Bullock
Director
NIE Planning Grant Project
School of Business Bldg.
Room 123

Tennessee State University
Nashville, TN 37203

Dear Dr. Bullock:

I am writing in support of your proposal for the Appalachian Regional
Laboratory in its efforts to collaborate with other N1E-sponsored projects.
Collaboration among these groups, in addition to being mandated by Congress
for the labs, is essential to the efficient and effective use of talents and
reaources.

If Tennessee State is awarded the contract, the ERIC Clearinghouse on
Teacher Education will be willing to negotiate contract with the lab to produce
several monographs.

I look forward to worxing with you in this collaboration.

F2A/qa f

ERIC foucknowei RESOURCES INFORAWCIN CENTER

th A. Ashburn

BEST COPY MI R.
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RESEARCH TRIANGLE INSTITUTE
MIM111.-

Carter for Educational Studies

25 March 1985

Dr. Wayne Moore
Center for Excellence
Tennessee State University

Nashville, Tennessee 37203

Dear Dr. Moore:

RECEIVED
MAR 27 1985

CENTER OF EXCELLENCE

This is to confirm our telephone conversation of 21 March 1985 in which

I expressed our general interest in participating or collaborating in

research efforts related to high school dropout reduction/remediation.

If (when) opportunities arise that appear suitable for our combined

efforts, I will contact you regarding the appropriateness of some type

of joint effort. I understand that you will do likewise by contacting

us should you note an appropriate potential research possibility.

Sincerely,

lb
J. Lamarr Cox
Senior Educational Psychologist

JLC:ls
5234

cc: Marie Eldridge

B-11

FbstOfficeBox12194 ResearchTrianglePark,NorthCarolina27709 Telephone: 919 541 -6000
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LINC
RESOURCES
INC.

March 26, 1985

Dr. Merrill Bullock, Director
National Institute of Education Project
Tennessee State University, School of Business
3500 John Merritt Boulevard, Room 123

Nashville, Tennessee 37203

Dear Dr. Bullock:

3857 N. High Street

Columbus, Ohio 43214
(614) 263-5462

RECEIVED
MAR 27 1985

CENTER OF EXCELLENCE

LINC Resources, Inc. is pleased to support your proposal to NIE to establish a
Regional Educational Laboratory under TSU. The activities of you and your
colleagues are well known through your work with the Center for Excellence.
It is the kind of leadership that has been implemented by the Center that is

needed from the Regional Laboratory. You are demonstrating this leadership
once again drawing together the strengths of many national resource
organizations within your proposal.

LINC will be pleased 'to assist in creating a national dissemination channel
via the commercial puolishing industry for the Regional Education
Laboratory. Our experience in bringing the hest research and development
efforts of the U.S. Department of Education to schools and students across the
nation through the cooperation of commercial publishers is well known.

Since 1977, we have been privileged to assist federal agencies and their
numerous funded projects in the areas of marketing, editorial and technical
considerations, and legal issues and concerns. It is from this background and
history that we stand ready to support, work with, and provide assistance for

your proposal. We will be happy to join the Laboratory's networking concept
and to apply our expertise to the benefit of the Laboratory and its clients.

We wish you every success in your proposal and hope that we will have the
opportunity to work together in the near future.

VEF:svk

Sinc rely Io urs,

Victor E. F chs
President

B-12
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NATIONAL EDUCATION ASSOCIATION 1201 (6th St. 11 W, wasn..ngton, D C 20036 ei02) 8334000

MARY MAYWOOD FUTRELL President DON CAMERON. Eriecutive Director
REITN GEIGER, Vice Prosehent
ROXANNE E RADSHAVI. SrecrsteriTreasurer

March 25, 1985

Dr. Merriel Bulluck
Director, NIE Project
P.O. Box 757
Tennessee State University
Nashville, Tennessee 37203

Dear Dr. Bullucx:

Please accept this letter as support for the Center's proposed
project plan to NIE. I am extremely pleased that teachers will be

involved in the implementation of the project. Not only am I
pleased to support your proposal but I look forward to working
with you and the Center in the implementation of the project.

Good luck!

Since y,

Vincent M. Kiernan
Regional Director
Mid-Atlantic Regional Office

VK/jb

B-13
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SOUTHEAST REGIONAL OFFICE

James S. Sesbert, Regional Director

NATIONAL EDUCATION ASSOCIATION 1745 Phoenix Boulevard. Suite 330, Atlanta, Galva 30349. (4041 9969047
MART mATW000 FUTRELL. President OON CAMERON. Executive Director
KEITH GEIGER. vice Fres.deril
ROXANNE E IIRAOSNAN. Secretary Trumps.

March 26, 1985

Dr. Merriel Bullock
Director
National Institute of Education Project
Post Office Box 757
Tennessee State University
Nashville, Tennessee 37203

RE: Regional Educational Laboratory

Dear Dr. Bullock:

RECEIVED
MAR 27 1985

CENTER OF EXCELLENCE

This is to advise you that the NEA Southeast Regional Office supports
the Tennessee State University Center for Excellence in its bid to
become the Regional Educational Laboratory for the Appalachian Region.

Much of the education reform activity now prevalent throughout the
country is centered in the NEA Southeast Region. Tennessee State
University is ideally located in Nashville to provide services and
teacher involvement to educational institutions in our region.

The NEA hopes you are successful in this endeavor and we urge you to
include teachers from throughout the Appalachian Region on your
Advisory Council as you develop plans and programs for the Regional
Laboratory.

V ry truly yours,

;
11110°)

ames S. Seibert le__

Regional Director

JSS/lc

cc: Carolyn Breedlove

B-14
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NTERNATIONAL READING ASSOCIATION =:- :a - gout. PO Sox 8139 Newark Delaware 197144135 USA
ASSOCIATION INTERNATIONALS POUR LA LECTURE Telephone 302-731-1600

ASOCIACION INTERNACIONAL DE LECTURA

March 25, 1985

Dr. Nerriel Bullock, Director
National Institute of Education Project

P. 0. Box 757
Tennessee State University
Nashville, Tennessee 37203

Dear Dr. Bullock:

Cable ReaAingsle*am 06~e

RECEIVED
MAR 27 1985

CENTER OF EXCELLENCE

We were pleased to learn you have received a B25,000 grant to develop a
proposal for a Regional Educational Laboratory. If your project is

funded, we would be happy to support your efforts by cooperating through

networking procedures.

We would be pleased to keep you informed of our upcoming conferences,
seminars and world congresses, as well as our publications and all other
professional activities. We would hope you would not only see this as a
means of gathering infcrmation generated from these professional
activities, but would also appreciate the opportunity to become involved
in the various programs as a means of disseminating information developed
through your project.

As I am sure you are aware, the International Reading Association is a
nonprofit, nongovernmental professional educational association of over
60,000 members interested in improving reading instruction, developing
*trout reading interests and promoting literacy so that all individuals
may reach their full potential. In addition to our conferences and
publications, we have a network of over 1,100 councils and affiliates,

including local councils in every state (over 1,000) and state councils

in 49 states. Each state and local council holds meetings and publishes
newsletters and/or journals. As you might imagine, this network provides
an efficient and extensive means of disseminating and exchanging
information.

Again, we are pleased you are developing plans for a Regional Educational
Laboratory and look forward to working with you in areas of mutual
concern to the full extent of our bylaws and established policies.

Very cordially yours,

>410/44
`4116na W. NI hellk,

Executive Director

INN:vs
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March 26, 1985

The Ohio Stele University

RECEIVED
MAR 27 1985

CENTER OF EXCELLENCE

Dr. t4erriel Bullock, Director
National Institute of Education Project
P.O. Box 757
Tennessee State University
Nashville, TN 37203

Dear Dr. Bullocx:

TME 110101101 C11119

i01 NSURCO N VOCATION MIXES!

1960 Kenny Road
Columbus. Oho 432101090

Phone 614-4864655
Cable. CTVOCEDOSU/Columixes. Oho

The National Center for Research in Vocational Education
serves as the locus for vocational education research
and development in the United States. Its various out-
reach responsibilities and activities include clearing-
houses, nationwide dissemination, and leadership
development.

Should the National Institute of Education award Tennessee
State University a contract to serve as the Appalachia
Educational Laboratory, the National Center will work with
and assist the University in all ways appropriate to the
mission and objectives of both agencies.

Sincerely,

,

ONO-
,'

""

Roperc z. Taylk
Executive Directo_

kob
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March 22, 1985

Dr. Merriel Bullock
tirector of National Institute for

Educational Programs
Tennessee State University
Box 757
Nashville, TN 37203

Dear Dr. Bullock:

RECEIVED
MAR 25 1985

CENTER OF EXCELLENCE

There ara many good educational programs
that deserve a wider audience. The establish-
ment of a network of educational laboratories
whose purpose would be to share materials
and programs would be an effective means
of keeping educators informed. Our organiza-
tion would be willing to cooperate in any
way that we can if such a network is funded.

Best wishes for your success in this
endeavor. Please keep us informed of your
progress.

YJM:nit

Sincerely,

Young Jay Mulkey
President

18V
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Dr. Merriel G. Bullock

Center of Excellence
Tennessee State University
Nashville, TN 37203

Dear Dr. Bullock:

RECEIVED
MAR 25 1985

CENTER OF EXCELLENCE

March 21, 1985

I wholeheartedly support your proposal for an Educational Laboratory
at Tennessee State University which will service the Appalachian Region.
Also, too, I will be delighted to serve as a consultant on this project,

and, to this end, I have enclosed a most recent resume and background.

Best wishes for a successful Center of Excellence project.

GCB:lp
Enc.

Sincerely yours

B-18
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Gwendolyn Calvert Baker
Executive Director

Affiliated with the World YWCA

in the struggle for peace and justice. freedom and digriity for all people
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NIDATLANTIC/AALACIIIAA RACE ESEGREOATION ASSISTANCE CENTER
IAAARDAC

The unwerio of Tennessee
303 mens, null
615/974

March 26, 1985

Dr. Merriel Bullock, Director
Tennessee State University Center of

Excellence
Tennessee State University

3500 John A. Merrit Blvd.
Nashville, TN 37203

Dear Dr. Bullock:

College of Eoucelion
Knoxville Tennessee

37916

RECEIVED
MAR 27 1985

CENTER OF EXCELLENCE

4,

We write to assure you that we, the Mid-Atlantic/Appalachian Race
Desegregation Assistance Center (MAARDAC), will assist and cooperate with
the Laboratory for the Improvement of Schools and Classrooms (LISC) in
providing services authorized under its funding guidelines. We will be
pleased to support efforts and work because, based on past experiences of
Interactions and work with several persons employed in the Center of
Excellence, we know of the concern, commitment, and effectiveness demon-
strated by the staff in providing high quality education and develop-
ment to economically depressed populations.

CBM:jj

Sincerely,

Charlene B. Michael, Ph.D.
Associate Director/MAARDAC

B-19
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March 22, 1985

Dr. Wayne Moore
Center for Excellence

Tennessee State University
Nashville, TN 37203

Dear Dr. Moore:

The Vocational Studies Center
University of Wisconsin-Madison

964 Educational Sciences Budding
1025 We Johnson Street
Madison. Wisconsin 53706

(608) 263-3696

As we discussed in our phone conversation, there is a strong need to
serve youth who are at-risk of dropping out of school. We want to express
our support for your proposed efforts in dropout prevention. We look for-
ward to working with you in several ways, including networking and sharing
information and resources. Also, we are available as consultants to assist
you in your regional, statewide, and local programming efforts.

The two of us have directed a series of studies during the last eight years
that focus on dropout prevention and youth programming. We have reviewed
existing dropout prevention efforts, worked with dropout prevention program
staff, and served as consultants in the development of local programs. In

addition, we developed a series of planning resources including dropout

prevention handbooks and two sound-filmstrips that educators can use to
plan programs that meet local needs.

Our national and state recognition in dropout prevention includes coordinating
dropout prevention efforts among state educational and training agencies,
working with 65% of the school districts in Wisconsin, conducting planning
workshops for community organizations, and providing on-going assistance to
schools, agencies, and other groups. We are frequent presenters at national
conferences and actively share our findings and resource materials both in
and out of the state.

We are strongly committed to helping youth stay in and succeed in school,
therefore, we look forward to working with you in this much needed educational
endeavor.

Tally,

7/1W-14-16

Ja Novak

Project Director
608 263-4357 or

608 263-"806

Enclosures

Barbara Dougherty
Project Director
608 263-3679

_1 0 7
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March 26, 1985

Dr. Merriel Bullock
Director
NIE Planning Grant Project
P. O. Box 757
Tennessee State University
Nashville, TN 37203

Dear Dr. Bullock:

RECEIVED
MAR 21.

ir ENTER Or EXCELLENCE

Upon approval of your grant for an educational laboratory in the

Appalachian Region, we will be pleased to provide you with technical
assistance. Our expertise focuses on special needs population -

talent development, handicapped populations, behavior and academic

disorders.

We can provide consultation in:

o testing and test construction
o child and student management
o working with parents
o rehabilitation counseling

o career development
o school and community counseling
o conflict resolution
o transitions from home to school and school to work
o clinical and corrective instruction
o teaching the gifted and talented
o teaching the handicapped

Enclosed is a copy of our magazine - The Directive Teacher.

Sincerely,

Thomas M. Stephens
Executive Director
Professor and C.Jirman
Department of Human Services

Education

TMS/lc
Enclosure

faculty for exceptional children
college of education
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Grole Peabody Co liege for Teacher:

VANDERBILT UNIVERSITY
NASHVILLE. TENNESSEr )7201 Tsismot (615) )22-7311

Job' F Kr:Indy Crater for RatIrth as &Wino* and Hansa Drveloparar
Bar 138, Peabody College Arra Orme 322-8! 25

FAMILY AND CHni) STUDY CINTIR

March 28, 1985

Dr. Aerrir..1 Bullock

Director
National Instit.te of Education Project
P.O. Box 757
Tennessee State University
Nashville, TN 37203

Dear Dr. Bullock:

Having been a partic;paat in the Tennessee State University survey
regarding educational needs for the Tennessee, Kentucky, Virginia, West
Virginia area,I was very happy to learn that I was being considered for
your advisory committee. After talking with Dr. Neal at some length about

the Center for Excellence's application for a Regional Education Labora-

tory, I am excited about the possibility of such a laboratory being
located in Nashville. As you know, Nashville provides not only a good

geographical location but also is the state capitol of one of the first
states.to consider the question of educational reform. Moreover, the

laboratory would be near the Peabody Family and Child Study Center where

I serve as the Research Coo-dinatcr. The Family and Child Study Center
is a clinical research facility within The John F. Kennedy Center for
Research on Education and Hunan Development. I would be very interested

in the labc-atory's activities in education for children who by virtue of

mental and physical handicaps find it difficult to function in the regu-

lar classroom.

I highly support your application and am very interested in serving

on your advisory board. I wish you the best of luck with your applica-

tion.

WEM:kmg

Sincerely,

William E. MacLean, Jr., Ph.D.
Assistant Professor of Psychology
and Human Development

B- 22
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DR. OSCAR ALLEN

AIM hill arther Schavi
2225 Roanoke Avenue

Chattanooga. Tennessee 37406

March 26, 1985

Dr. Merriel Bullock
Director of Tennessee
State University Center of Excellence
3500 John A. Merritt Blvd.
Nashville, Tennessee 37203

Dear Dr. Bullock:

PHONE 1111.119 -1711

This letter is to express appreciation to you and your
staff for the invitation provided me to attend the First Annual
Visiting Scholars Program sponsored by Tennessee State University
Center of Excellence. The entire conference was enjoyable, informative

and well organized.

During the conference, there was a discussion relative to
the (LISC) Laboratory Improvement in Schools and Classroom Project

proposed for several states. I support the establishment of this
project and feel that the staff of Tennessee StLi.e University Center
of Excellence is knowledgeable and very capable of organizing, demon-
strating and initiating needed reforms for excellence in schools and
classrooms with the (LISC) Laboratory Improvement in Schools and
Classroom Project as a part of Tennessee State University Center of
Excellence.

Again, thank you for a well planned conference.

Sincerely,

ii

Obcar Allen, Principal

OA:nr

B- 23
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RICHARD FULTON. MAYOR

METROPOLITAN COVER

NUMAPI !MATIONS COMMISSION
1235 STANLMAN 'WILDING

NASNViLLE, TENNESSEE 3)2111

TELEPHONES AREA CODE 615
MAIN OFFICE. 2594406

Dr. Merriel Bullock
Center of Excellence
Tennessee State University
Nashville TN 37203

Dear Dr. Btllock:

E AND DAVIDSON COUNTY

March 26, 1985

We in the Human Relations Commission are extremely pleased
to hear of your proposed Laboratory for Improvement of Schools
and Classrooms (LISC). This sounds like a much-needed addition
to educational preparation and enhancement throughout our
region!

We were particularly impressed with the proposal for a Multi-
Cultural InService Training Project for Rural School Districts.
We understand that this is to be carried on in Tennessee,
Kentucky, Virginia, and West Virginia. The proposal, as we
understand it, would involve three-day workshops for admini-
strators, who would, in turn, train teachers. The inclusive-
ness of this proposal--including not only different ethnic
groups, but also different religious groups and the handicapped
a well--would meet a real need. The Human Relations Commission
is convinced that helping teachers (and through thempstudents)
think in an inclusive rather than a parochial manner is
urgently needed for the health of our society. Thus, the
Human Relations Commission gives its unreserved support to
this proposal.

As a long-time Professor of Human Relations, I would be glad
to work with the program (on a leave-time basis) if my ser-
vice were wanted and if the program is funded.

We wish you well in this exciting endeavor!

FC: lsh

hi
B- 24

Sincerely yours,

red Cloud
Executive Director
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Department ol Educational
Admunastration and Superuison

MEMPHIS STATE UNIVERSITY
College of Educatin

MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE 38152

Dr Donald Lueder
Tennessee State University
Center of Excellence Basic

Skills for the Disadvantaged
3500 John A. Merritt Boulevard
Nashville, Tennessee 37203

Dear Dr Lueder,

March 20, 1985

Please consider this letter as an expression of interest of some members
in the Department of Educational Administration at Memphis State
University in serving as consultants in your Center. Our familiarity all
involvement with the activities of the Center and with some of the
proposed projects such as the proposal for a Regional Educational
Laboratory are obvious reasons for wanting to work with your Center.

However, and at least of equal importance, is the fact that we are
extremely impressed with the personnel and leadership that have been
assembled by the Center and '.heir 6edicatiot to what we consider to be
some of the most Important tasks facing our society.

Enclosed, please find a vitae for each of the following personnel:
Dr. Eugene Connors

Dr. Ellie Dan ley
Dr. Frank Markus
Dr. Thomas Valesky

Please let us know when members of ir r department may be of assistance
to you- Center.

Sincerely,

--,z-->(_4461--
6

Frank W. Markus

Chairman and Professor, EDAS
112
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George Peabody College for Teacher'

VAN DE RB I LT UNIVERSITY
NASHVILLE, TENNESSEE )7203 TILIPHOPII (61)) 372--511

Crater for &organic ad Social Stahel Box 320, Peabody College Direct phone 322-6090

March 22, 1985

Dr. Chrystal Partridge
School of Education
Department of Curriculum and Instruction
Tennessee State University
Nashville, TN 37203

Dear Dr. Partridge:

I am enthusiastic about supporting your effort to establish a regional
Laboratory for Improvement of Schools and Classrooms. With the current

emphasis on excellence in education, it is obvious that such a laboratory
will be extremely beneficial to the teachers and administrators in the
regional area. To my knowledge, there currently is not one available to
assist school systems.

Knowing your skill in multicultural education, I am pleased to agree
to W01. with you as a consultant. Enclosed is a copy cf my resume'.

Sincerely,

%)to^vtsLxlitasit.
Dorothy J. Skeel, Director
Peabody Center for Economic and Social
Studies Education

DJS:rlc
Enclosures

113
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RECEIVED
WAR 20 1985 March 21, 1985

CENTERCWEXCELLENCE,
Dr. Merriel Bullock, Director
National Institute of Education Project
P.O. Box 757

Tennessee State University
Nashville, Tennessee 37203

Dear Dr. Bullock:

I would like to convey to you my hearty support fo, your application
for a Regional Educational Laboratory. I have had over 15 years experience
working with educational activities in the Appalachian Region and feel that
the availability of the services proposed in your application would be of
significant benefit to the people of the region. We are all aware of the
proposed reductions in the activities of the Tennessee Valley Authority and
the Appalachian Regional Commission. Certainly, the proposed center,
located at Tennessee State University, would help to lessen the negative
impact of any reductions aimed at T.V.A. and/or A.R.C.

In my role as Assistant Provost at The University of Tennessee at
Chattanooga, I had the opportunity to respond to your needs assessment,
and was excited by many of the potential benefits of a program such as you
propose. I am no longer affiliated with U.T.C. and therefore cannot forward
an institutional endorsement, but I know from past experiences that the type
of educational assistance proposed will find a retentive and appreciative
audience.

Again, good luck with your efforts, and if I can be of additional
service, please do not hesitate to contact me.

DRQ/rmc

Sin2erely

6r. Dan R. Quarles
Associate Professor and Director

114
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Offkeof
institut/or.al Research

MEMPHIS STATE UNIVERSITY
MEMPHIS. TENNESSEE 38152

March 21, 1985

Dr. Merriel Bullock, Director
National Institute of Education

Profect
Post Office Box 757
Tennessee State University
Nashville, Tennessee 37203

Dear Dr. Bullock:

RECEIVED
MAR 25 1985

CENTER OF EXCELLENCE

I am interested in the Regional Educational Laboratory becoming
located in Tennessee. In talking with a member of your staff, I have
been impressed by the activities that have taken place at Tennessee
State University, and am willing to work with you in any way that my
previous commitments would allow.

MGG/ehd

Sincerely,

Mary Gardiner Gruenewald
Institutional Research Director

1 .1I `-6
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Center for the Study
of Higher Education

MEMPHIS STATE UNIVERSITY
College of Education

MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE 38152

Dr. Merriel Bullock
Director
N.I.E. Project
Tennessee State University

P. 0. Box 757
Nashville, TN 37203

Dear Dr. Bullock:

March 21, 1985

RECEIVED
MAR 25 1985

CENTER
OF EXCELLENCE

This letter signifies the interest of the Center and of myself in contri-

buting to the work of the Appalachian Regional Educational Laboratory. As

the enclosed materials about the Center will indicate, we have been actively

carrying out research and services projects with diverse two- and four-

year colleges in the region since 1977. We now have a strong network of

affiliated institutions and have become quite well acquainted with insti-

tutions in the service area which would be encompassed by the Lab.

I also would be willing to serve on an Advisory Committee for the Regional

Laboratory or to serve as a consultant within the limits of my competence

and other constraints on my time. I have enclosed a resume which you can

attach to your application if you so desire.

Congratulations on obtaining the Planning Grant and good luck in your efforts.

If I can be of further assistance, please feel free to call.

Arthur W. Chickering, Director
Distinguished Professor of

Higher Education

nm

Enclosure

c: Dr. Jerry Boone, Vice President for

Academic Affairs
Dr. Robert L. Saunders, Dean
College of Education
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Bureau of Educational
Research and Services

MEMPHIS STATE UNIVERSITY
MEMPHIS. TENNESSEE 38152

March 20, 1985

Dr. Merriel Bullock, Director
National Institute of Education Project
P. 0. Box 757
Tennessee State University
Nashville, TN 37203

Dear Dr. Bullock:

We are pleased that you are submitting a proposal to N.I.E.
in response to the open competition for a regional labora-
tory to serve the Tennessee area. Reactions from fellow
faculty members at Memphis State University have been
favorable and hopeful.

In response to the inquiry from Mr. Arthur Neal, yes, I

would work with you and support your proposal and, even-
tually, your project as permitted within the guidelines and
policies of the Tennessee State Board of Regents.

We wish you well in this endeavor.

FKB/bg

Yours very truly,

Bel ott
Director

1J7
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Office ot th Oar
School ot Education

The University of Tennessee
at Chattanooga

Otattanoop. Tonnerse 37402

March 20, 1985

Dr. Merriel Bullock, Director
National Institute of Education Project
P.O. Box 757
Tennessee State University
Nashville, TN L7203

Dear Dr. Bullocx:

The invitaticz extended by Dr. Arthur Neal to serve
in the capacity of a consultant or perhaps as a member
of the advisory committee for the Regional Educational
Laboratory which TSU is proposing to HIE was a pleasant
surprise this morning. Please know that I shall be
happy to serve in either or both roles, should the
laboratory at TSU become a reality.

I know that TSU has worked diligently in preparing
this proposal and, with the assistance of the planning
grant, has pooled numerous data which hopefully will
support the awarding of a regional laboratory to the
Nashville area. If I or any of the faculty/staff of
the School of Education here at UTC can be of educational
assistance, please feel welcome to contact us.

I shall look forward to hearing from TSU soon
regarding the laboratory and/or the TSU Center of
Excellence.

/maj

cc: Dr. Arthur Neal

Sincerely,

Roy 'Stinnett
Dean

REST COPY AVAILABLE



WEST VIRGINIA STATE COLLEGE
Instnuts, Wart Virginia

33112

March 21, 1985

Ms. Crystal Partridge
Tennessee State University
Nashville, Tennessee 37203

Dear Ms. Partridge:

Deportment of Educotion

Please accept this letter as my endorsement of the L.I.S.C.
project of the Tennessee State University. Further, please know

of my willingness to serve as a consultant for the project. Projects

such as this are vital to education.

I am enthusiastic about the prospect of working together.

CRD/dcr

Sincerely,

Dr. Corinne R. Dalifs

Professor of Education

119
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i

COLLEGE OF EDUCATION

VIRGINIA POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE AND STATE UNIVERSITY

NATIONAL COOPERATIVE EXTENSION CENTER FOR COMMUNITY EDUCVTION
267 UNIVEREITY CITY OFFICE BUILDING (705) 961.6156

March 21, 1985

Dr. Merriel Bullock
Director, National Institute

of Education Project
Box 757
Tennessee State University
Nashville, TN 37203

Dear Dr. Bullock:

8/dub bwrg. V trionsa24061

RECEIVED
lIAR 25 1985

CENTER OF EXCELLENCE

I was pleased to learn that your institution is a finalist in seeking to
host the regional education laboratory. I have been impressed with many
of the activities carried on by you folks at Tennessee State, particularly
those in the area of community education. We are in neea of a fresh approach
to providing services to the educational community in this part of the
country and perhaps your institution is the right one to provide that
leadership at this time.

If Tennessee State University is awarded the contract for the regional
educational laboratory, I would look forward to working with the staff in
any way that I might make a contribution and serve to link the resources
of my institution into an effective network for the improvement of educational
opportunities for all the citizens in our part of the country. Please keep
me informed and let me know how I might be of assistance to you.

Sincerely, 4 0,
teve R. Parson, Ed.D.
Director, National Cooperative
Extension Center for Community Education

/vdt

Enclosure

B."33 41 j
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NORFOLK STATE UNIVERSITY
2401 Comte./ Avenue

Norfolk, Virginia 23504

Dose
le bead IA tolegatee

March 21, 1985

Dr. Merriel G. Bullock
Center of Excellence
Tennessee State University
Nashville, Tennessee 37203

Dear Dr. Bullock:

RECEIVED
MAR 26 tsa5

CENTER OF EXCELLENCE

I am pleased to offer my full support for the proposal
for an Educational Laboratory at Tennessee State University,
LABORATORY FOR THE IMPROVEMENT OF SCHOOLS AND CLASSROOMS (LISC).
This laboratory will provide needed service to the Appltachian
Region.

I will be pleased to serve as a consultant and as a
coordinator for one of the programs.

EPW:j

Best wishes for a successful project.

Yours truly,

Elaine P. Witty
Dean, School of Education

1,c...'1
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UNIVERSITY OF VIRGINIA
ONANLOTTICIPVIU.111

al1110111-1014

OFP1CG OI iNGTITUT1ONAL PLANNING AND VUDIitl
P.O. G02 11014

tat NADMON NALL
(004) l4 -3417

March 21, 1985

Dr. Nerriel Bullock
Director
National Institute of Education Project

P.O. Box 757
Tennessee State University
Nashville, TN 37207

Dear Dr. Bullock:

RECEIVED
MAR 26 1985

CENTER OF EXCELLENCE

As a follow-up to my conversations with Arthur Miller, I
write to confirm my willingness to work with the Educational
Research Laboratory. I feel there is something to be gained from

the sharing of information and the results of our research
projects.

If you have any questions or need additional information,
please don't hesitate to contact me (804 924-3417).

SDC:lmp

Sincerely,

./-3411"1
Stephen D. Ca pbell

11 0
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Kentucky State University Frankfort, Kentucky 40601

March 21, 1985

Dr. Merriel G. Bullock
Center of Excellence

Tennessee State University
Nashville, TN 37203

Dear Dr. Bullock,

RECEIVED
MAR 25 1985

CENTER OF EXCELLENCE

In response to your letter of March 18th, I do
wish to confirm that I would be glad to work
as a consultant for the Center of Exc Ilence's
NIE Educational Laboratory.

I am sorry that I was unable to meet the time
set for a proposal on basic skills. The date
was impossible to meet given my work 'oad here_

My vitae is attached.

Best wishes for a successful project.

Sincerely,

Mary .Smith
04;,1k-1

Dean

College of Applied Sciences

MLS:psn

Dictated but not read.

Enclosure.

pc: Chrystal L. Partridge, Ph.D.

Multicultural Consultant
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UNIVERSITY OF KENTUCKY
W(116TCel. KENTUCKY 40506-0001

College or Education

Office of Educational Ileseerch
and Development

105 Taylor Education building

Merriel Bullock, Director
N.I.E. Project
PO Box 757

Tennessee State University
Nashville, TN 37203

Dear Dr. Bullock:

RECEIVED
IDA 26 1985

CENTER Of EXCELLENa

March 19, 1985

(606) 257-3792

I am pleased to learned that your institution and Center for
Excellence have received an NIE planning grant for a regional
educational laboratory for the Appalachian area. This is a time when
there is much to be done to improve educational systems and
processes at all levels within our own state.: and our regional
neighbors. The Tennessee Centers of Excellence program is an
example of steps In the right direction. I support your proposal and
and would be pleased to assist your laboratory in an advisory or
consultant capacity if your proposal is funded. Best wishes for a
successful competition.

Sincerely,

Altmeso 444:
Warren E. Lacefield, Ph.D.
Director



UNIVERSITY OF KENTUCKY

ALIDEIRT CHANDLER
NEDICAL CENTER

opp, er To le coectLoot

LEXINGTON. KENTUCKY 40536-0223

March 21, 1985

Dr. Merriel Bullock
Director
N ational Institute of Education Project
Tennessee State University
N ashville, TN 27203

Dear Dr. Bullock:

IELEwONE
23,-512111

RECEIVED
MAR 26 1985

CENTER OF E/CELLENCE

I have talked with Arthur Neal regarding the proposed Educational
Regional Laboratory for the Appalachian Region. I was involved in the
initial needs assessment and have talked with him subsequently about the
development of your pending proposal. As Director of an educational
resource unit, I believe there arm many issues that can be addressed through
this multi-state endeavor.

In the event that your proposal is funded, I would be happy to serve in

an advisory or consultative role with your office and certainly will be
willing to share the results of our materials development, faculty training
and educational research efforts.

Best of luck to you in your quest for funding.

Sincerely,

Ztlittiv4
illiam C. Pfe le.

Director
Educational and Biomedical Resources

AN EQUAL OPPORTUP IT NIVERSiTY
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EASTERN KENTUCKY UNIVERSITY
Richmond, Kentucky 40475-0931

DIVISION OF INSTITUTIONAL. RESEARCH

March 25, 1985

Dr. Merriel %flock
Director, National Institute for Education Pr Ict
P.O. Box 757
Tennessee State University
Nashville, Tennessee 37203

Dear Dr. Bullock:

RECEIVED.
MAR 27 1985

CENTER OF EXCELLENCE

Dr. A. L. Neal has asked me to write a letter indicating my willing-
ness to serve as a consultant for the Educational Laboratory at Nashville
if this laboratory is funded. I believe that Nashville would be an
excellent location for a regional laboratory.

I participated in the developmental stages of the CEMREL and AREL
regional laboratories. I have MED and EDD degrees in educational adminis-
tration from the University of Florida, and I have served as Director of
Institutional Research and Testing at Eastern Kentucky University since
1965.

I would be pleased to provide what assistance I can to the development
of the regional laboratory at Nashville.

RDA/sl

Sincerely,

R. Dean llcker

Director of
Institutional Research



r

Darfiurrawer or EARLY CHILDHOOD/
ELIMENTAMY EDUCATION

AND READING

JACiSON STATE UNIVERSITY
JAMISON. MISSISSIPPI 39217

March 21, 1985

Dr. Chrystal L. Partridge

Department of Curriculum and Instruction
Tennessee State University
Nashville, TN 37203

Dear Dr. Partridge,

TELEPHONIC 16011 961-2341
9632342
961 2136

This is to indicate my willingness to serve as a consultant and/or
project monitor to Tennessee State's proposed Laboratory for the Improvement
of Schools and Classrooms. The prospect of working in an ongoing capacity with
a center with such a vital mission is extremely exciting.

Please keep me informed of the status of the proposal. I'm looking forward
to working with you and the rest of the Tennessee State staff.

HMR/jo

Sincerely,

Hakim M. Rashid, Ph.D.
Associate Professor

1 2. 7
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DATABASE (supplier)
By Database Number S

4t

1

5
6
7

7

ERIC (Educational Resources information Center)
BIOSIS PREVIEWS 1977present iBiosciences Information Service)
NTIS (National Technical Info. Service, U.S Dept. of Commerce)
SOCIAL SCISEARCH' (Institute for Scientific Information)

nomiubscribers
SOCIAL SCISEARCH' (Institute for Scientific Information)

925
58
40

110

4"
10S

15
10

20

+.
.
.

subscribers . . 75 15 1-

B COMPENDEX (Engineenng Information. Inc.) 80 30 20c

9 AIM /ARM (Center for Vocational Education) 25 10 +

10 AGRICOLA (U.S.D.A. Technical Information Systems) 35 10 +

11 PSYCINFO (American Psychological Assoc.). 65 10 +

12 INSPEC 1969-1976 (Institution of Electrical Engineers) . . 75 25 15 +

13 INSPEC 1977present (Institution of Electrical Engineers) . 75 25 15 +

14 ISMEC (Cambridge Scientific Abstracts) .. . .. . ... 73 20 +

15 ABI /INFORM (Data Courier. Inc.) 73 30 20 +

16 PTS PROMT (Predicasts, Inc.)* 90 20 +

17 PTS PREDALERT (Predicasts. Inc.)* 90 20 +

18 PTS F&S INDEXES 1979present (Predicasts, Inc.)'.. ... ... 90 20 +

19 CHEMICAL INDUSTRY mores (American Chemical Society) 69 20 10

20 FEDERAL INDEX (Capitol Services International) 90 20 +

21 NCJRS (National Criminal Justice Reference Service) 35 15 10 +

22 EIS INDUSTRIAL PLANTS (Economic Information Systems, Inc.) ..... .... 90 50 50 +

23 CLAIMS /CHEM 1950-1962 (IA/Plenum Data Company) 95 15

24 CLAIMSnr/U.S. PATENTS 1963-1970 (IFI/Plenum Data Company) . 15

25 CLAIMSTIqU.S. PATENTS ABSTRACTS 1971present (IFI/Fnenum
Data Company) 95 50 25

26 FOUNDATION DIRECTORY (The Foundation Center) 60 30 +

27 FOUNDATION GRANTS (The Foundation Center) 60 30 +

28 OCEANIC ABSTRACTS (Cambridge Scientific Abstracts) . . 73 20 +

29 METEOROLOGICAL & GEOASTROPHYSICAL ABSTRACTS (American
Meteorological Society & NOM) 95 15

30 CHEMSEARCH (Chemical Abstracts Service a DIALOG Information
Services, Inc.) 130 20 8

32 METADEX (American Society for Metals) 80 15 10 +

33 WORLD ALUMINUM ABSTRACTS (American Society for Metals) . 50 10 +

34 SCISEARCH' 1981present (Institute for Scientific Information)
Subscribers 65 15 +

34 SCISEARCH' 1981present (Institute for Scientific Information)
Nonsubscribers 165 25 4..

35 COMPREHENSIVE DISSERTATION INDEX (Univ. Microfilms Inc.) 70 20 +

36 LANGUAGE & LANGUAGE BEHAVIOR ABS. (Sociological Abs., Inc.) 55 15 +

37 SOC!OLOGICAL ABSTRACTS (Sociological Abstracts, Inc.) 55 15 +

Zii AMERICA'. HISTORY & LIFE (ABC-Clio, Inc.) .. 65 15 +

39 HISTORICAL ABSTRACTS (ABC -Clio, Inc.) 65 15 +

40 ENVIROLINE' (Environment Information Center, Inc.) 90 25 15 +

41 POLLUTION ABSTRACTS (Cambridge Scientific Abstracts) 73 20 +

42 PHARMACEUTICAL NEWS INDEX (Data Courier, Inc.) 95 30 25 +

43 ADTRACK (Corporate Intelligence, Inc.) 95 25 25 +

Atter a three-month trial period the rate per record TYPEd or PRINTed will increase to 50C unless subscnption arrangement is

made through Predicasts, Inc., 200 University Circle Research Center, 11001 Cedar Ave , Cleveland, OH 44106 (216/795-3000)
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ei

45

46
47

48

49
50
51

52

53

55
56
5",

58
59
60
61

62
63

65

66
67
68
69
70
71

72
73
74

75
76
n
78
79
81

82
83

111,

AQUATIC SCIENCE & FISHERIES ABSTRACTS (NOAH / Cambridge
Scientific Abstracts)

APTIC (Air Pollution Tech. Info. Ctr. and The Franklin Institute)
NICEM (National Information Center for Educational Media)
MAGAZINE INDEX (Information Access Corp )
PIRA (Research Assoc. for Paper & Board, Printing & Packaging

Industry) - .

PAIS INTERNATIONAL (Public Affairs Information Service, Inc.)
CAB ABSTRACTS (Commonwealth Agricultural Bureaux)
FOOD SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY ABSTRACTS (International

Food Information Service) . .. .
TSCA INITIAL INVENTORY (Environmental Protection Agency

& DIALOG Information Service, Inc.) . .... . .. . ..

IRIS (U.S. Environmental Protor "..on Agency Information Project)
EXCEPTIONAL CHILD ED. RESOURCES (Council for Except.

Children).. . ........... ... . .... .... .. .. . . .

BIOSIS PREVIEWS 1969-1976 (Biosciences Information Service)
ARTBIBLIOGRAPHIES MODERN (ABC-Clio, Inc.) .... ... .

PHILOSOPHER'S INDEX (Philosophy Documentation Center)
GEOARCHIVE (Geosystems) . . .. . . .... ..

FROST & SULLIVAN OW (Frost & Sullivan, Inc.)...
CRIS/USDA (USDA)
LISA (Learned Information Ltd.)
SPIN (American Institute of Physics) .

TRIS (U.S. Department of Transportation and Transportation Research
Board)

CHILD ABUSE & NEGLECT (National Center for Child Abuse and
Neglect) ... .. ..

SSIE CURRENT RESEARCH (Smithsonian Science Information
Exchange)

GPO MONTHLY CATALOG (U.S. Government Printing Office)
WORLD TEXTILES (Shirley Institute) .

ENVIRONMENTAL BIBLIOGRAPHY (Environmental Studies Institute)
ENERGYLINE' (Environment Information Center, Inc.) .

NICSEM/NIMIS (National Info. Cntr. for Special Education Materials)
MLA BIBLIOGRAPHY (Modern Language Association)
EXCERPTA MEDICA 1980-present (Excerpts Modica)
EXCERPTA MEDICA IN PROCESS (Excerpts Medica) ... . .

INTERNATIONAL PHARMACEUTICAL ABS. (Am. Soc. of Hospital
Pharmacists)

MANAGEMENT CONTENTS* (Management Contents, Inc.) .

LIFE SCIENCES COLLECTION (Cambridge Scientific Abstracts)
CONFERENCE PAPERS INDEX (Cambridge Scientific Abstracts)
NATIONAL FOUNDATIONS (The Foundation Center)
FOODS ADLIBRA (Komp Information Services)
PTS U.S. FORECASTS (Predicasts, Inc.)'
PTS U.S. TIME SERIES (Predicants, Inc.)*
PTS INTERNATIONAL FORECASTS ( Predicants, Inc.)*
PTS INTERNATIONAL TIME SERIES ( Predicants, Inc.)*

S62

35

70

75

55

60

50

65

45

35

25
58

60
55
70

90
35
75

35

40

20C

10

20
20

15
'5
30

15

15
10

10
15

15
15
20
25
10

25
10

10

25C

....

...0..

.111..

+,
+
+

.4..

35 10 +

78 20

35 10

55 10

60 15

90 25 15

35 10

55 15

70 20

70 20 ....

55 20

75 30

45 15

73 20

60 30

55 10

90 20

90 20

90 20

90 20
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DATABASE (supplier)
By Database Number

GRANTS (Oryx Press) 880 304 +

86 * MENTAL HEALTH ABSTRACTS (National Clearinghouse for Mental
Health Information, National Institute of Mental Health) 30 10 +

88 BIOGRAPHY MASTER INDEX (Gale Research Company) 55 15 +
89 GEOREF (American Geological Institute) 82 20 104 4-

90 ECONOMICS ABSTRACTS INTERNATIONAL (Dutch Ministry of
Economic Affairs) 65 20

91 POPULATION BIBLIOGRAPHY (University of North Carolina, Carolina
Population Center) 55 10 +

92 EIS NONMANUFACTURING ESTABLISHMENTS (Economic Info.
Systems, Inc.) ... . . . . . . . . 90 50 50 +

93 US. POLITICAL SCIENCE DOCUMENTS (Univ. of Pittsburgh Cntr. for
International Studies) .... . ..... ... . .. . .... . ....... . . . . . 65 15 +

94 SCISEARCH 1978-1980 (Institute for Scientific Information)
Subscribers 65 15 +

94 SCISEARCH 1978-1980 (Institute for Scientific Information)
Nonsubscribers 165 25 +

95 RAPRA ABSTRACTS (Rubber and Plastics Research Assn. of Great
Britain) 65 15

96 BHRA FLUID ENGINEERING (British Hydromechanics Research
Assn.) . 65 15 +

97 RILM ABSTRACTS (City University of New York, International RILM
Center) . 65 15 +

98 PTS NIS INDEXES 1972-1978 (Predicasts, Inc.) 90 20 +
99 WELDASEARCH (The Welding Institute) . . 65 15 +

100 DISCLOSURE II (Disclosure Incorporated) 80 810 $6 +
101 CIS (Congressional Information Service, Inc.) ... 90 254 +
102 ASI (Congressional Information Service, Inc.) 90 25 +
103 DOE ENERGY (U.S. Dept. of Energy) 35 15

105 FOREIGN TRADERS INDEX (U.S. Department of Commerce) . . 45 25
106 TRADE OPPORTUNITIES (U.S. Department of Commerce) 45 25
107 TRADE OPPORTUNITIES WEEKLY (U.S. Department of Commerce) ... 45 50 50*
110 AGRICOLA 1970-1978 (U.S.D.A. Technical Information Systems) .. 35 10 +
111 NATIONAL NEWSPAPER INDEX (Information Access Corporation) . 75 20 +
112 AQUACULTURE (National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration) 35 15 10
113 STANDARDS AND SPECIFICATIONS (National Standards

Association, Inc.) 65 25 +
114 ENCYCLOPEDIA OF ASSOCIATIONS (Gale Research Company) 45 25 20 +
115 SURFACE COATINGS ABSTRACTS (Paint Research Amociation of

Great Britain) 65 15 +
116 AQUALINE (Water Research Centre) 35 30 25 +
117 WATER RESOURCES ABSTRACTS (U.S. Dept of the Interior) 45 15 +
118 NONFERROUS METALS ABSTRACTS (British Non-Ferrous Metal.-

Technology Centre) 45 20 10 +
120 U.S. PUBLIC SCHOOL DIRECTORY (National Center for Educational

Statistics) . . .. . . .. 35 10 +
121 * SUPERINDEX (Superindex, Inc.) . . 60 10 +
123 INPADOC (International Patent Documentation Center) 95 20
124 CLAIMSTM/CLASS (IFI/Plenum Data Company) . 95 10 +

'After a three-month trial period the rate per record TYPEd or PRINTed wm increase to 504 unless subscription arrangement a
made through Predicasts, Inc., 200 University Circle Research Center, 11001 Cedar Ave., Clevelanc, OH 44106 (216/795-3000)
*Forthcoming database
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125

126

128
129

132
135
136
137
148
150
151

152
153
154
162

163

164
166

167

168
169
170
171

172
174

175

176

177

178

186

186

187

187

CLAIMS7w/U.S. PATENT ABSTRACTS WEEKLY (1FI /Plenum
Company)

U.. EXPORTS (U.S. Department of Commerce)
BI /DATA TiME SERIES (Business International Corp.)
BI /DATA FORECASTS (Business International Corp.)
STANDARD & POOR'S NEWS (Standard $ Poor's Corp.)

* CONGRESSIONAL. RECORD ABSTRACTS ;Lapitol Services Intl.)
FEDERAL REGISTER ABSTRACTS (Capiol Services intl.)
BOOK REVIEW INDEX (Gals Research Coopany)
TRADE AND INDUSTRY INDEX (Information Access Corp.)
LEGAL RESOURCE INDEX (Information Access Corp.) .

HEALTH PLANNING AND ADMINISTRATION (U.S. National
Library of Medicine)

MEDUNE 1968-1972 (US. National Library of Medicine)
MEDUNE 1973-1979 (U.S. National Library of Medicine)
MEDUNE 1980 present (U.S. National Library of Medicine)
CAREER PLACEMENT REGISTRY/EXPERIENCED PERSONNEL

(Career Placement Registry, Inc.)
CAREER PLACEMENT REGISTRY/STUDENT (Career Placement

Registry, Inc.)
COFFEELINE (International Coffee Organization) ... .. . . .......
GPO PUBLICATIONS REFERENCE FILE (U.S. Government

Printing Office)

* WORLD AFFAIRS REPORT (California Institute of International
Affairs)

INSURANCE ABSTRACTS (University Microfilms International) . .

ENERGYNET (Environment Information Center)
ONUNE CHRONICLE (Online, Inc.)
CRIMINAL JUSTICE PERIODICAL INDEX (University Microfilms

International)
EXCERPTA MEDICA 1974-1979 (Excerpts Modica) . .. .

CHEMICAL REGULATIONS AND GUIDELINES SYSTEM (U.S.
Interagency Regulatory Group, CRC Systems, Inc.) .

BLS CONSUMER PRICE INDEX (Bureau of Labor Statistics, U.S.
Dept. of Labor)

BLS PRODUCER PRICE INDEX (Bureau of Labor Statistics, U.S.
Dept. of Labor)

* BLS LABOR FORCE (Bureau of Labor Statistics, U.S. Dept.
of Labor)

* BLS EMPLOYMENT, HOURS, AND EARNINGS (Bureau of Labor
Statistics, U.S. Dept. of Labor) .

SCISEARCHe 1974-1977 (Institute for Scientific Information)
Subscribers

SCISEARCH 1974-1977 (Institute for Scientific Information)
Nonsubscribers ........ .. .... ... .... .. ... ..... . . . .. .. .

* SCISEARCHI 1970-1973 (Institute for Scientic Information)
Subscribers

* SCISEARCH, 1970-1973 (Institute for Scientific Information)
Nonsubscribers .... . . . . . .

$95
45
85
85
85

501
25

81.50
55.00
1e1

254

25

$150
55.00

+

75 15 +
75 20 +
55 15 +
85 20 +
90 20 +

35 15

35 15 +
35 15

35 15 +

50 $1.50 $1.00 +

50 1.50 1.00 +
35 154 +

35 10 +

90 25 104 +
55 15 +
90 50 +
35 30 15 +

55 15 +
70 20

70 90 +

45 50 50 +

45 50 50 1-

45 50 50 +

45 50 50 +

65 15 +

165 25 +

65 15 +

165 25 +

*Forthcoming database
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189

196

198

200
201

204
211

216
220
221

222
223
224
225
231

232
233
236
239
240
241

243
290
301

308
309
310
311

320
328

329

330

331

410
411

421

426
470
480

HARFAX INDUSTRY DATA SO('RCES (Harper a Paw
Pvb fishers, Inc.)

FIND/SVP REPORTS AND STUDIES INDEX (FIND/SVP)
* CATFAX: DIRECTORY OF MAIL ORDER CATALOGS (Grey

House Publishing. Inc.)
DIALOG PUBLICATIONS (DIALOG Information Services. Inc.)
ONTAPTM ERIC .

ONTAPTM CA SEARCH
NEWSEARCH (Information Access Corp.)
ONTAP PTS PROMT . .

CLAIMSTM/CITATION-prior to 1947 (IFI/Plenum Data Company)
CLAIMSTM/CITATION 1947-1970 (IFI/Plenum Data Company)
CLAIMSTM/CITATION 1971-present (IFI/Plenum Data Company) .

CLAIMSTM/UNITERM (IFI/Plenum Data Company)
CLAIMSTM/UNITERM '63-70 OFI/Plenum Data Company)
CLAIMSTM/UNITERM '71-present (IFI/Plenum Data Company)
ONTAP' CHEMNAME

* INTERNATIONAL SOFT ARRE DIRECTORY (Imprint Editions) ....

* MICROCOMPUTER INDEX (Microcomputer Information Services) ...

* AMERICAN MEN AND WOMEN OF SCIENCE (R. R. Bowker)
* MATHFILE (American Mathematical Society)
* PAPERCHEM (Institute of Paper Chemistry)

ELECTRIC POWER DATABASE (Electric Power and Research
Institute)

PATLAW (Bureau of National Affairs, Inc.)
ONTAP DIAUNDEXTM (DIALOG Information Services, Inc.).... .

CHEMNAMETM (Chemical Abstracts Service a DIALOG Information
Services, Inc.)

CA SEARCH 1967-1971 (American Chemical Society) ...
CA SEARCH 1972-197C (American Chemical Society) .

CA SEARCH 1980-1981 (American Chemical Society) .

CA SEARCH 1982-present (American Chemical Society) .

CA SEARCH 1977-1979 (American Chemical Society)
CHEMSISTM 1967 -1971 (Chemical Abstracts Service a Dialog

Information Services. Inc.)
CHEMSISTM 1972-1976 (Chemical Abstracts Service a DIALOG

Information Services, Inc.)
CHEMSISTM 1977-1981 (Chemical Abstracts Service a DIALOG

Information Services, Inc.)
CHEMSISTM 1982-present (Chemical Abstracts Service and

DIALOG Information Services, Inc.)... . ...... .

CHRONOLOG NEWSLETTER (DIALOG Information Services, Inc.)
DIALINDEXTM (DIALOG Information Services, Inc.) . .

* REMARC (Carrollton Press)
* MARC (U.S. Ubrary of Congress)
* BOOKS IN PRINT (R. R. Bowker) .

* ULRICH'S INTERNATIONAL PERIODICAL DIRECTORY
(R. R. Bowker) . .

$75
65

65
15

15

15
95
15

95
95
95

300
300
300

15

60
45
95
55
75

304
25

15

15

na
na
20
na

$50.00
50.00
50.00
154
15

15
na
15
15
40
20
15

55 15
120 70

15 na

$50.00
50.00
50.00

130 20 se
64 20 10

64 20 10

64 20 10

64 20 10

64 20 10

130 20 8

130 20 8

130 20

130 20 8

15 15
35 na na

To be noun ed
To be noun ed

64 20

65 20

*Forthcoming database
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-A.

Ai ik\itAA
ELECTRONIC YELLOW PAGESFINANCIAL SERVICES

DIRECTORY (Market Data Retrieval. Inc.) +
ELECTRONIC YELLOW PAGESPROFESSIONALS DIRECTORY

(Market Data Retrieval, Inc.) 4-

ELECTRONIC YELLOW PAGESWHOLESALERS DIRECTORY
(Market Data Retrieval, Inc.) .. el) +

ELECTRONIC YELLOW PAGESRETAILERS DIRECTORY SIC
Codes 5200-5499 (Market Data Retrieval. Inc.) 60 +

ELECTRONIC YELLOW PATES RETAILERS DIRECTORY SIC
Codes 5500-5799 (Market Data Retrieval. Inc.) . . ... 60 +

506 ELECTRONIC YELLOW PAGESRETAILERS DIRECTORY SIC
Codes 5800-5999 (Market Data Retrieval, Inc.) . .... .. . .. . 60 20 +

516 DUN'S MARKET IDENTIFIERS' 10+ (Dun's Marketing Services) . 100 $1.50 $1.50 +
517 MILLION DOLLAR DIRECTORY' (Dun's Marketing Services) .. . . . . 100 1.50 1.50 +
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Appendix D: Listing of Participants in Needs Assessment Survey

Tennessee:

Parents
- Parent-Teachers Association (PTA)

- Assn. for Children with Learning Disabilities

Students
- University of Tennessee, Student Government
- White's Creek Student Council

Legislators - General Asseibly
- House Education Committee

- Senate Education Committee
- Legislative Oversight Committee

Research Centers
- Memphis State University

Bureau of Educational Research and Service (BERS)
Memphis, TN 38152

- Meipphis State University

Center for Instructional Services and Research (CISR)
Memphis, TN 38152

- Memphis State University
Center for the Study of Higher Education

Ball Education Building
Memphis, TN 38152
Memphis State University
Office of In3titutional Research
Memphis, TN 38152

- University of Tennessee at Chattanooga
School of Education
Chattanooga, TN 37402

- University of Tennessee at Chattanooga
Office of Institutional Research
Chattanooga, TN 37402

- Vanderbilt University
Peabody Center for Economic and Social Studies Education
Box 320

Nashville, TN 37203
- Vanderbilt University

Peabody Child Study Center
Peabody College
Box 158
Nashville, TN 37203

State Teacher Education Associations
- Education Department

Cordell Hull Building
Nashville, Tennessee 37219

Multicultural Organizations
Nashville Urban League



2701 Jefferson ST.
Nashville, TN. 37208

- Hadassah
801 Percy Warner Blvd.
Nashville, TN. 37221

- Human Relations Commission
1234 Stahlaan Building
Nashville, TN. 37201

Effective Advocacy For The Handicapped
1801 20th Ave. South
Nashville, TN 37212

NAACP Educational Committee
1308 Jefferson St.
Nashville, TN 37208

- Tennessee Indian Council
904 Shannon Lane
Franklin, TN 37064
Nashville Business & Professional Women's Club
c/o Channel 8
P.O. Box 120609
Nashville, TN 372..2

- NAACP
13148 Dodson Ave.
Chattanooga, TN. 37406

- Chattanooga Urban League
P.O. Box 1421 Suite 308
Chattanooga, TN 37401

- Ms. Vanessa Robbs
National Association of Negro Business & Professional Women
900 Mt. Creek Parkway
Chattanooga, TN 37405

Kentucky:

Parents
- Kentucky P.T.A.

Pritchard Educational Research Commission

Students
- University of Kentucky, Student Association

Legislators
- State Board of Education

Senate Education Committee

Research Centers
- Eastern Kentucky University

Office of Institutional Research
Richmond, KY 0475

- Research Coordinating Unit
Kentucky Department of Education
Frankfort, KY 40601

University of Kentucky
Center for Learning Resources For Allied Health

D-2 135



Medical Center Annex 3
Lexington, KY 40536

- University of Kentucky
Interdisciplinary Human Development Program
Graduate School
Lexington, KY 40506

University of Kentucky

Office of Education Research and Development (0ER)
105 Taylor Education Building
Lexington, KY 40506

- University of Kentucky

Center for Professional Development (CPD)
College of Education
105 Taylor Education Building
Lexington, KY 40506

State Education Agencies
- Department of Public Instruction

1725 Capital Plaza Tower
Frankfort, KY 40601

Multicultural Organizations
- River City Chapter Business & Professional Women's

611 W. Main

Louisville, KY
- President Bureau of Jewish Education
Citizen Plaza - 28th Floor
5th and Jefferson St.
Louisville, KY

Louisvillt Urban League
1202 S. Third St.
Louisville, KY
Educational Comwittee
NAACP

233 W. Broadway
Louisville, KY
Louisville Human Relations Comwission
200 South 7th
Suite 120
Louisville, KY

Virginia:

Parents
- Virginia P.T.A.

- Legislative Lobbyist Virginia P.T.A.

Students
- University of Virginia Student Government
- Virginia Coftwonwealth University Student Governnent
Legislators

House Education Committee
Senate Education Committee
Virginia Superintendant of Public Instruction



Research Centers
- Old Dominion University Cffice of University Planning

and Budget
218 New Administration Bldg.
P rfold, VA 23508

University of Virginia-Center for Study of Higher Education
260 Ruffner Hall
405 Emmett Street
Charlottewille, VA 22903

- University of Virginia
Evaluation Research Center
264 Ruffner Hall, Education School
405 Emmet Street
Charlottesville, VA 22903

- University of virginia
Mc6uffey Reading Center
Charlottesville, VA 22903
University of Virginia
Office of Institutional Planning and Studies
102 Levering Hall, East Range
Charlottesville, VA 22903

- Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University
Cooperative Extension Center for Community Education
267 University City Office Building
Backsburg, VA 24061

State Teacher Education Associations
- Department of Public Instruction
P.O. Box 60
James Monrcr Building
14th and Franklin
Richmond, VA 23216

Multicultural Organizations
- NAACP

415 N. Second St.
Richmond, VA

- State Advocacy of Dev. Disabled
9th St. Office Building Suite 527
Richmond, %A '4..219

- Richmond Urban League
101 East Clay
Richmond, VA

West Virginia:

Parents
- West Virginia P.T.A.
- Research Aide P.T.A.

Students
- University of West Virginia Student Council

137



- Student Legislative Aide

Legislators
- House Education Committee
- Senate Education Committee

State Teacher Education Associations
- State Department of Education

1900 Washington St.
Butlding B
Charleston, West Va. 25305

Multicultural Organizations
- National Council of Jewish Woven
1218 Wavier St.
Charleston, West VA 25301

- West VA. Advocates for Dev. Disabled
1021 Ouavier St. Suite 407
Charleston. West VA.

- 4ational Black American Women's Association
423 1/2 Bauregard St.
Charleston, West VA

1,18
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Appendix E: Listing of Universities participating
in the Think Tank Assessment

University of Virginia
Charlottesville, Virginia
University of Kentucky
Lexington , Kentucky

- Marshall University
Huntington , West Virginia
Kentucky State University
Frankfort, Kentucky
West Virginia State College
Institute, West Virginia

- Norfolk State College
Norfolk, Virginia



Appoodix F: Related Projects conducted by Tennessee State University

The following listing of research, service and development projects
represent a sample of products completed by and/or are currently engaged in by
Tennessee State University Faculty and Staff. These research, Services and
development projects reflect a committment of the University to address diverse
and key aspects of education.

EFFECT OF PCBs ON EARLY DEVELOPMENTAL EVENTS
DURING SEA URCHIN EMBRYOGENESIS

SPONSOR: Office of Research and Development, U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency

EFFECT QF PCBs ON GROWTH AND MQRPHOGENESIS
SPONSOR: Department of Health, Education, and Welfare/Public Health Services -

Division of Research Resources

MATHEMATit. LABORATORY: THE DEVELOPMENTAL STUDIES PROGRAM
SPONSOR: Strengthening Developing Institutional Program

NUTRIENT INTAKE AND PLATE WASTE OF SCHOOL LUNCH
PARTICIPANTS IN RURAL TENNESSEE

SPONSOR: United States Department of Agriculture

BIOFEEDBACK CONTROL AS A FUNCTION OF SUBJECT AND TASK 9ARJABLES
SPONSOR: National Institute of Health-Divion of Research REsources, and the

National Institue of Mental Health

EVALUATION OF HYBIRD SOYBEANS MING REPLICATEb RU; TRIALS II
SPONSOR: United State Department of Agricultire/Science and Education

Administration cooperative Research

CORRELATING MACHINABILITYx WEAR AND CAVITATION EROBION RESISTANCE OF METALLIC
MATERIALS
SPONSOR: NASA

BINDING QF BENZO(a) PYRENE METABOLITES TO DNA
SPONSOR: National Cancer Institute

KINETICS AND THERMOYDANAMIC STUDIES OF DRUG BINDING TO DNA
SPONSOR: National Institute of Health

TENNESSEE

SPONSOR:

HERBICIDE
SYSTEMS
SPONSOR:

LEARNING CENTER

State of Tennessee (Department of Labor)

PERFORMANCE AND EFFICIENCY UNDER CONVENTIONAL AND NO-TILLAGE SOY-BEAN

BUREAU OF
SPONSOR:

CSRS (United State Department of Agriculture)

RECLAMATION PRIORITIZATION METHODOLOGY
Department of Interior Bureau of Reclamation



MEDICAL PROBLEMS AND LIFE EVENTS AS FACTORS IN REPRESSION
SPONSOR: National Institure of Mental Health

URBAN:RURAL DIFFERENCES IN PSYCHIATRIC IMPAIRMENT
SPONSOR: USDA

THE ISOLATION OF FACTORS RELATED TO LEVELS AND PATTERNS OF LIVING IN THE RURAL
SOUTH
SPONSOR: Department of Agriculture CSRS

FACTORS INFLUENCING SOYBEAN CALLUS INDUCTION,, GROWTH AND MORPHOEENESIS
PQTENTIAL
SPONSOR: Cooperative Agricultural Research Program

MARC HONORS UNDERGRADUATE TRAINING PROGRAM
SPONSOR: National Institute of General Medical Sciences

REBULATIQN OF CYCLIC 3'L §' NUCLEOTIDE PHOSPHOQIESTERASE
SPONSOR: National Institutes of Health

STRENGTHEN AND BRQADEN HUMANITIES QJRRICULUM AT TENNESSEE STATE UNIVERSITY
SPONSOR: National Endowment for the Humanities

A PRESERVICE TRAINING PROGRAM IN SPEECH PATHOLOGY AND AUDIOLOGY
SPONSOR: Office of Education: Bureau of Education for the Handicapped

IMPROVEMENT OF AUDIOLOGY AND SPEECH PATHOLOGY SERVICES AND
FACILITIES
SPONSOR: Department of Education

IMPROVING THE QUALITY OF ACADEMIC PROGRAMS IN SPEECH PATHOLOGY AND AUDIOLOGY
SPONSOR: Title III, SDIP, U.S. Department of Education

A COOPERATIVE PROGRAM IN SPEECH PATHOLOGY AND AUDIOLOGY
SPONSOR: Maternal and Child Health Service

A PRESERVICE TRAINING PROGRAM IN SPEECH PATHOLOGY AND AUDIOLOGY
SPONSOR: Department of Education

GOVERNOR HIGHWAY SAFETY
SPONSOR: Tennessee State Department of Transportation

A STUDY OF NEUROTRANSMITTERS IN THE HORSESHOE CRAB
SPONSOR: National Institutes of Health

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT CENTER
SPONSOR: U.S. Department of Commerce, Economic Development

TECHNICAL REPQRT QN IHE ENNQMIC IMPACT OF THE FEDERAL HIGHWAY SYSTEM
SPONSOR: U.S. Department of Transportation

STRENGTHENING DEVELOPMENT INSTITUTION PROGRAM: WRYTING CLINIC
SPONSOR: Federal Government, Title III

UPGRADING ACADEMIC COMPUTING AND EDUCATIONAL PROGRAM CAPABILITIES



SPONSOR: Title III IAP Special Needs

EIOMEDICAL RESEARCH SUPPORT SRANT
SPONSOR: National Institute of Health

MINORITY BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH SUPPORT

SPONSOR: National Institutes of Health

UNIVERSITY READING CENTER,. TITLE III STRENGTHENING DEVELOPMENT INSTITUTIONS
PROGRAM
SPONSOR:

SMALL FARM DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM IN WEST TENNESSEE
SPONSOR: U.S. Department of Agriculture, Science and Education
Administration/Cooperative Research

A BACHELORS PROGRAM IN MENTAL HEALTH
SPONSOR: National Institutes Of Mental Health

EFFECT OF SULFUR & MOLYBEDUM ON YEILD AND QUALITY OF LADION CLOVER IN COSTAL
BERMUDA GRASS
SPONSOR: United States Department Of Agriculture

TECHNOLOGICALLY-ASSISTED PHYSICAL SCIENCE PROGRAM
SPONSOR: National Science Foundation

NUTRITIONAL HELATH OF ADOLESCENT FEMALES
SPONSOR: U.S. Department of Agriculture/Science and Education Administration
Cooperative Research

BLOOD STUDY IN SPRAGUE DAWLEY RATS
SPONSOR: OFFICE OF NAVAL RESEARCH - DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY

DRUG INTERACTION
SPONSOR: U.S. Department of Agriculture

OA INTERACTION BETWEEN COMBINED PESTICIDES AND CENTRAL NERVOUS
SYSTEM DEPRESSANTS IN MICE
SPONSOR: Department of Health, Education and Welfare Public Health Services



APPENDIX G: Related projects Conducted by ETS

ETS Related Projects

The following summaries of research and development projects represent

a sample work recently completed by ETS staff on issues relate to the

needs identified for the Appalachian Regional Laboratory. The Summaries

can be classified into the following five categories: (1) testing and

assessment; (2) educational technology and the use of computers in teaching

and learning; (3) educational policymaking and school finance; (4) educa-

tion and employment transitions; and (5) education equity and equal

opportunity.

G-1
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EDUCATIONAL EQUALITY PROJECT

Educational EQuality (EQ) is it project of the College Board that is

designed to strengthen the academic quality of secondary education and
ensure equality of opportunity for postsecondary education. A two -year

period of consultation with teachers and others led to the publication of
a statement of the skills and competencies needed by college-bound
students -- Academic Preparation for College. ETS is assisting the College

Board's several academic advisory committees in developing additional
publications addressing the means of achieving the outcomes called for in

this publication. In addition, ETS has undertaken several research
projects on behalf of EQ.

Kimmel 1980- P/J 192-02

TEACHER CORPS PROJECT

College Board

James Herbert

Under subcontract to the Teacher Corps, ETS worked with the Education
Department of Trenton State College (TSC) and the Trenton Public Schools.

The project was conducted at Wilson School, Trenton--an almost all-Black

elementary school that is among the network of schools using Individually
Guided Education materials and techniques. Bringing about improvement in

reading and math skills by improving teacher competencies was the gcal of
the project. TSC designed the training modules and trained the teachers;
the evaluation was based on improvement in student performance. During

the first year, the focus was on classroom management skills; in the
second year, it was on instructional skills in math and reading.

McDonald 1975-77 P/J 565-01 U.S. Teacher Corps



PERSONAL-SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT IN DIFFERENTIATED CLASSROOM CONTEXTS

This is an assessment and research program on children's social and task-
oriented behaviors in natural contexts, especially the classroom. The

project has involved the development of a multivariate observation system
and a three-dimensional framework for understanding consistencies and

change in social competence.

Studies have been undertaken to examine the development of individual

differences, the influences of the classroom context on children's
behaviors, the influence of the mother's relationship with the child on
social competence, and the relationships between cognitive functioning

and social competence.

Emfterich 1980-81 P/J 818-02 Educational Testing Service
E. Anastasio

A STUDY OF EXCELLENCE IN HIGH SCHOOL EDUCATION: EDUCATIONAL POLICIES,

SCHOOL QUALITY, AND STUDENT OUTCOMES

The general, long-term goal of this project is to improve school quality

and, thus, produce excellence in high school education. The specific,
short-term goals are to conduct two studies: 1) a cross-sectional
analysis comparing 1972 high school seniors and their schools with 1980
high sc.gool seniors and their schools, and 2) a longitudinal analysis
relating growth and development of 1980 high school sophomores to their
schooling experience over the period 1980-82.

This study has four major objectives: 1) to document changes in achieve-

ment over time both nationally and by selected subpopulations, 2) to
identify the school-related and student-related variables Oh affect

student outcomes in high school education, 3) to understand how these
variables and the interaction between them affect the quality of high

school education, and 4) to present this information to educational
policy-makers in a way that will be illuminating and will help them
arrive at decisions leading to excellence in high school education.

Rock 1983-85 P/J 822. U.S. Department of Education
Marion J. Washington
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CALIFORNIA POSTSECONDARY ALTERNATIVES STUDY

The California Postsecmadary Alternatives Study was. conducted by ETS in
1975. The general theme of the final report, Postsecondary Alternatives
to Meet the Educational Needs of California Adults, is that the state

should act to create more opportunities for adult learning (degree and
nondegree). The report analyzes the need and offers 17 recommendations
for institutional reforms (via internal redirection of resources)

and for new state programs (supported through new state funds). Chief
among the latter are proposals for a statewide postsecondary information
and counseling service, an individualized learning program (somewhat like

New York's Empire State College program), and a learning validation
service that would award degrees for knowledge and skill regardless of
how acquired. In addition to the final report, a nunber of background
technical reports were prepared. Among them were:

1. California's Need for Postsecondary Alternatives. Analyses of
current enrollment patterns and trends, expressed interests, preferred
methods of learning, perceived problems, and so fc:th.

2. Community Needs for Postsecondary Alternatives. Summaries of what
was learned from community forums about adult educational interests,
aspirations, perceived barriers, and so forth.

3. Inventory of Existing Postsecondary Alternatives. A summary of
existing nontraditional programs in California.

4. Noninstructional Services as Postsecondary Alternatives. This

report presents a discussion of services such as counseling, awarding

credit for prior learning, and credit banking, as well as methods
for publicizing such new services.

Peterson 1974-75 P/J 487

TEACHING AND ASSESSING READING

California Legislature
Russell Garth

The Early Education Group has undertaken a project that brings together
experienced practitioners and research staff in an intensive investigation
of children's reading. The primary focus of the study is on younger
children, but older children's reading capabilities are also investigated
as a backdrop for the larger study.

The research objectives of the project are threefold: 1) to produce
detailed documentation of individual chf.:dren's reading, 2) to develop
theoretical formulations about reading that are grounded in the documen-
tary data, and 3) to conduct selected analyses of the data for thee:
relationship to specific areas of reading research. In addition, the
collaborative rthodology itself is viewed as a major outcome that has
considerable significance for both research and teaching practice.

Bussis /Chittenden P/J 858-33 Rockfeller Family Fund
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TEXAS EDUCATION AGENCY PROFICIENCY-BASED TEACHER CERTIFICATION

PROGRAM

Texas has passed legislation that will require all preservice teachers to
pass competency exams in their subject areas. The Azerican Council on

the Teaching of Foreign Languages (ACTFL) received federal funding to work
with the Texas Education Agency to use proficiency testing in its foreign

language battery. ETS was subcontracted by ACTFL to conduct one ,ral

proficiency testing workshop in the first year of the project.

Liskin-Gasparro 1983 P/J 584-13

ASSESSMENT PROCESS WORKSHOP

American Council on the

Teaching of Foreign
Languages

The purpose of this workshop was to help the Virginia Department of Educa-

tion develop the assessment component of Virginia's Standards of Learning
(SOL) Program. This component is concerned with the development of sets
of procedures that teachers may use directly or as models in monitoring
learners' progress in mastering the basic day-to-day and meek -to -week
instructional objectives of the Virginia public schools.

The Virginia Assessment Process Workshop was a one-day weeting held in
Februay 1983 to present advantages and disadvantages associated with
different assessment methodologies to the Virginia educators who would
put the SOL programinto operation.

Hardy 1983 P/J 702-32 Virginia Department of Education
Dr. David Mott

TEACHER INTERVIEW STUDY

A study of 60 elementary school teachers in informal instructional
settings was conducted through in-depth interviews. Amajor purpose of
the study was to undertake an analysis of the variety of teachers'
constructs--their beliefs and understandings--regarding curriculum,
children's learning, and the school as a working environrent for adul%s.
This project resulted in publication of a book, Beyond SurfAce Curriculums,
by Westview Press in 1976.

Bussis/Chittenden 1974-76 P/J 858-10 Ford Foundation
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GROWTH STUDY

The longitudinal study of acade lc prediction and growth (begun in 1961)

followed a sample of 9,000 students from fifth through twelfth grades,
And, in some cases, beyond. The sPnple was representative of public and

private schools of the four riAjor regions of the country.

The purpose of this study was to determine how intellectual growth varies
with, or is affected by, characteristics of the school and the community

and the characteristics and background experiences of the students.
Analysis of the data provides information on how well the performance of
high school seniors on ability and achievement tests can predict perform-
ance on college entrance examir-tions as well as information pertaining
to the academic record, characteristics, and background experiences of
students who leave school before graduation. Although the last data

collection was in 1973, analysis of the data by researchers will continue

for many years.

Hilton 1961-73

SREB/ETS TEST DEVELOPMENT ACTIVITIES

Educational Testing Service
The College Board

U.S. Department of Education

Educational Testing Service is assisting the Southern Regional Educational

Board (SREB) with a project designed to improve the performance of stu-
dents attending Historically Stack Colleges on standardized achievement
tests such as the NTE and the Graduate Record Examinations (GRE). The
purpose of the project is to increase student exposure to test items
measuring high-level cognitive skills. This increased exposure sill be
accomplished through 1) the training of faculty groups at each of the nine
Historically Black Colleges in the development of test items similar to
those found on the NTE, and 2) the provision of a pool of test items that
can be incorporated by these faculty members in classroom tests.

ETS staff members from the Atlanta and Princeton Offices have presented
workshops to approximately 73 faculty members from the nine participating
institutions. Working in faculty groups, the institutions participating
in the project have developed over 900 test items in five different
subject areas. These items have been reviewed and edited by ETS. In

addition, ETS will provide approximately 600 test items from retired test
forms from national programs for use by institutions participating in the
project. Faculty members will be encouraged to use test items from the
pool in their classroom testing throughout the academic year.

Robinson 1983-84 P/J 709-01 Southern Regional Educational

Board

Educational Testing Service



CALIFORNIA TEACHER BASIC SKILLS TEST

Under legislation signed by the governor in 1982, California requires

demonstration of proficiency in basic reading, writing and mathematics
skills before a person can be awarded a credential, permit, or receive
certification to serve in the public schools. Under a contract with the
California State Department of Education, the Berkeley Field Service
Office of ETS has worked with state officials, teachers and teacher
trainers in California, and test development specialists from the ETS

Princeton Office to develop test specifications and write test Items.
The initial set of items and essay topics were field tested in the Fall

of 1982. A validity study and standard /letting sessions, involving over
300 California educators, were conductee, shortly after the field testing,

and the results were submitted to the State Department of Education and
California Commission on Teacher Credentialing (CTC). The tests are

designed for administration individually or in any combination.

Starting in December 1982, the newly developed California Basic Educa-
tional Skills Test ( CBEST) became operational and the responsibility of
the CTC. ETS is providing a full range of operational services including
preparation of tests and publications, establishing of test centers,
registering of candidates, distributing and storing of test materials,
scoring of answer sheets, conducting essay readings, reporting scores,
and preparing special statistical reports for the CTC. Beginning in
1985 CBEST will also be required for initial certification in Oregon for
teacher personnel specialists, and administrators.

Seder 1982- P/J 512-33 California Department of Education

David Gordon

SOUTH CAROLINA TEACHER AREA EXAMINATIONS

The South Carolina Teacher Area Examinations (SCTAE) are used for certifi-
cation of teachers in South Carolina in 16 subject areas. This project
involves the development of new forms of tests, registration of candidates,
administration of tests, scoring, and reporting results.

Kalisch 1983-86 P/J 432 South Carolina Department of Education
Dr. Paul Sandifer
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NEW JERSEY LANGUAGE PROFICIENCY TESTING PROGRAM

On behalf of the New Jersey Department of Education, ETS developed and
administered a program of interview-based speaking proficiency testing
for the certification of bilingual (Sr.ftnish/English)) teachers and teachers
of English as a second language. Under the program, ETS trained language
proficiency interviewers at eight New Jersey colleges and universities
that served as testing centers. All interviews were tape recorded and
evaluated by a central group of raters, also trained by ETS. Through
June 1979, approximately 3,000 interviews were administered in English
and Spanish.

Under the same program, ETS assisted the New Jersey Department of Educa-
tion in planning and carrying out an empirically based score-setting

procedure to determine the minimum speaking proficiency levels required
for effective classroom use of the test language.

Woodford/Clark 1977-80 P/J 698-54 N.J. Department of Education

PLATO IN ELEMENTARY EDUCATION

In the fall of 1974, the PLATO (computer assisted) system vas used in 12
elementary classrooms with four terminals in each room. Courses were in
math P^A reading. An evaluation that was conducted focused on student
performat., and teacher training. Evaluatio in 1975-76 consisted of
continued assessment of the impact of CAI on the individual child through
assessment of achievement and of student attitude toward subject area,
school, and PLATO; a study of student characteristics; anZ students'
general reaction to computers and technology.

Swinton 1972-76 P/J 672-04 National Science Foundation
Erik McWilliams
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NEW JERSEY LANGUAGE PROFICIENCY TESTING PROGRAM

On behalf of the New Jersey Department of Education, ETS developed and
administered a program of interview-based speaking proficiency testing

for the certification of bilingual (Spanish/English)) teachers and teachers
of English as a second language. Under the program, ETS trained language
proficiency interviewers at eight New Jersey colleges and universities
teat served as testing centers. All interviews were tape recorded and
evaluated by a central group of raters, also trained by ETS. Through
June 1979, appzaximetely 3,000 interviews were administered in English
and Spanish.

Under the same program, ETS assisted the New Jersey Department of Educa-

tion in planning and carrying out an empirically based score-setting
procedure to determine the minimum speaking proficiency levels required
for effective classroom use of the test language.

Woodford/Clark 1977-80 P/J 698-54 N.J. DepartiNent of Education

TECHNICAL ALSISTP.NCE - UST HARTFORD, CONNECTICUT

ETS provided technical sistance to the East Hertford (CT) Public Schools

in developing tests, setting standards, and examining the comparability
of the state basic skills tests for a graduation requirements program.

Elford P/J 679-26 East Hartford (CT) PUblic Schools

EAST HARTFORD (CT) PU3LIC SCHOOLS READING TESTS

The East Hartford Public Schools have begun a minimal competency testing
program in reading, and ETS provided technical assistance for their
Kindergarten through grade 8 tests. The K-5 tests (one at each grade
level) were piloted and revised by Ev..t Hartford staff members; the
6-8 tests (also one at each grade level) are newly written. ETS involve-
ment included technical reviews of the K-5 tests, workshops for staff
members writing the 6-8 tests, and technical reviews of the 6-8 tests.
All responsibility for the production, implementations, and :aodard-
setting has been assumed by the East Hartford Schools.

Gerritz 1982-83 72842 E4 Hartford (CT) Public Schools
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NATIONAL TEACHER EXAMINATIONS PROGRAMS

The National Teacher Examinations (NTE) are standardized, secure tests that

provide objective measures of the knowledge and skills developed in academic
programs for the preparation of teachers and other professionals, such as
speech-language pathologists and audiologists. These measures enable state
departments of education, school districts, and others to compare the quali-
fications of individuals from different colleges and universities that may
have dissimilar standards and grading practices.

The program includes the Core Battery tests and 27 Specialty Area tests, each

of which is two hours long. The former include three tests: Communication
Skills, Go. ral Knowledge, and Professional Knowledge. The Test of Communi-

cation Skills measures listening (with a 30- sinute taped segment), reading,
and writing skills. (As part of the test, examinees are required to write a
short essay.) The Test of General Knowledge includes questions on literatire
and tine arts, ustheam..ics, science, and social studies. The Test of
Professional Knowledge includes questions related to the social and cultural
forced that influence curriculum and teaching as well as questions dealing
with general principal of learning and instruction.

T.,: Specialty Area tests, formerly referred to as the Area Examinations,
measure understanding of the content and methods applicable to the separate
subject areas. While most of the tests are designed to evaluate the knowl-
edge and skills prospective teachers acquire their academic preparation,
some tests--such as Speech-Language Pathology and Audiology--are designed to
measure examiners' preparation for careers other than teaching.

The NTE Policy Council is responsible for setting all program policies
involving the development, administration, and use of the NTE tests. Its

15 members represent state departments of education and school districts
that uie the tests, individuals from user and nonuser teacher training
institt:tions, and classroom teachers.

Althnugh ETS conducts the NTE Programs for the NTE Policy Council, it is
assisted and advised by professional educators from all sections of the
country. The tests themselves are developed and revised periodically
with the assistance of committees of recognized authorities in specific
subject fields. These committees are usually appointed fr nominations

made by appropriate national professional associations.

Eavrilesky 1950- P/J 510-21 r, Programs Policy Council

Dr. Peter L. LoPresti, Chairman
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COMPUTER MATCHING PROCESS

ETS completed a computer matching process for students from the State of

New Jersey who were administered the College Board's Admissicn Testing
Program in 1980-81 and the New Jersey College basic Skills Test in

1981-82. Matching students, as well as students that did not participate
in both of the testing programs, were written to magnetic tape. The tapes

contained student :.core and background information but did not contain
individual student identification data or data permitting the determina-
tion of exact high school or college attended. The tapes were delivered
to the New Jersey Department of Education with information retarding
their format and content.

Becker 1983 P/J 119-04 State of New Jersey

LET'S LOOK AT CHILDREN

The central purpose of the Let's Look at Children project, which was
supported by the Carnegie Foundation, was to develop materials that will
help teachers understand and foster the intellectual development of
children in prekindergarten through grade three. Goals were to provide
the teacher with specific guides and techniques to help them observe,
interpret, and encourage significant behaviors in children between the
ages of approximately 4 to 9 years old. The final materials incorporate
and thus supersede the original Let's Look at First Graders material.

Tasks and materials for the early grade levels are based largely oa
previous research phases of this project, which were also supported by
Carnegie. Additional measures have been developed and tried out at the
first, second, and third grade levels. Major emphasis has been placed on
four aspects of development: language functioning and communication
skills; quantitative thinking; natural events; use of egocentric and
intuitive processes.

Busals/Chittenden P/J 858 New York City Schools System
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TEACHERS' C*A*R*E

The purpose of this project was to promote tuucational excellence through
student cooperation and leadership. Cooperative learning groups have
been shown to be more productive than individuals working alone and more
productive than groups from classrooms in which whole-class instruction
is the norm. Similarly, student leadership at academic tasks is associated
with greater learning. Cooperation has also been shown to promote
prosoaal behavior in the classroom. This project led to the development
of Teachers' C*A*R*E, "student use curriculum materials and a teacher
research guide for grades K-8. Teachers' C*A*PE was derived from
C*A*R*E: Curriculum and Research for Equity Training Manual (Lockheed,
Harris, & Finkelstein, 1979) and was expanded to address all elementary
grades, ethnic and racial minorities, and students with handicapping
conditions.

Teachers' C*A*R*E provides teachers with strategies and curriculum mate-
rials that promote cooperation in the classroom and that distribute
opportunities for leadership to all students in the classroom. These
materials infuse standard academic subject matter areasreading, language
arts, social studies, mathematics and sciencewith the principles of
cooperation and student leadership. Use of the curriculum materials that
are contained in the manual for teachers requires little or no prior
teacher training. The project had an external advisory board of experts
to ensure that the materials that were developed were sensitive to the
needs of ethnic minority and handicapped girls. In addition, volunteer
teacher participants field-tested and provided feedback on all materials.
Teachers' CoA*R*E materials and activities were based on validated
principles that have been shown to be linked to positive academic and
social student outcomes.

Lockheed 1982-83 P/J 851-01 Educational Testing Service

DOCUMENTATION OF COMPUTER SCHOOL

This project involves documenting the Compute- school's program. uuriug
the 1983-84 school year (pilot year), documentation activities consisted
primarily of interviewing the staff and conducting classroom observations,
which provided baseline data for continuing evaluation work during
1984-85. The Computer school is located in a Kew York junior high school.

Chitterden 1984-85 P/J 798-11 Institute for Schools of the
Future
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ROBUST ESTIMATION FOR ITEM RESPONSE THEORY

It is hoped that Item Response Theory will provide the theoretical base

for computerized adaptive testing, as well as the graceful solution for
perplexing problems in traditional mental testing. An overriding concern
that prevents the L.iediate adoption of these methods is the question of

fit: Do these models accurately represent the observed data? Allied to
this is the second question, how much misfit can be tolerated with

minimal distortion in the parameters of interest? This project was
concerned with the study of the robustness of the vaioas cenpeting
models to deviations from the structure they hypothesize and the extent
to which this robustness car be improved through modifications in the
procedures employed for the estimation of their parameters.

The current project evaluated the one-, two-, and three-parameter logistic

models described by Birnbaum in Lord an;! Novick (1968) and used a variety
of estimation methods. This phase of the project was expected to last two

years.

Wainer 1981-83 P/J 805-01 Air Force Human Resources Laboratory

Janes A. Earles

COLLEGE BOARD INIORMATION SYSTEM

College Board Information System (CBIS) is a long-range planning and
development project that war undertaken under the auspices of the Joint
Fund for Research and Development of the College Aoard and ETI. It was

designed to improve the services provided to the users of College Board
programs by using emerg'ng information-processing tect,nologies. Indi-

vidual projects involve developing comprehensive data bases, delivering
data electronically via data communications, including an on-line sum-

mary reporting service, and developing microcomputer software for u-_e
by client institutions and to help students interpret their SAT scores.

Glockler 1982 P/J 499 College Board
Educational Testing Service

Darrell lorris



EDUCATIONAL TECHNOLOGY CENTER

ETS is a member of a consortium that was formed to establish and operate

a research center on educational technology at Harvard University. The
center will conduct basic and applied research to find ways to increase

the achievement of students in kindergarten through twelfth grade through
technology, focusing on improving instruction in mathematics, science,
and computer science.

ETS will assist in developing and updating an agenda for research, and
staff will serve with math, science, and computer groups and will work
with various services and dissemination committees. A national dissemina-
tion effort will be planned to eliminate much of the mystique that now
surrounds the use of technology in the classroom. It is expected that
this will enable educators to make more informed decisions about effective

instructional techniques, hardware, and software and that this will lead
to progress and change in the schools.

During the first three years of the program, field research will be

restricted to schools in the New England states.

Load- td 1983-88 P/J 809-01 National institute of Education

Harvard University

EVALUATION OF THE JOHN HENRY MARTIN "WRITING TO READ" PROGRAM

IBM is funding a field test of a reading program designed by John Henry
Martin for kindergarten and first grade children. The program uses the
IBM Personal Computer to teach the children a system of 42 corresponding
sounds and symbols which they can then use to write whatever they can
say. The program was implemented in approximately 100 schools in Florida,
North Carolina, Washington, D.C., New York, Connecticut, Massachusetts,
Minnesota, and Texas in 1982-83. Scdools in Oregon, Missouri, Wisconsin,
and Oklahoma are being added in 1983-84.

In the first year, ETS evaluated the training program, the initial stages
of the Seplementation, tad the impact of the project based on teacher and
parent judgments. Feedback on the training hat been used by IBM in the
training program for 1983-84. In general, the program was well implemented.
The children liked the program, overcame some early difficulties, And
showed good development in managing their own learning in the context of
the Writing to Read program. Surveys of teachers and parents show a wide
acceptance of the program and a favorable impression of its educational
effectiveness.

In 1983-84, ETS is evaluating the impact of Writing to Read on the
reading and writing skills of children using standardized reading achieve-
ment tests and student writing samples.

Murphy 1982-84 P/J 849-01 International Business Machines



COMPUTERIZED ADAPTIVE TEST IN COLLEGE READING, ENGLISH, AND MATHEMATICS

Educational Testing Service and the College Board are working on the appli-

cation of computerized adaptive testing to practical measurement situations.
Adaptive testing uses modern statistical methods to tailor the difficulty
of the test to the skills of the individual examinee. Adaptive testing

provides efficient measurement at more skill levels than conventional

paper-and-pencil tests. The computer makes it possible to rapidly
determine which questions should be given to an individual; it also
permits immediate reporting of the test results.

The first application of this process has been for the des:lopment of a

test of skills in college reading, English, and mathematics. The test

will enable postsecondary institutions to ascertain whether students are
prepared for college-level work or need remedial studies.

The test consists of four independent modules -- Reading Comprehension, Sen-

tence Skills, Arithmetic, and Elementa:y Algebra. Consistent with current

emphases in instruction, content specifications emphasize questions that
require reasoning and problem solving.

Simulation rtudies show that the test provides very accurate measurement
with far fewer quest1,7ns than are required in typical conventional test

batteries.

The first implementation of the testing system has been on the IBM Personal

Computer. Field trials began in the spring of 1984 in cooperation trith

three institutions: Scottsdale Community College, Mansfield University,

and Central Piedmont Community College. George Mason University and J.

Sergeant Reynolds Community College joined in the field trials during the
summer of 1984.

Ward 1982-84 P/J 494 Educational Testing Service

College Board
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COMPUTER-ASSISTED INSTRUCTION AND COMPENSATORY EDUCATION

In 1976, CAI labs were created in four Los Angeles elementary schools.

EIS researchers participated in the planning and training phases of the
endeavor and designed and conducted a longitudinal evaluation of the

program's effectiveness over a four-year period. Children in various
grades used the terminals for varying amounts of time for drill and

practice in the basic skills. Students were randomly assigned t, CAI
curriculums -- reading, math, language skills, or a combination of two or

three of these.

Information was collected on approximately 5,000 students during the life
of the project, although the extremely high transiency rate in the
schools reduced the longitudinal data base to approximately 2,500. These

individuals were grouped in eight cohorts. Achievement testing took
place twice a year during the four years of data collection. For students

enrolled in one or more of the CAI curriculums, monthly progress reports
were obtained. In addition to the formal measures, researcher, collected
time-on-task And other observational data in regular classrooms and
conducted interviews with students, teachers and administrators. Similar

formal, observational, and interview data were obtained in two non-CAI
schools that served w,s controls. The research design also provided for
within-class controls, by assigniAg students to different CAI curriculums,
and within-school controls, by alternating grades each year. Thus, the

data base for the project was not only la&ge but extremely complex.

The project was conducted In an impoverished center-city area marked by
high mobility and was further complicates by a desegregation plan put
into effect during the study. However, through the cooperation between
the researchers and the school and district personnel, the intricate

research design was maintained throughout the life of the project.

Ragesta 1976-82 P/J 537-02 National Institute of Education
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COMPUTERIZED VOCABULARY TUTOR

Under a contract with the Army Research Institute, Franklin Research

Center (FRC) collaborated with ETS in the development of a computerized
device to teach job-related vocabulary to soldiers. The "vocabulary
tutor" hardware was designed and built by FRC. ETS developed the instruc-
tional specifications for the device and wrote a sample instructional
program that teaches 126 vocabulary words and phrases for a specific
military occupational specialty. ETS also designed and conducted an
evaluation of the educational effectiveness of the device.

The vocabulary tutor includes a book containing text and illustrations,
a 32 character dot matrix display screen, a keyboard for entering respon-
ses, and a digitized voice system. The tutor provides corrective feedback
for questions presented in the text, routes the soldier to appropriate
parts of the text, and helps the soldier play two word games, including a
sophisticated increasing ratio revie drill and practice routine.
Although the contract required development of courseware for only one
military occupational specialty (cannon crewman), the device was designed
to use plug-in memory modules so that courseware for additional speciali-
ties could be added later. Future adaptations of the tutoring system
should have a wide variety of applications in the military, in industrial
training, and in the schools.

Bridgeman 1981-82 P/J 837-01 Army Research Institute
Dr. Zits Simutis

TRAINING COURSEWARE ENHANCEMENT AND REFINEMENT OF HAIM-HELD TUTOR

The purpose of this project is to enhance current Hand -Held Tutor hardware
and provide additional courseware based on existing study guides for the
MI Tank. Limited field-study of the Tutor-based Study Guides will be
conducted.

ETS will subcontract to Advanced Technology Laboratories for the hardware
development and to BioTechnology, Inc., for assistance in writing the
training materials.

bridgeman 1984-85 P/J 803-01 U.S. Army Research Institute

TUTOR CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT IN AATT2MATICS

The hand-held vocabulary tutor devel ped under a previous subcontract
with the Franklin Research Center under their prime contract with the
U.S. Department of the Army is a fleuible instructional tool that can do
more than just provide vocabulary i,struction. Under the current contract,
curriculum materials will be developed for teaching basic mathematical
skills to fire direction specialists in the field artillery. Skills to
be taught include adding and subtracting signed numbers and rounding off
to the nearest tenth and hundredth.

Bridgeman 1984 P/J 861-01 Franklin Research Center
Kenneth Fertner



ARPA RESEARCH COORDINATION

ETS was a lead contractor for the Defense Advanced Research Projects
Agency (ARPA) in conducting research on problems of insruction, with
special emphasis on applications of instructional technology. ETS

reviewed the status of ARPA work according to programmatic plans and
provided assistance, when requested, in identifying information ILLsources

and developing assessment #echniques. These activities resulted in a
series of reports reviewing recent trends in instructional technology as

well as other reports on such special concerns in advanced training
technology as procedures for developing training materials and measures

of job performance. k:TS also undertook research on methods for accelera-

ting the application of computer-based instructional systems. Among the
research reports were a study of the effects of question placement on

learning in a CAI format, an evaluation of a general communications
system for text-editing and dialogue support, and an exploratory investi-
gation of methods for preparing computer curricular materials. Twelve

reports were submitted under this project, each concerned with a different

phase of the project: review of ARPA work accomplished or underway;
evaluation and assessment services; survey papers on current trends in
instructional technology; and research reports.

Anastasio/Alderman 1974-76 P/J 675- Defense Advanced Research

Projects Agency
Harold F. O'Neil, Jr.

INTERACTIVE VIDEODISC APPLICATIONS TO ELEMENTARY MATHEMATICS EDUCATION

The purpose of this project was to design an interactive (computer-

controlled) videodisc system for use in teaching the elementary mathematics
topics of decimals and fractions. The system incorporates in a single
delivery system the advantages of several instructional techniques: one-
way television, computer-assisted instruction, sophisticated neasurenent

designs, analysis of student errors, and detailed record keeping.

The system is viewed as a viable mechanism for p-ogress toward equal
educational opportunity in a cost-effective manner. The initial effo,
concentrated on a self-contained minicurriculum combining fractions
and decimals. Materials were tested in fourth- and fifth-grade
classrooms. At the conclusion of the project, the production handbook,
the videodisc, the software for the lessons, and the final report were
disseminated.

Bejar/Swinton 1981-83 P/J 887-01 National Science Foundation
National Institute of Education
D. Deringer
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TECHNOLOGIES AND EFFICIENCY IN EDUCATION

For the NSF, ETS conducted a study of computer and communication technol-

ogies and efficiency in education. Activities focused on research in
three areas: 1) the possibilities for using technology to improve the
productivity of schools, 2) computer-assisted instruction and ITV as
input variables in the construction of educational production functions,
and 3) the potential role of technology in creating alternatives to

formal schools.

Study results shoved that computer-assisted instruction is effective in

raising the academic performance of disadvantaged students. Further, the

cost of CAI of the type studied wah within the amounts currently spent

per pupil for compensatory education under Title I, ESEA.

Jamison 1974-76 P/J 583-20 National Science Foundation

COMPUTER-ASSISTED INSTRUCTION STUDY

For EDUCOM, ETS conducted a study of factors inhibiting the widespread
acceptance of computer-assisted instruction (CAI). Sponsored by NSF, the
project had two purposes: 1) to identify and define impediments to wider
use of CAI and 2) to produce a set of recommendati'ns for action.

Results shoved that impediments fell into several categories: 1) produc-
tion and distribution of instructional materials, 2) demonstration of the
effectiveness of CAI, 3) theory of instruction, 4) educational system Lnd
the teacher, 5) cost, and 6) technical research and development. The
greatest problem within these areas was the lack of good computer-based
materials. Suggestions for action included: increased development of
simulation and gaming materials, nse of systems allowing student control,
improvement of student terminals, and research to explore the learning
process in relation to CAI development.

Anastasio P/J 672 National Science Foundation
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COMPUTERS IN EDUCATION

ETS offers a series of seminars for elementary and secondary educators
that focus on the appropriate application of computers to instruction one

administration. These seminars provide educators with the knowledge and
skills needed to become critical consumers of computer-based systems, to
use computers effectively, and to make informed decisions about selecting

hardware and software.

Offered at the ETS Technology Lab, the seminars include such topics as:

1. Introduction to Computers, which is designed to acquaint educators

who are novices with regard to computers with the fundamentals of
computing

2. Implementing Microcomputer Programs: A Seminar for Decision-Makers,
which provides participants with the practical knowledge and skills
necessary to implement instructional and computer literacy programs
at a building or district level

3. Designing and Implementing Computer Literacy Programs, which gives
curriculum coordinators and teachers an opportunity to focus on the
practical aspects of introducing computer literacy programs at the

elementary and secondary level

4. Administrative Applications of Microcomputers, a seminar that pro-

vides school and business administrators with an understanding of
the capability and limitations of the microcomputer as an administra-
tive tool

5. Selecting and Evaluating Instructional Courseware, which is designed
for educators interested in learning how to select and evaluate
microcomputer instructional courseware

Schneiderman 1983- P/J 798-53 Educational Testing Service



ERIC CLEARINGHOUSE ON TESTS, MEASUREMENT, AND EVALUATION

The ERIC Clearinghouse on Tests, Measurement, and Evaluation (ERIC/TH),

funded by the National Institute of Education, has been located at ETS
since the clearinghouse's establishment in 1970. It is one of 16 clear-
inghouses in the Educational Resources Information Center system.

The clearinghouse collects, evaluates, processes, and disseminates
information in six broad areas: 1) tests and other measurement devices;
2) the methodology of leasurement and evaluation; 3) the evaluation of
programs, projects, and procedures; 4) research design and methodology;
5) human development; and 6) learning theory. Within these areas, the
clearinghouse processes documents and articles for announcement in the
ERIC journals, Resources in Education (RIE) and Current Index to Journals
in Education (CIJE).

ERIC/TM also offers a number of services to ERIC users. These include:
providing workshops on the use of the ERIC data base; responding to
specific requests for subject-oriented information; performing computer
searches of the ERIC data base; maintaining the complete ERIC microfiche

collection; and preparing reports, bibliographies, and digests on a
variety of current topics.

Vildemuth 1970- P/J 720 National Institute of Education
Kevin Arundel

ASSESSMENT OF BEGINNING READINGS: DIAGNOSIS OF ERROR PATTERNS IN ORAL
READING

The objective of this research was to determine bow error patterns that
are common in children's reading performance can be used by teachers as
an additional basis for assessing progress and diagnosing difficulties.
Particular attention was given to two key indicators--self-correction and

sensitivity to syntax - -and to questions of how these and other indicators
may chi. e With the child's increasing proficiency. More broadly, the
study contributes to the development of a performance-sample methodology,
appropriate for classroom assessment of skills in the primary grades.

Chittenden 1981 P/J 969-14 Educational Testing Service
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SCHOOL FINANCE EQUITY PROFILES

The Education Amendments of 1978 require that every two years the National

Center for Education Statistics (NCES) produce school finance equity

profiles for every state.

Under subcontract with the American Institutes for Research, ETS conducted

a six-state pilot study for NCES's Statistical Analysis Group in Education.

The purpose of the study war. to determine the availability of state data

that could be used to validate existing federal data for use in developing

congressional mandated equity profiles.

The states involved in the study included: California, Illinois, Louisiana,

New Hampshire, South Carolina, and New York.

Baratz 1978-79 P/J 415-01/02 American Institutes tor Research

John MacDonald

GUIDEBOOK ON SPECIAL EDUCATION FINANCE

This guidebook is designed to assist state policy makers in their con-
sideration of the appropriateness of current systems used to finance

special education and the desirability of alternative approaches. The

guidebook addresses the major issues state policy makers face and the
information they need as they make an effort to meet federal and state
mandates to provide all handicapped children with free and appropriate
public education services. The guidebook is written in a straightforward

manner that outlines issues and potential solutions.

Moore 1980-82 P/J 835-01 National Institute of Education

James Fox
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DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA SCHOOL RESOUACE REALLOCATION

ETS' Educational Policy Research Institute has completed a study of
alternative plans for the reallocbtion of school resources that can be
used by the District of Columbia School District. The study was conducted

for the D.C. Citizens for Better T'blic Education, which had received a
1975 Ford Foundation grant to assist the D.C. Public School System in
developing a method of resource equalization that would be educationally

sound, fiscally possible, and politically and administratively feasible.

Recognition of the need for alternative allocation plane was an outgrowth

of the landmark Hobson v. Hansen decision, which addressed the question
of intradistrict disparities in school spending. In its decision, the
court issred an injunction against racial and economic discrimination in
the D.C. eublic School System and ordered integration of faculties, a
nondiscriminatory pupil assignment plan, and elimination of the track

system and optional pupil attendance zones. In a subsequent order, the

court invited the school. system to return with a resource allocation plan
of its own making that would eliminate inequality of school-by-school
spending.

The alternativc resource allocation plans included in the EPRI report

were designed to give the D.C. Board of Education options in developing a
plan in response to the court order. The options were: changing proce-

dures for implementation of both the court decree and Title I regulations;
complying with either the court decree or Title 11) with existing
procedures or 2) with altered implementation procedures; and creati.: a
new equalization plea with new procedures.

Also included in the report was a suggestion that the board of education
investigate decentralization and school-site budgeting.

Baratz 1977 Citizens for Better Public Education,
Washington, D.C.

DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION OF JOB TRAINING ASSESCMENT PROGRAM

The Job Training Assessment Program (JobTAP) is an integrated system of

materials and services that can help employment counselors in a variety
of settings in both the public and private sectors provide information to
help place unemployed workers in job-training programs. This easily
managed system includes a variety of .liable assessment tools as well as
a full sequence of counseling information and training/employment options
to help job seekers identify and take advantage of promising opportunities.

Wasdyke 1983-89 P/J 335-83 California Test Bureau/McGrav-Hill
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IMPLEMENTING THE URBAN HOLDINGS OF LEVITTOWN V. NYQUIST (NL1 YORK CITY

PROJECT)

The Education Policy Research Institute (EPRI) of ETS is conducting a
program of research aimed at helping the New 'fork City Board of Education
and ale United Feder--4on of Teachers contribute effectively to developing

new school-finance 1,...oislation.

the emphasis is on the unique problems of large urban school districts that

require special treatment in state school-aid formulas. The aim of EPRI's

investigation is to find formula adjustments that ar educationally
constructive, fiscally sound, politically feasible, ad constitutionally

acceptable. Thus, EPRI is identifying the concerns of education interest
groups and educators as well as reviewing and developing proposed state-aid
formulas sensitive to the problems of New York City and other urban school

districts. The new proposals will be publicized for discussion by legis-
lators and policymakers and by the general public.

Berke/Go-,rtz 1979-84 P/J 416-02 Ford Foundation
J. Kelly

New York Community Trust
L. Slutsky

NYC Board of Education
F. Macchiarola

Mited Federation of Teachers
A. Shanker

POLITICIANS, JUDGES, AND CITY SCHOOLS: RErOkriiNG ScmOOL FINANCE IA NEW
YORK

The Education Policy Research Institute (EPRI) of ETS produced a book
intended to help policymakers develop a new system for raising and
distributing revenues for public elementary and secondary education in New
York State. The study was designed to 1) infort policy makers of the
issues, alternatives, and tradeoffs in developing a new school finance
system for New York State and 2) describe the political, economic, and
governmental constraints upon changing the existing system.

Central to the book is an exploration of bow to devel^^ finance-reform.
alternatives that attract coalitions powerful enough to pas- legislation
while achieving fiscal equity, recognizing urban educ.t'on probl'ems, and
achieving equality of educational opportunity. The book will be addressed
to public officials and their staffs, to leaders of ortanizations that

affect school- finance issues, and to citizens active in educatic-al affairs.

Berke/Goertz 1979-84 P/J 418-01
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?CLITICS OF SCHOOL FINANCE REFORM

EPRI conducted a study of the politics of passing and implementing school

finance reform laws in four statesNew Jersey, Connecticut, Illinois and
Washington -- during a time of economic constraints and decreasing public
support for public education. The purpose of the project was to examine

the changing social ane economic climate within which school finance
reform occurs, study the politics of school finance reform implementation
in New Jersey, and the passage of mform laws in Connecticut and the State
of Washington. In New Jersey, research focused on the role of noneatab-
lishment interest groupc in implementing New Jersey's education reform.
The study involved examining the development and interrelationships of

these groups as well as their access to decision making regarding finance,
accountability, and question; concerning "thorough and efficient" educa-
tion. Extensive interviews with participants in the school finance reform
movement in the State of Washington showed that a small, elite group of

citizens wrote and lobbied for passage of a landmark funding law. In

Connecticut, the legislature drew on the work of a widely representative
task force to change that state's formula; fiscal constraints, however,
threatened the timely implementation of this legislation.

Gcertz 1977-80 P/J 491-20 Ford Foundation

James Kelly

THE INTERACTIONS OF FEDERAL AND STATi PROGIONS FOR SPECIAL-NEEDS YOUTH

EPRI is enined in a study of raw federal and state governments work
together to implement the major federal education programs and civil
rights requirements. The sty will describe strengths and yea es in

intergovernmental program administration in education and offer zecmmen-
dations for improvements. The fundamental issue is the balance between
federal objectives and accountability, on the one band, and recipients'
need for flexibility and discretion, on the other.

Specifically, the study will look at interactions that occur among

federal and related state education programs for special pupil populations
and will seek to ac..omplish the following:

1. Analyze the federal requirements imposed on state and local education

agencies by the programs.

2. Determine how states differ in their Interpretation and administra-

tion of federal programs.

3. Determine how states modify federal requirements.

4. Assess how federal requirements affect the operation and administra-

tion of other federal and parallel state programs.

5. Identify modifications that would reduce administrative rtroblems at

the state and local levels and help advance equal opportunity.

Mary Moore 1981-82 P/J 526-01 Nation? astitute of Educition

E. Vander Putten
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HANDICAPPED CHILDREN - POLICY ISSUES

Change in Education: Three Policy Papers on Implementing the 'Education

for All Handicapped Children Act" is a paper prepared by the Educational

Policy Research Institute for the Bureau of the Educationally Handicapped.

The paper covers three topics: the need for a comprainsive program to

identify handicapped children, the need for individual programs for each
child, and how to finance the program.

Questions raised in the paper include: How are handicapped children to

be identified, and who is responsible for identifying them? Now are
individual programs developed, and shat are t1 it contents? Who evaluates

the programs? Bow are nies to be disbursed? Answers to these questions

were to be included in the regulations under development in the bureau of

Education for the Handicapped.

Berke 1976 U.S. Department of Education

THE IMPACT OF STATE POLICY ON ENTRANCE INTO THE TEACHING PROFESSION

The purpose of this research project is to describe and evaluate the
impact of state education policies on the entrance of individuals into

the teaching profession. Particular attention will be given to issues of
quality, equity, and coordination.

The study began by identifying points at which the number and/or quality

of teacher candidates may be controlled. The types of policies that have

an impact at each of these points and the states that have adopted such
policies were identified through a 50-state survey. A sampling matrix

was derived from this information, and four states were selected for
it -depth case-study analysis. Interviews with respondents in state
cLpartments of education, legislatures, education interest groups, and
selected higher education institutions provided important details about
the politi:al environment and rationale behind each policy, about the
extent of coordination among state policies, and about the effects of the

state initiatives on teacher quality and supply. A final report will be
prepared for use by state policymakers who need nontechnical information
on which to base decisions regarding teacher quality and suvpiy problems.

Goertz/Ekstrom 1983-84 P/J 808-01 Naticnal Institute of Education

James Steffensen
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SCHOOL FINANCE IN THE 1970s

Under a subcontract with the Educational Finance and Governance Center
of the Syracuse University Research Corporation (contract with HEW), ETS
conducted a study of school finance in the 1970's from three viewpoints:
1) problems involved, 2) the federal role, and 3) context for policy.

Entitled School Finance in the 70s: Th, 3ackgroun0 for Policy Develop-
ment, the report on the study identified the fiscal problems confronting
American education in most states as twofold: 1) local educational
revenues are raised through finance systems widely perceived as unfair,
and 2) revenues are distributed through mechanisms that fail to relate
educational services to educational needs. Studying of the federal role
showed that federal aid programs to states are generally designed to
aid pupils with special requirements or provide special services. The
federal government has traditionally met certain national educational
needs through federally financed research and development, or more
commonly by providing incentives for state pri.grans.

The study showed that there has been unprecedented pressure for school
finance reform from a variety of institutions at all levels of the
federal system. State legislatures have begun to adopt reform plans;
Congress is seeking to implement new concepts of equalization.

Berke P/J 481 U.S. Department of Health, Education,
and Welfare/Syracuse University

MONOGRAPH ON LIFELONG LEARNING

With the use of two sets of research studies, services that link the
adult learner's interests to the learning resources cf the society were
examined. The first set of studies consisted of thirty state and national
surveys or needs assessments of learners and potential learners. The
second set consisted of investigations into the self-directed learning
activities of adults. The findings of the two sets of research were
integrated. More than 40 sets of recommendations for program implementa-
tion were also examined.

Three general areas were focused on in the attempt to supply the missing
link between learner interest and learner resources: 1) facilitating
access to appropriate learning resources, a process that includes provid-
ing access for underserved groups and advocacy for the special needs of

adult learners; 2) providing information to adult learners about available
learning resources and about themselves; and 3) providing counseling and
referral services designed to assist learners in planning and matching

their needs to appropriate learning resources. A report on the study was
prepared: "The Missing Link: :onnecting Adult Learners to Learning
Resources" (College Board, 1978).

Cross 1978 Exxon Education Foundation



PROGRAM FOR ASSESSING YOUTH EMPLOYMENT SKILLS

The Program for Assessing Youth Employment Skills (PATES) is designed to

assist program directors, counselors, and teachers in the guidance and
counseling of persons with low verbal skills as they prepare for entry-
level employment. Increasingly, it is being used by Job Corps Centers
and CETA prime sponsors as part of their intake and assessment programs.
It is based on extensive research in measure nt by ETS for school
dropouts, potential dropouts, and disadvantaged youth. The battery is
divided into three parts:

1. Attitudinal measures of job-holding skills, perception of super-

vision, and self-confidence

2. r-,nitive measures of job knowledge, job-seeking skills, and

practical reasoning

3. Vocational Interest Inventory

PATES is useful with enrollees in CETA skills centers, vocational

high school special needs classes, adult basic education centers, and
youths in correctional institutions. DesigurJ to be administered orally
to small groups in at informal, relaxed wanner near the beginning of a
program, it can be scored locally for quick results. PAYES is distributed

by Cambridge Book Company.

Freeberg/Vitells/Wasdyke 1977- P/J 511-01/02 ETS

PUBLIC/PRIVATE PARTNERSHIPS IN THE D.C. SCHOOLS

The purpose of thib research project was to promote understanding of the
collaborative efforts of businesses and public schools in connection with
e'vcation, aimed at increasing the employability of students. Through a
case study of five collaborative programs in the D.C. schools, the study
provided information about what is involved to such collaborations, the
motivations and barriers in such relationships, and the kinds of education
programs that are produced through these ventures.

A report was prepared for distribution to interested school systems and
corporations.

Ficklen 1983-84 P/J 798-03 National Institute of Education
Bella Rosenberg
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SERVICC MIX ALTERNATIVES DEMONSTRATION PROGRAM

The Service Mix Alternatives Demonstration Prograin was funded by the U.S.

Department of Labor under the Youth Employment Demonstration Projects Act
(YEDPA). ETS was responsible for evaluating the program effects on par-
ticipants from program entry through an 8-month post-program follow-up.
The intent of the Service Mix research design was to determine which of
three treatment (training) conditions are most effective in producing
desirable behavioral change over the course of the program and in enhancing
trainee employability. The conditions are these:

1. A work-intensive condition (full-time paid employment with minimal
supportive services)

2. An all-classroom training situation with full supportive services

11

3. A mix of intensive work experience and classroom training. Con-

ducted at three sites (in cities), the study involved approximately
300 trainees at each site.

Freeberg 1980-82 P/J 883-02 U.S. Department of Labor
B. Liebman, Jr.

3

11
SURVEY OF CAREER INFORMATION SYSTEMS IN SECONDARY SCHOOLS AND COMPARATIVE

ASSESSMENT OF ALTERNATIVE TYPES

A 10 percent sample of public secondary schools was surveyed to determine
what types of career information systems are in 'Ise, what the quality of
information is, and what the patterns of %liege are (Study 1). Six

11

distinctive types of career information systems were also compared in 12
"specimen" schools to determine which types were ost effective (Study 2).

Chapman 1979-81 P/J 637-01 National Institute of Education
R. Bucknaa

I/
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ATLANTA WORK INCENTIVE PROGRAM - READING AND MATHEMATICS ASSESSMENT

The assessment of reading and mathematics skills of a sample of partici-

pants in the Metropolitan Atlanta Work Incentive Program (WI)) was
undertaken to provide local program administrators with information that

would:

1. Describe the range of achievement levels representative of program

participants as a group.

2. Aid in the develor mnit of training programs appropriate to the

levels of achievement of WIN participants.

3. Aid in the selection of appropriate curricular materials in reading
and mathematics for the WIN training programs to improve participants'
basic skills to the degree necessary for obtaining and retaining

employment.

Major findings of the study were that median scores obtained Were signifi-
cantly below the national median for persons with a high school education.
For the total group sampled, the Grade Level Indicator for reading was at
the beginning eighth grade level; for Mathetttics Computation, at the
beginning sixth grade level; and for Mathematics Basic Concepts, at the

second semester, fifth grade level.

Hardy 1979-80 P/J 755-04 U.S. Department of Labor

J. Bowles

JOBS FOR AMERICAN GRADUATES

This project involves an evaluation of the long-term impact of employment
training programs on disadvantaged youth in the state of Delaware. Under

study is Jobs for American Graduates, a training program supported by
funds from both the State of Delaware and the Department of Labor. This

program emphasized basic skills, job knowledge, and job-search behavior.

The current study compares the labor market status of program participants
with that of nonparticipants 36 months after program exit.

Rock 1984 P/J 798-02 Center for Labor Market Studies
Northeastern Unit

Andrew Sum
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EDUCATIONAL FACTORS AFFECTING JOB SEARCH BEHAVIOR AND EMPLOYMENT FOR YOUTH

The main purpose of this project is to analyze existing data on youth

employment and career guidance programs in order to identify the factors
that are most important in producing individuals who can find and keep a
job. The data base consists of longitudinal information on 775 individuals
including both program participants and a matched comparison group. The
first phase will be a data analysis focusing on the policy question -How
do educationally developed individual characteristics, such as reading
ability, job knowledge, job-seeking skills, job-holding skills, vocational
attitudes, work attitudes, and the sex stereotyping of occupations, impact

on employment outcomes of youth?' This question will be answered using a
path analytic approach, first identifying job-search behaviors that have
a significant relationship to employment outcomes, then identifying the
educationally developed characteristics that relate to successful job
search and/or job outcome. Next, policy analysis will relate the critical
educational program factors to existing mini proposed legislation. The
project will produce two policy-oriented reports, one for state and local
government and one for educators and program service providers; a technical
report will also be prepared. The outcome of this project will be
research-based policy information that can be used in planning or modifying
employment training legislation and in designing and implementing programs
to reduce unemployment among youth.

Freeberg/Ekstrom 1983-84 P/J 860-01 National Institute of Education
John Wirt

ANALYSIS OF JOB COMPETENCIES OF WIN REGISTRANTS

Under a groat from the U.S. Department of Labor, EIS determined the
job readiness skills of 2,000 participants in the Work Incentive Program,
using the Basic Skills Test in Math and Reading. On the basis of criteria

established by employers, WIN participants were categorized into three
groups: those whose basic skills are inadequate for work even at lower-
level jobs without remedial training; those whose basic skills fully
qualify them for work at lower-level jobs and who need a job; and those
whose basic skills are adequate for higher-level jobs or for training for
higher-level jobs.

Goodison 1980-82 P/J 484-01 U.S. Department of Labor
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COMPUTER EQUITY TRAINING

The Computer Equity Training Project was based on the observation of
researchers and teachers that while girls and boys of elementary school
age tend to respond equally well to the computer, starting in the middle

school years, girls tend to lag behind boys in voluntarily using the
computer or using it outside the classroom. Research indicates that at
this age boys begin to use home computers more than girls and engage in

greater extracurricular use of the computer in school for programming and
games. Studies also show that greater practice with computers leads to
continued computer study and higher likelihood of computer-related
careers. As these careers are characterized by high growth potential,
good career ladders, and excellent pay, it is essential to reverse girls'
pattern of computer avoidance at the middle school level before it
becomes so entrenched that equal opportunity for computer careers is a
meaningless phrase.

The Computer Equity Training Project was designed to help increase girls'
computer use at the middle school level by developing school-based
strategies to encourage girls to make greater voluntary use of computers.
Educational Testing Service evaluated this project.

Lockheed 1983-84 P/J 798-04 Women's Action Alliance, Inc.

BAY AREA MULTICULTURAL IN-SERVICE TRAINING INSTITUTE

ETS was chosen by Caniada College in Redwood City, California, and the

USDE to evaluate an in-service education institute for teachers, school
administrators, and paraprofessionals. The institute operated in the
districts of San Francisco, Hayward, Palo Alto, Menlo Park, and Union
City during 1973-74. The purpose of the institute was to provide the
participants with communication, classroom management, and other skills

to increase their effectiveness in working in desegregated classrooms.
ETS provided the institute with a needs assessment report, "1 fore and
after" assessment instruments, and final evaluation reports.

Corder 1973-74 P/J 648-13 U.S. Department of Education



AFFIRMATIVE ACTION FOR ARTS

Under a grant from the Ford Foundation, in 1981 ETS began an effort to

interest talented minority and disabled students in participating in the
Arts Recognition and Talent Search (ARTS) program. An outreach program
of student/teacher affirmative action workshops was conducted to enable
community and school leaders to participate in discussions about how the
ARTS program could realize its goal to create an expanded definition of
art only through sull representation of talented minority youth, how their
youth could benefit by participation, and the reassurance of teachers,
school administrators and parents that the ARTS model is equitable.

Results were apparent within a year. Total minority participation
increased to 'he extent that minority student finalists increased from 34
percent in 1,-.-82 to 39 percent in 1982-83. A pilot project was carried
out with the Model Secondary School for the Deaf at Gallaudet College in
Washington, D.C., and in the Arizona /New Mexico area for Native American
youth. In addition, an ARTS Affirmative Action Superintendents Cabinet
was created including Superintendents of Schools in Newark, Cleveland,
Philadelphia, and Washington, D.C. Each was responsible for presenting
the program to all teachers and students in his/her school district.

Fitchue 1981-83 P/J 372-02 Ford Foundation

WOMEN'S EDUCATION IN NEPAL

The Iri.ernational Center for Research on women conducted research in
Nepal to find out why tie female enrollment in the elementary and secondary
schools is 20 percent or less and to deve Jp an integrated plan that will
make school more attractive for girls starting at rge six.

A report of the study will include an integrated plan for increasing

female enrollment in schools throughout the country. Among probable
recommendations will be: government subsidies for the cost of school
attendance, a more agriculturally based curriculum, an adjusteJ school day

that might involve only morning classes, and special programs that would
be designed to attract young female students and their families.

Lockheed 1983 P/J 798-06 International Center for Research on Women



SEX EQUITY IN CLASSROOM INTERACTIONS

The purpose of this project was to identify three sex-equity goals: sex

desegregation in classroom work groups, equal status interaction in mixed-sex
groups, and reduction of sex-differences in problem-solving performance. To

improve understanding of the nature of sex-equitable classroom interaction
and to identify effective ways of altering classroom processes to achieve
greats: equity, this project included two separate studies.

Study 1 involved collecting classroom observation data and other student and
teacher measures in 24 classes of fourth and fifth grade students in Connec-
ticut and California. Embedded in this study were three distinct substudies:

1) a two-year replication design to test the effectiveness of previously
developed intervention strategies in reducing sex segregation and male domi-
nance, 2) a two-year process-product study linking classroom processes to
student outcome variables, and 3) a two-year ethnographic study designed to
tap teacher and student beliefs regarding components of sex equity.

Study 2 involved analyzing an extant classroom process-student outcome data
base on 54 fifth grade classrooms. It identified sex inequities in teacher-
student interaction and related these differences to academic performance.

Observations of the classrooms were conducted during the first year of the
project by trained observers using the APPLE observation system , as well as
instruments designed as part of the study. A random half of the observed
classroom teachers participated in workshops based on C*A*R*E: Curriculum
and Research for Equity, the teacher inservice trainingmanual developed by
ETS to teach management strategies to promote leadership behavior by female
students. All teachers were also interviewed, and pre- and pos its were
administered to students.

Lockheed 1980-82 P/J 880-01/02/03 National Institute of Education

WOMEN'S EDUCATIONAL EQUITY - TEACHER TRAINING MODULES

The purpose of this study was to translate laboratory research findings
about the conditions needed for equal status behavior into materials that
would be useful to the teacher in the classroom. Working with 14 teachers
from the East Windsor (NJ) regional school system, project staff developed
self-assessment and curriculum materials appror-iate for fourth and fifth
grade. Approximately 100 curriculum units for reducing sex stereotyping,
increasing cross-sex interaction, and promoting female leadership were
written. In the first year of the project, evidence that increased cross-
sex interaction reduces cross-sex stereotypes was obtained. In the second
yea_ of the project, the materials were formally evaluated.

Lockheed 1976-78 U.S. Department of Education
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TEST - TAKING AND LEARNING- SKILLS PROGRAM

ETS directed a program to assist faculty members in 12 participating
institutions with the improvement of the learning skills of minority
students. This Test-Taking and Learning Skills Program was carried out
under the Basic Insti utional Development Program of Title III, Higher
Education Act of 1965, and was conducted during the academic year 1976-77.

The ETS component of the program focused on the improvement of instruc-
tional strategies and techniques that are related to developing students'
analytic and interpretive skills. The staff of the institutions' basic
studies programs were involvA in this wcrIt.

The second component dealt with the students' need for test orientation.
The services of counselors and staff members concerned with the students'
career development were used in this aspect of the program.

Participating institutions included: Barber-Scotia College, Concord, NC;
Cheyney State College, Ch ey, PA; Claflin College, Orangeburg, SC;
Fayetteville State Univer , Fayetteville, NC; Lane College, Jackson,
TN; Livingstone College, Salisbury, NC (the Title III coordinating college);
University of Maryland, Eastern Shore, Princess Anne, MD; Morr.s College,
Sumter, SC; Oakwood College, Huntsville, AL; St. Paul's College, Lawrence-
ville, VA; Virginia State College, and Voorhees College, Denmark, SC.

Spencer 1976-1978 P/J 733-02 Various Colleges
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TITLE I EVALUATION TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE

Under Title I of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act, local
education agencies were awarded funds for programs to help reduce
the disparities between disadvantaged children and their more fortunate
peers. To evaluate these programs and provide reliable And comparable
data to Congress, USDE adopted several evaluation models for states
to use in preparing reports to USDE. Technical assistance centers were
set up in each Department of Education region to assist state and
local district Title I staff members in implementing the evaluation
odels.

Technical services provided under agreements with each state included:

1 Workshops on the Title I reporting system, model selection computer
systems, tests and measurements, and the Title I evaluation models.

2. On-site or telephone consultation on any aspect of Title I outcome
evaluations.

3. Assistance in the installation of USDE-developed computer programs
for analyzing Title I data.

4. Training or consultation in establishing evaluation quality control.

5. Sharing information and helping develop awareness of procedures and
new materials.

Assistance was provided by ETS to the following states: Region II: New
Jersey, New York, Puerto Rico, Virgin Islands Region IV: Alabama, Florida,
Georgia, Kentucky, Mississippi, North Carolina, South Carolina, Tennessee
Region V: Illinois, Indiana, Michigan, Minnesota, Ohio, Wisconsin

Senson/Echternacht/Storlie/Hardy 1976-82 P/J 504-506 U. S. Department
of Education

R. Stonehill
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APPENDIX H: RElated Projects conducted by ERIC Clearinghouse on
Rural Education and Small Schools

III. Slpporting Documents

k. P 'Ilication Experience of ERIC/CRESS

The ERIC Clearinghouse on Rural Education and Small Schools
was one of the initipl ERIC clearinghouses established in 1966 by
the Office of Education. Rural education and mall schools have
been major thrusts since its inception. The ERIC system incorpo-
rated an emphasis on literature syntheses within the first three
years, but CRESS began producing bibilioqraphies and small
literature reviews within months of its establishment. Since
that time CRESS has produced more than 100 niajor print and non-
print products.

CRESS contracts t4ith authors around the country for its
publications. Experience shows that it takes the full fiscal
year to develop and print publications under this system. The
control necessary for the quick turnaround time required in this
subcontract means that product development must he done at CRESS.

Examples ref CRESS' recent publications include:

"Technological Toc'ls for Rural Education"
by klan M. Hofmeister

"Before School Starts: A Handbook for New Elementary
Rural/Small School Teachers"

by Leo M. Schell and Paul R.. Burden

"Furthering Nonformai Adult Education in Rural America:
The Free University and Three Traditional Providers"

by Jim Rillacky

'How ERIC Car Help Librarians in Rural Areas Meet the
the Information Needs of Teachers, Administrators,
and Students'

by Laura H. Connelly

The Preparation and Certification of Teachers for
Rural and Sm-1.1 Schools"

by Clark E. Gardener and Everett D. Edington

"The Principalship in Rural America"
try Alfred P. Wilson

'Meeting Educational Needs in Rural Communities
Confronting Rapid Growth"

b' J. 1. Morris

"Community Resources for Rural Social Studies Teachers"
by A. Earl McCain
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ERIC Clearinghouse on Uzban Education
Box 40

Teachers College, Columbia thaversity
New York, N.Y. 10027

(212) 678-3433/3437

LIST OP PUBLICATIONS: 1977-1983

Descriptions of Publica'Ions

ERIC/CUE identifies and gat% rn information which is analyzed

in serial publications.

The Urban Ditersity Series consists of state-of-art papers,

reviews, and annotated bibliographies. Each paper summarizes the
existing literature concerning the educational, socioeconomic or
social/psychological issues involved in the development of

diverse urban poprZbtions.

The Compact Guides consist of ERIC Digests, brief biblio-

graphies, and directories vkich capsulize information on pertinent
issues.

The Urban Schools Bibliography is a set of comprehensive
references of the literature on urban schools available through

the ERIC system. The Guidebook to Hispanic Organizations and
Information is a directory.

The Topical Bibliographies of ERIC References, coupiled from
computer searches of the ERIC d6tabase, are references of the
literature on various topics available through the ERIC system.
Like the citations in the Urban Schools Bibliography, these
citations include an abstract of the document.

The IRCD Bulletin carries an analytical or review article
devoted to a single subject in the field of urban education.
The aim of the Bulletin is to synthesize and formulate concepts
and practices which will improve the development and e...cational

achievement of urban children and youth.

Equal Opportunity Bevies (EOR) consists of short papers on
critical educational issues which are topical and informative.
Sev .iral issues of FOR are exclusively bibliographies on urban and
minority education.

s1
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Two Spacial Reprints are also listed; these are articles which
have appeared in journals but are available from the Clearinghouse.

Availability of Publications

Items on this list may be obtained from the Clearinghouse
unless they are followed by an asterisk or indicate another
source of availability. Items followed by an asterisk are

out-of-print; in most instances, they say be obtained from

the ERIC Document Reproduction Service (EDRS).

To Order Publications from the Clearinghouse

Items in the Urban Diversity Series, IRCD Bulletin, Urban
Schools Bibliography, and Topical Bibliographies of ERIC References

are available for a nominal cost. Compact Guides (except for

Bibliography a7) and Equal Opportunity Review are available, in
limited quantities, free of charge while supplies last. Direct

orders to the ERIC Clearinghouse on Urban Education, Box 40,
Teachers College, Columbia University, New York, N.Y. 10027.
Make all checks payable to Teachers College. All orders must be

prepaid. Prices for p lications available from the Clearinghouse

appear at the end of each citation.

To Order Out-of-Print Publications

Orders Addressed to the ERIC Document Reproduction Service
(asterisked items) must incIlde the six digit ED number, specifi-

cation of either microfiche or papfir copy reproduction, the unit
price (see price schedule), and a Maack or money order, including
shipping charges, made payable to the ERIC Document Reproduction
Service, P.O. Box 190, Arlington, "A 22210.

1-3 1 S2
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Price Schedule

(Publications Available am
ERIC Document Reproduction Service)

Microfiche

pages)

Price

1-5 (up to 480 S .97

6 (481-576 pages) 1.17

7 (577-572 pages) 1.37

8 (673-768 pages) 1.57

9 (769-864 pages) 1.77

10 (865-960 pages) 1.97

Paper Copy

1-25 pages

26 -SO pages

51-75 pages
76-100 pages

Price

$2.15
3.90

5.65
7.40

Shipping Charges Price

Microfiche (First Class)
1-3 fiche

4-8 fiche

Microfiche (United Parcel Service)

33-75 fiche
76-150 fiche

Paper Copy (Unit.d Parcel Service)
1-75 pages
76-150 pages

$ .20
.37

up to $1.55
up to 1.93

up to $1.55
up to $1.93



URBAN DIVERSITY SERIES

No. 49 Minority Aged: A Bibliography. Alexis Molise. July

1977. 368 citations. 44 pp. ED 142 659.*

No. 50 Communicating With, Not To the Urban Poor. Brenda

Dervin. Fell 1977. ED 150 240.*

No. 51 Urban Minorit Students Longue e and Read

Clifford A. Bill. Fall 1977. 73 pp. ED 150 242.*

No. 52 Orbanicity and Urban Education (Conference Proceedings).
Robert A. Dentler, Bernard R. Gifford, Edmond W.
Gordon, Wilson Riles, Seymour B. Sarason, Devivi Seeley

and Paul N. Ylvisaker. Fall 1977. 101 pp.

ED 159 268.*

No. 53 Alternative Schools: A Review. David Thornton Moore.

June 1978. 31 pp. ED 159 279.*

No. 54 Schooling in Big Cities: A Comparative, International

Perspective. Max A. Eckstein. July 1978. ($2.00)

No. 55 The Annotated Bibli ra h on Cross-Cultural Problems

in Education. Volume I: Fugitive LiterAtmre.

Cornelius Lee Grove. July 1978. 117 citations.

41 pp. ED 164 707.*

No. 56 Cultural Factors in Learning and Instruction. Sara W.

Lundsteen, Editor. Augyst 1978. 89 pp. ED 162 012.*

No. 57 Task ftgaLtsimentandtheCor
Controls: An Ecological Sttigy of Different&
Structured Classroom Settings. Joseph C. GrannifJ.

October 1978. 62 pp. ED 169 167.* (Published in

Curriculum Inquiry 8(1), 1978. Available from !DRS

in microfiche only.)

No. 58 ASuestion of Perspective: Toward a More Complex

View of Classrooms. Sara Lawrence L-4htfoot. Fall

1978. (52.00)

No. 59 Educating Diverse Populations: Selected Papers.

Edward De Avila, Edgar Epps, Patricia Albjer, Graham,
EdLand V. Gordon and Stephanie Shipman. Winer 1979.

($.1.00)



No. 60 Schooling in Haiti. Michel Laguerre. February 1979.

($2.00)

No. 61 Perspectives on Sex and Gender: Proceedings of a Haiti -

disciplinary Conference. June Kallos, Editor. February

1979. ($2.00)

No. 62 The Annotated 'Bibliography on Cross-Cultural Problems.

in Education. Volume II: Published Literature (Books).

Cornelius Loa Grove. May 1979. 174 citations. ($2.00)

No, 63 Classroom Culture and the Problem of Control. Joseph

C. Grannis. May 1979. ($2.00)

No. 64 Pursuing Equal Educational Opporturity: School Politics

and the New Activists. Edith K. Mosher, Anne N.

Hastings, and Jennings L. Wagoner, Jr. Susses 1979.

($2.00)

No. 65 Hispanic Migrations from the Caribbean and Latin America

(Conference Proceedinill. Jose Hernandez and Rafisl

Valdivieso. August 1979. ($2.00)

No. 66 Physical Education and Athletics: Strategics for

Meeting Title EX Requirements (Conference Proceedings).

Marjorie Blanfarb and Dorothy Harris. August 1979.

($2.00)

No. 67 Research and Evaluation in Urban Educational Policy.

Michael H. Kass. June 1980. ($2.00)

No. 68 Bilingual Education in the United States: A View from

1980. Charles Ihr.:rington. August 1980. (S2.00)

No. 69 Urban EnvironOmnts and Urban Children. James Garberino

and Margaret C. ilantz. August 1980. ($2.00)

No. 70 Review of Instructionall Effective Schoolin Literature.

Carolyn Benbom, Compiler. August 1980. 56 citations.

No. 73

($2.00)

Title IX Compliance and Sex Equity: Definitions,

Distinctions Costs and Benefits. Rita Bornstein.

March 1981. ($2.00)

No. 74 Special Education and the Hispanic Child. Heraini*

Martinez, Editor. August 1981. ($5.00)
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No. 75

No. 76

No. 77

No. 78

No. 79

No. 80

No. 81

(Part I)

No. 81

(Part II)

No. 82

Noe 83

Nc. 84

No. 85

No. 86

The United States' New Refugees: A Review of the

Research on the Reset:lenient of Indochinese, Cubans,

and Haitians. Carol Ascher. November 1981. ($5.00)

The Education of Asian and Pacific Americans. Don

Nakanishi and Marsha-Hirano Nakanishi, Editors. 1983.

(Not available from the Clearinghouse; published by Oryx

Press, 1983, Phoenix, AZ 85004.) ($27.50)

Dealing with Decline: no Politics of Public School
Closingr ;oenathan Leask. September 1981. ($5.00)

Com. ter S stews for Urban School Administrators: A

Guide for Decision Makin. Richard Vigilante. September

1981. ($5.00)

International Compensatory Education Programs, Erwin

Flaxman. June 1982. (rot available from the Clearing-
house; published in International Encyclopedia of
Education: Research and Studies, Pergamon Press, 1'83,

Oxford, England.)

Developing Educational Programs for the High-Risk
Secondary School andSolamellmmt. Mark Blum and
Stephen Spangehl. July 1982. ($5.00)

The Preparation of Teachers for the Urban Schools:
State of the Art of Pre-Service and In-Service Education.

David Kapel and Marilyn lapel. July 1982. ($5.00)

The Preparation of Teachers for the Urban Schools:
Progress Offered k,y Institutions of Higher Education and

Urban School Districts. David Kapel and Marilyn Kapel.

July 1e82. ($5.00)

Student Alienation, Student Behavior, and the Urban

Schools. Carol Ascher. August 1982. ($5.00)

More Effective Schooling: From Research to Practice.

Anthony Codianni and Gretchen Wilbur. Fall 1983. ($5.00)

Home, School, and Com. ity in Adolescent Education.
Francis lanni. Fall 1983. ($5.00)

Women and Minorities fn School Administration:
Strategies for tlithing_!_pifference. Tall 1983. (56.00)

racultX-2! sISELUIIELLMEJAEATIIILDNELEMDSation.
Michael Rebell and Arthmr Block. Tall 1983. ($6.00)

1-7
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No. 87 Reforming Schools in the 1980s: A Critical Review

of the National Reports. k. Harry Passow. April

1984. ($10.00)

No. 88 A Review of Major Current Reports on Secondary Edu-

cation. A. Harry Passow. April 1984. ($8.50)

COMPACT GV!DES

ERIC Digests (Free)

No. 1 School Crime and Disruption. March 1580.

No. 2 Complying with Title IX Regulations. March 1981.

No. 3 Burnout in Schools and Other Human Service Institutions.

March 1981. ED 209 407.*

No. 4 Instructionally Effective Schools. March 1981.

No. S How to Make School Desegregation Vbrk. March 1981.

No. 6 Reforming the Large Urban High School. June 1981.

ED 209 407.*

No. 7 Alternative Schools - Some Answers and Questtons.

October 1981.

8 Writing Instruction for Dialectally Different Youths.

January 1982.

No. 9 Counseling in a Multicultural Educational Setting.

February 1982.

No. 10 Desegregation as an EGLLUlarti
Hispanics. March 1982.

No. 11 Issues in ESEA Title VII Bilingual Education. April

1982.

1-8187



No. 12 The Righ-Risk Secondary Student and Experiential,
Competen,y-Based Education. July 1982.

No. 13 Developing Non-Biased Criteria for Mainstreaming Minority

Students. July 1982.

No. 14 Secondary School Ethos and the Academic Success of

Urban Minority Students. December 1982.

No. 15 Hispanics and Employment. January 1983.

No. 16 School Learning and Corporation-School Aili noes.

April 1983.

No. 17 malPgimoAvstlIdentsvithNontraditionial Skills
Enter and Complete College. June 1983.

'o. 18 Improving the Mathematical Skills of Low Achievers.

Septemiber 1983.

No. 19 Equity for

Urban Disadvantaged Students. January 1984.

No. 20 Helping Hispanic Students to Complete High School

and Enter College. March 1984.

No. 21 The Social and PsIchological Adjustment of Southeast

Asian Refugees. April 1984.

No. 22 The 1983 Educational Reform Reports. May 1984.

No. 23

No. 24

A 1

June 1964.

Urban magnet Schools and Educat4+)na1 Excellence.
July 1964.

Resource Directory

No. 1 Refugee Resettlement and Integration: An Organizacional

Guide. June 1981.
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Bibliographies

No. 1 Strategies for Community Organization: Asian kmaricans.

March 1980. 7 citations.

No. 3 Communities and School Cl...7aings. May 1980. 12 citations.

No. 5 Minority Grows and the Arts. April 1981. 38 citations.

(Free)

No. 6 Stereotyping is Children's Books and School Curriculmons:

Strategies for Change. January 1982. S3 citatiams.

No. 7 Refugees in the United States: A Bibliography of ER1C,

Documents. April 1982. 303 citations. ($2.00)

URBOSCMOOLS BIBLIOGRAPHY

No. 1 Equal irtunilEducation. Michael Webb amd Brian

Maruffi, Cog ila s. Spring 1982. 571 citations.

($5.00)

No 2 School Policy, Administration, and Curriculum. Michael

Webb and Brian Maruffi, compilers. Spring 1982. 10
citations. ($5.00)

No. 3 'regain Evaluation and Academic Achievement. Mici-lael

Webb and Brian Maruffi, Compilers. Spring 1982.

($5.00)

No. 4 Career Development, Alternative Schools and Community

Involvement in Education. Michael Webb and Brion

Maruffi, Compilers. Spring 1982. 314 citat_ams.

($4.00)

No. 5 Urban Schools Bibliography 1982. Michael Webb and
Gaorganne Chapin, Compilers. Fall 1983. 140 citations.

($5.00)

REFERENCE TOOLS

Guidebook is Rispanio Organizations and Information.
Ellen Meier and Maryellen to Bosco, Compilers. Tall

1983. Z$5.00).
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TOPICAL BIBLIOGRAPHIES OP ERIC REFERENCES

11a. 1 ERIC References on Variables Affecting Black Achievement

>ementary and 1982.

citations. (53.00)

$o. 2 ERIC References on Compensatory Education: Assessment

and Program tvaluatios and Implementation in ElemealarE/

Secondary Education. 1982. 182 citations. ($5.00)

So. 3 ERIC References on Programs and Practices Related to

High Achieving Blacks and Hispanics. 1982. 96

citations. (54.00)

So. 4 ERIC References on Bilin 1/MUlticultural Education

Programs for Asian American Students in Elementary/

Secondary Schools. 1982. 157 citations. (55.00)

So. 5 ERIC References onpmial Education for Hispanics in

Elementary and Secondary Schools: Assessment Placement

and Program Implementation and Evaluation. 1982. 61

citations. ($3.00)

Ro. 6 ERIC References on Special Education for Black Students

in Elementary and Secondary Schools: Assessment,

Placement and Pr lamentation and Evaluation.

1982. 111 citations. (54.00)

No. 7 ERIC References on School Dese re ation: Research and
Evaluation of Programs in Elementary and Secondac
Schools. 1982. 160 citations. (55.00)

No. 8 ERIC References an Equal Educational Opertunity:
Minority Students in Institutions of Higher Education.
1982. 51 citations. (52.00)

No. 9 ^aferences on Com sato Education: Assessment
Implementation, and Evaluation of College and University
Programs. 1982. 79 citations. (53.00)

No. 10 ERIC References on the Minority Elderly. 1982. 43

citations. (52.00)
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Vol. XII
No. 1

Vol. XII
No. 2

Vol. XII
No. 3

Vol. XII
No. 4

Vol. XIII
No. 1

Vol.

No. 2

Vol. XIII
No. 3

Vol. XIII
No. 4

Vol. KEW

No. 1

Vol. KEW
No. 2

Vol. XIV
No. 3

IRCD BULLETIN

Rumen Diversity, Program Evaluation and Pupil Assessment.
Edmund W. Gordon. A Critical Rtv;..4 of Black Conscious -

ness, Identity, and Achievement. Joseph C. Grannis.
Winter 1977. (3.50)

Bilingual Education - A Perspective. Joshua Fishman.

Spring 19.7. (S.50)

Racial Stratification and Education: The Case of
Stockton, California. John U. 440mn. Summer 1977.

(3.50)

A Review of the Language Deficit Position: Some Socio-
linguistic and Psycholinguistic Perspectives. Clifford
A. Hill. Fall 1977. (3.50)

Prom Congressional Intent to Loma Program Delivery:
Present Reality in the Adminiszratice of Title I, ESEA.
Donald W. Burnes and Richard L. Mess. Winter 1978.

(5.50)

School Desegregation: Outcomes for Children, Findings
in Search of a Theory. NIAcy E: St. John. SWIlg 1978.

(3.50)

Toward a Conceptualization of Urban Education. Edmund

W. Gordon. Achievement in the Philadelphia Public

School System. Peter R. Mooch and David Rhodes. Summer

1978. (S.50)

A Child's Place: Toward a More emplpaex View. Sara

Lawrence Lightfoot. Tall 197*. (S.50)

School Crime and the Social Order of the School.

Fr "ncis A.J. Ianni and Elizabeth Reuss-Ianni. Winter

1979. ED 177 25. .1

Competency Testing and Equal Educational Opportunity.
Walt Haney and Kabiru Kinyanjui. Spring 1979. (3.50)

The Lived World. Maxine Greeks. Physiological Differ-

ences Between the Sexes: Exploring Old Myths. Dorothy

Harris. Summer 1979. (Not avalLiblo from EDRS.)
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Vol. XIV
No. 4

Vol. XV
Nos. 1&2
(Double

Issue)

Vol. XV
Nos. 3&4
(Double

Issue)

astx-t Participation in Urban Schools:

on JrileMovement and Implications for i

Canal Malchman Schraft and Sharon Lynn

1979. (5.50)

Reflections
,t-re Practice.

rCa.,), ri Fall

The Plyiv., of Asian American Success and Its Educational

Xi -Tack Chun. Winter/51)6.1, 1980.

(1.00)

Title IX Compliance and Sex Equity. Rita Bornstein.

rs'e5,-.cch and Evaluation in Urban EducatZoi-aa Policy.

Michael. H. Kean. Sunuser/Tall 1980. (81.11110)

EQUAL OPPORTUNITY REVIEW (Free)

July ERIC References on Urban and Minority r4i.e.ce.tion.

1977 Cavilled by Robert L. Vivolo and BariALQA Sobel. 233

citations.

Fall
1977

Feb.

1978

Spring
1978

Summer
1978

July
1978

August
1978

Feb.
1979

May
1979

Factors in Desegregation and Integration. Susan R.

Eras..

Cart Thinking on Desegregation. Canstatncia Warren.

ED 1SO 241.*

et School Implications for Desegregation.
Constancia Warren.

Bilin 1 Education Socisl Stratificr-icom and Cultural

22mraXism. Charles Harrington. ED 151 Z74.*

EADC References on Urban and Minority Education.

Caviled by Robert L. Vivolo. 164 citatiams.

Urban Resources as Educators. David Thornton Moore.

ED 142 014.*

The Implications of Runts of CaliferniA v. Bakke

fez UnizaultxAdmissions and Hiring. Kent Greenavalt.

ERIC References on Urban and Minority Eff%cation.

Comliled by Pauline M. Rothstein. 171 citations.

ED 173 506.*

92
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May ERIC Referenc_e in Urban and Minority Education.

1980 Cospiled by 20....tins N. Rothstein. ti39 citations..

ED 190 736.

August ERIC Refererces as Urban and Minority Education.

1981 228 citations.

1111P-CIPJ. REPRINTS

The Noni.wk;,.., tion LBP: *1111

Business as i..s4k4.1. Constancia "Warren. February t976.

(Published Ty, 7a,ehers College cord 77,3.) (S1AID)

Psychological Anthropology and Educational Practice.

Charles Rarrrel _ Septeaber 1976. (Published in

Psychologicsf Anthropology 76,1.) ($1.00)
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Appendix J: Related Projects Conducted by ERIC Clearinghouse
on Handicapped and Sifted Children

The Council for Exceptional Children operates the ERIC Clearinghouse

on Handicapped and Gifted Children. CEC over the nears has been a tremendous

farce in providing opportunity for the profession and exceptional children.

Professionals interested in Special Education usually recieve products and

services sponsored by CEC and some products and services which come from ERIC

funding.

Examples of CEC/ERIC recent publications include:

Alternative programs for Disruptive Youth.

ED 216 495 tE C)

Computer Connection For Gifted Children and Youth.

ED 209 889 (E C)

Discovering Special Education Resources:
A Workshop on Eric and ECER

Fact Sheets From the Eric Clearinghouse on Handicapped and Gifted Children,

1989, ED 214 319 (EC)

E-hool Based Staff Support Teams: A Blueprint for action.

ED 216 498 (EC)

Personnel Development in Special Education: Qqanitity versus Quality

Eric Digest, 1984.

'94
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Appendix K: Related Projects Conducted by ERIC CLEARINGHOUSE ON TEACHER

EDUCATION

The ERIC Clearinghouse on Teacher Education provides service to

professional interested in Teacher Education . Information is provided on

Eleseritary Secondary and higher education. Other areas include information

on preservice, inservice, preparation training and retirement. to addition the

Eric Clearinghouse provides service foe personnel development. physical

education, Educational Theory, Curricular and Philosophy.

Examples of recent publications include:

Deficits. Decline and dismissials:
Faculty Tenure and Fiscal Exigency
ED 213 662 (SP) Current issues

Field Practicum for Teachers of Sifted Children: The South Carolina

Experience.
ED 213 661 (SP) Current Issues

Physical Education Teacher Teacher Education:

Curriculum, pedagogy. certfication...History issues trends. Information

Analysis products.

ED 219 337 (SP)

Prospects for Black Teacher: Preparation. certification, Employment.

Informatin Analysis products.

ED 213 659 'SP)

A qualitive study of excellence in teaching and The Search for Excellence in

teaching:
An Annotated Bibliography, Information Analysis products.

ED 213 660 (SP)

Teacher Education and Global perspectives current issues. ED 216 993 (SP)

195
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APPENDIX L: Think Tank -- Recurring Themes

The following needs were identified by participants in the
Think Tank which was held February 17-18, 1985 at the Maxwell House
Hotel in Nashville, Tennessee. In addition to project staff and
consultants, Think Tank participants from different institutions
of higher education from each of the states within the Appalachian
Region. Recurring themes with their respective identified needs are
listed below.

1. Teacher Preparation - inservice, preservice
curriculk"-

Programs to assist in application of research and exemplary
programs in classroom (2,4)

Teach teacher counseling skills to deal with today's students 2

Pracical inservice - 2
- Teach communication skills to teachers - 2,3

Student discipline - 2,3 (techniques)
_

Classroom management - 2,3

2. Copounity Support & Involvement

Program to educate the public concerning educational needs (2)
Need for parental and community involvement - 2,3
Counseling for parents (2)

Technical assistance for women entering job market - 2

Emphasis on parent education - 2
High tech cooperation (schools and industry) - 5

3. Equal educational opportunities, resources, quality of prograr -

linority issues

Programs dealing with techniques of working with different kinds
of groups - 2,3
Generate more data relative to minority groups. (across all com-
ponents)

4. Evaluation Issues - application of testing, use of testing impact on
minorities

After school program to help students pass proficiency tests - 2,4
Evaluation process for all teachers - 3

- Competency testing - 2,3,4
Higher performance standards - 3

Develop comprehensive national licensing exam for new teachers - 3
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5. Public School Curricula(. issues

Effective Schools Research

Vocational Education -vs- Traditional
Early Childhood Education

Programs to help districts implement master plan - 3
Programs to assess

Self auditing and review board for community (not with local system)
to audit curriculum orograms

After-school programs to help students pass proficiency tests - 2,4
More resources for special education - learning disabilities,
vision training - 2
Class size - 2

Improve classroom materials - 2

System to give better start in early years - 2

More organized method of training secondary
Magnet schools - gifted education - 2
Standards of learning objectives - 2,3
Electronic classrooms - 2
Study successful education models - 2,4
Exemplary programs - 2,4

Program to blend effective with cognitive
School reorganization
Time on task - 2

level students 3,2

s. Funding

Foundation for soliciting funding to help solve the problems of
women entering job market - 3

Improve facilities for individualized instruction
Force local districts to comply with minimum standards to receive
funding - 3

Equalize local school financing to reduce funding - 3

7. Basic skills/achievement issues
Skills, how to learn,

Education/employment relationship

Remedial programs for low achievers (2)
Technical assistance in basic skill areas (2) (4)
Counseling for parents and students, elementary and secondary - 2

Tutorial programs to improve student achievement - 2
Class size - 2

Gifted education - 2,3
Research on split classroom - 2

8. Leadership issues - principals
Central office staff - staff development

Inservice development for administrators and school board - 2,3
Student discipline (policies) 2,3
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9. Drop out - adult literacy issues

10. Teaching as a profession - condition of employment for teachers

Accountability measures - tying more money to better performance 3

Teacher career ladder - 3

Minimum standard of excellence - 2,4
Help public relations for teaching profession - 2,3
Provide a place for teachers, future and experienced
meet, handle burnout - 3,2

Study non-monetary rewards for teachers - 3

Cultural Diversity

Improved teacher education programs -

II
multicultural training program - inservice, preservice, admin-
istrators - 2,5,3

Program for disadvantaged and socio-economic racial groups
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tutorial, basic skills - 2

12. Politics of education - involved in all issues
government control, centralization - erosion of local control

Special Education network to aline connections between politics
and programs for Specia Education.

Have on-going oversight by state legislators to assess progress
of implementing educational reform - 3

These do not fit into any specific category

1. Programs dealing with long range issues - 3
2. Programs to help districts implement master plan - 3

3. NAACP educational program for youths to help alleviate problems -
educational concerns - 2

4. Revitalize curriculum programs (k-higher Ed) - 2

5. Network between school system and universitizs in the region - 5

6. Annual conference - exchange reports - 5
7. Network with other research centers and coordinate basic research - 5

8. Establish network to help bargaining committee prepare negotiating
package - 3,4,5
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